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ABSTRACT
THE POLITICAL PARTICIPATION OF OLDER AMERICANS
Elena Guagenti-Tax, A.C.S·.W.

This study addressed the political participation pf
Older Americans.

Political participation was defined as all

behavior through which people directly expressed their
political opinions and ideologies.

This definition was

broad enough to cover all expressions of political opinionsfrom discussing politics to contacting public officials.
The main concern of this study was to distinguish
between the social roles and status of the 'Young Old"
55-74) and the 'Old Old"

(ages

(ages 75 and over) and their effect

on political participation.

Little is known about the

precise political behavior of these two age groups.

This

research examined the level of their political activity
through multiple regression and factor analysis.

A

secondary analysis of University of Michigan 1984 pre-and
post- National Election Study data provided the evidence for
this study.
The principal findings of this study were the social
characteristics that differentiate those 'Young Old' and
'Old Old" who were more likely to participate in political
activities.

For the 'Young Old' they were: being married,

educated, paying attention to the political campaign of
1984, community reSidence, "feeling closest" to blacks,
belonging to interest groups, and having a strong feeling of

political efficacy.

For the 'Old Old" also being married,

educated, belonging to interest groups, "feeling close!5t" to
environmentalists were significant.
Identification with the elderly as a group, was not
a significant predictor of participation for the 'Young Old"
and the 'Old Old'.
participation.

This relationship held for all types of

No evidence eKisted to indicate that

strictly aGe-based interests were prevalent among the 1984
elderly respondents.
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CHAPTER I

A.
This study addresses the political participation of
older Americans.

Political participation is defined as all

behavior through which people directly express their
political opinions and ideologies.

This definition is broad

enough to cover all expressions of political opinions-- from
discussing politics to contacting public officials.

This

stLidy is 1 ill,ited to conventional forms of participation.
Unconventional behavior such as. riots and sit-ins are not
examined.
This topic was chosen because of the serious
backlash against social programs for the elderly that took
place in the late 1970'5 and early 1990·s.

There is concern

that the current political behavior of the aged may be
insufficient and/or too poorly organized to counteract these
forces.

In this unsympathetic social climate the needs of

the elderly for necessities, such as adequate nutrition,
proper housing and medical care may be compromised.
Already, out-of-pocket e>:penses for Medicare enrollees, on a
per capita basis, increased 49 percent under Part A (from
S94 to S125) during 1990 to 1995 and 31 percent for Part B
(from S395 to S516) (AARP

1997).

Increased

participation of the aged is essential to overcome obstacles
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blacking their social equality and economic security.
The main concern of this study is to distinguish
between the social roles and status of the 'Voung Old'
55-74) and the 'old Old"

(ages

Cages 75 and aver) and their effect

an political participation as compared to that of ather age
groups.

Little is knDwn about the precise political

behavior of these two age groups.

This research examines

the comparative levels of their political activity.

A

secondary analysis of the .University of Michigan 1984 pre
and post National Election Study data

provided evidence for

this study.
The extent to which older Americans participate in
politics and the ways in which they do are influenced
significantly by their social roles and circumstances.

The

definitions and the status that the community gives to the
roles played by a people, determine their potential
influence in the social system.

Thus. social roles are

important because individuals often define themselves in
terms of these roles. and their place in society is
determined by them.

For example. entry into occupations

formerly closed to alder women. in particular. affected many
aspects of their lives including their educational choices
and income levels.

As a result many aspects of their roles

and status in society were affected.
In 1984. 16 percent of the population were 'Voung
Old' and 5 percent were "Old Old'.

Of this 5 percent IX

were 85 or older (Statistical HandbDok on Aging Americans.

:5

1986).

By the beginning of the 21st century, biomedical

advances could lead to significant increases in life
e):pectancy.

Nearly a quarter of the elderly are expected to

be 85 Dr older by the middle of the next century.

In terms

of total U.S. population. that means that more than one
American in twenty is expected to be 85 years Dr older and
healthier by the year 2050 (Select Committee on Aging,
1984) •

Also. future elderly cohorts will be better
educated than the elderly of today.

Education is important

in considering the political behavior of any group,
including the aged.

Among the strongest and most repeatedly

documented generalizations found in social sciences is the
preposition that education and income are related to social
and political involvement (Lipset 1960. Milbrath and Goel
1977. Verba and Nie 1972).
These possibilities lead social workers. political
scientists and planners to ask under what conditions such
demographic. role, and status changes might translate into
increased political power for the aged. given increased
participation by them.

Social-status characteristics are

valuable indicators of who a person is: what social posi.tion
he occupi es. what soc i al i z at i on e): per i ences he i s I i kel y to
have gone through and, finally, in what kind of political
activity he is likely to engage.
Political participation is important because the
fulfillment of the human potential of citizens is maximized
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means "equal
participation in the making of decisiuns" and political
equality is defined as "equal power in determining political
outcomes" (Conway, 1985).

This implies

in order to

reach the satisfaction of the highest needs; the need for
self actualization in Maslow's need hierarchy, participation
is impertative (Conway, 1985).
Participation is also important because it
communicates the citizens' needs and desires to government.
Active participation in the political process by older
citizens can exert a direct influence on public policy.

If

the elderly and governmental officials were to develop
greater awareness of the potential political power of older
persons, a significant increase would very likely occur in
the political influence of the elderly.
Elias Cohen, director of the Division of Public
Policy at Temple University's Institute on Aging, defined
political influence as "the ability to persuade legislative
and administrative allocators of power and resources in ways
consistent with your own or your groups wishes" (Cohen,
1976).

With political influence, the elderly would be able

to convince those with political power to behave in a manner
unlike the way they would have but, for this influence.
Dahl offered a slightly different view.

He saw

political influence (power) as pluralistic, and points out
the existence of different sets of leaders. each with
different objectives.

These leaders had their own political

B.
All societies are continually changing.

For some

societies the course of change is quite rapid and dramatic.
For others, the change may be so slight that it is barely
noticeable.

In a democratic society, the degree and type of

are often determined by the political process.
Political participation is one of the most important
means by

people can affect the political institutions

impact their lives.

Individuals or groups' who

exercise their political

to direct· the platform of a

political party or the position of a politician on a
critical issue are more likely to produce changes beneficial
to them.

Individuals or groups

or no political

may frequently have to accept detrimental political
changes.
The study of political participation is important.
because effective partiCipation has a crucial relationship
to other social and

According to Verba and

Nie, it represented a process by

goals are e'o-alustecl

and ",ethods are chosen in relation to ., diversity of social
issues (Verba and Nie, 1972).
Participation is relevant to other societal goals.
For example. the more government becomes entangled in the
lives

Its citizenry the greater the need for

political participation.

Governmental undertakings

increasingly affect the lives of the American public.
example, Social Security benefits and eligibility

For
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requirements

various social welfare programs were

recently amended by Congress.
According to Verba, as government increased its
involvement in the lives

society members, the source

information concerning these governmental activities was
tr.ansferred to specialized technical committees.

He stated:

"These specialized agencies control the
expertise and information necessary for
decision making in relation to a
particular program. Participation via
these agencies may require a new
perspective; it may require new types of
and new means of public
control. Thus, the very fact that the
government acts in new ways requires new
modes of participation (Verba, 1967)."
Additionally, increased participation in these
committees improves the possibility that a particular
groups' goals and i nter-ests wi 11 be supported.

Thi s

approach according to Verba, prevents one group from forcing
or fc.or-m:ing goals on behalf of other groups (Verba, 1967).
Participation provides the decision makers with essential
resources, such as, information and support, continued
Verba.
He further contended that if individuals or groups
do not direct government to rectify what they perceive to be
false, then decision makers remain uninformed of the needs
of the public and will design policy oblivious to these
needs.

Conway (1985) pointed out that representation of

political views occurred in one of two ways.

The voters

either choose a representative who possesses the same ideas

B

as they. or the constituencies make their views known to
their elected officials.

In both cases, the views

represented were those of citizens who participated (Conway,
. 1985).

The need for participation becomes apparent for
Older Americans when resource allocation decisions for them
must be n.ade and there are competi ng. but equal I y
legitimate, demands from other groups.

If the elderly voice

their conl:erns, elected officials are lil:ely to become aware
of how best to represent them.

In turn, the elderly will

observe that public officials are responsive.
An inference that can be made from this argument is
that successful pe..-ticipation would lead to continued levels
of participatior., enhanced political efficacy and a greater
interest in public affairs.

Passage of legislation

benefiting your group or preventing passage of legislation
detrimental to your group would be an example of successful
partiCipation.
In summary. this research examines the levels of
political behavior among the 'Voung Old' and the 'Old Old',
their attitudes and the sources of variation in their
participation.

Research on the impact of older Americans'

political partiCipation has not previously focused on and
compared these two age groups.

The similarities and

differences of the 'Young Old' and the 'Old Old' have not
been of much interest to scholars in the past, and our
knowledge about such differences is quite limited.

This

9

dissertation increases our understanding of the political
behavior of the 'Young Old' and the 'Old Old' and can help
older Americans improve their well-being through politics.

10

c.
The major research objectives are as follows:
1.

To construct summary political participation indices
for the Middle Aged, the 'Young Old' and the 'Old
Old' •

2.,

To i nvesti gate the sources of vari ati on in the
political participation of the Middle Aged,

'Young

Old' and the 'Old Old'.
3.

To expand the conceptual framework of the age
stratification theory by incorporating the political
participation of the aged.

These objectives have been selected because no
detailed analysis of the political participation of the
'Young Old' and the 'Old Old' has ever been attempted.
Age related societal change is occurring in a
variety of ways.

Understanding of life periods are

different loday, and the old distinctions of periods of life
are blurring.

Additionally, role transitions and social

abilities associated with age have changed.

The term 'Young

Old' originated by Neugarten, represents a new historical
phenomenon about a group of retirees and their mates who are
healthy, somewhat well-off financially, involved in the
lives of their family and communities, and politically
act i ve.

Thi s term, accordi ng to Neugarten, "represent.s the

social reality that the division between middle age and old
age is no longer clear.

What was once considered old-age is
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now recognized to be pertinent only to that minority of
persons who are the 'Old Old', that particularly vunerable
group in need of speCial care" (Neugarten, 1986).
These study objectives provide a new understanding
of our traditional opinions of older Americans.

The aging

pqpulation is concerned about other age groups'
cohesiveness, the possibility of age divisiveness and in
political participation.
Objective One, reveals trends in political behavior
and the potential for political participation.

Standard

measures of partiCipation were used to compare the
respondents in terms of how much they participate according
to varying social roles and statuses.

This study developed

and utilized five standard partiCipation scales, one for
overall partiCipation and one for each type of
participationl Media Interest, Political Interest, Campaign
Activity, and Citizen Contacting.

Objective Two, provides

information on actual participation among the study sample.
Objective Tnt-ee, answers a key question that concerns age
stratification theorists; what is the degree of group
identification among the elderly and what impact if any this
cohesiveness will have on their partiCipation in the
interest groups they may join?
Chapter One explores the background, significance
and relevance of the research problem.

Its relevance to

social work and political science is conSidered, and age, as
a independent variable in political behavior, is examined.
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A section of this first chapter is devoted to the general
research questions that guide this research.
Chapter Two introduces the concepts used for
examining the political participation of the 'Young Old' and
the 'Old Old'.

Theoretical considerations and issues such

age, period and cohort effects, the age stratification
and life course theory are discussed.
Chapter Three, summarizes relevant research findings
on eighteen status, role, group consciousness and
identification, and political efficacy variables addressed
in this study.

The variables and hypotheses involving them

are presented in Chapter Four.

Based upon previous

research, four types of participation are considered:
I.
II.
111.
IV.

Political Interest
Media Interest
Campaign Activity
Citizen Contacting

Chapter Five contains a discussion of the research
design and methodology.
discussed in Chapter Six.

Limitations of the study are
In the remaining chapters, the

data analyses- multivariate, factor, and discriminant
analyses- are presented.
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D.
The research questions on political participation of
the aged are relevant to the Social Work profession at
various levels of policy, planning and practice.

Meeting

the social welfare needs of older Americans for example, as
affected by Reaganomics is a continuing concern of the
social work profession.

The need for social workers to view

politics as a priority has never been greater than the
recent conservative times.

This has affected the daily

lives of many people and has determined the availability of
social service programs to meet the needs of the elderly.
The link between social work, political participation, and
the

is significant.
The Social Work profession has the responsibility to

discover what programs are needed, to communicate this
information, and to act as advocates for individuals and
social

Those who work with the elderly have

witnessed rising concern about quality health and long-term
care, as well as, payment fOr such care; and also probiems
that the elderly confront when seeking to obtain or maintain
affordable housing.
Social workers, regardless of the area in which they
are involved, must be responsive to people most vulnerable
to conservative policies.

Social workers, the elderly

themselves and aging advocates together must mal:e other
citizens and politicians aware of the impact of budget and
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administrative rule changes on the daily lives of many
citizens, as well

85

the elderly.

Reports on various aspects of social work have
focused on the need for generating greater community
participation.

Wade. at the National Conference on Social

eKpressed his conviction of social work in
politics, as follows:

"Those who do not believe it is important
to seel, leverage. and those who do not
place political action toward the
attainment of social welfare goals as a
top priority item in the agenda in our
profession, are suggesting that social
work shOUld simply disengage itself from
life (Wade. 1966)."
Lep.s further delineated the role of the professional
SOCial worker:
"Cummunity development in this country is
seen as a process whereby local groups
assist to clarify and eKpress their needs
and to take collective action to attempt
to meet them. It emphasizes the
involvement of the people themselves in
determining and meeting their own needs.
The role of the Community Social Worker
is that of a source of " information and
expertise. a stimulator, a catalyst and
an encourager (Lees, 1972)."
From its beginnings, the Social Work profession has
invested considerable thought and energy in endeavors for
social reform.

Social workers such as Jane Addams, Bertha

Reynolds. and Harry Hopkins, have attained considerable
amounts of political power and influence, although, other
Social Workers have been unrecognized in their political
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activism.

Meaningful intervention in politics does exist.

Walk pointed out how writers such as Wade (1966). Ginsburg
(1968) and Salcido (1984) pressure social workers to become
politically active (Wolk, 1981).
Chauncey Alexander, former president of the National
Association of Social Workers, believed that political
responsibility is a major component of professional
practice. ,He stated:
"Mastering the social ,",ork role and
responsibility to enhance the interaction
between the individual and SOCiety,
including that portion of this role which
involves the political process, promises
to produce a quantum leap forward in the
impact the profession has and in the
recognition it receives.
Intelligent
advocacy, based on objective politics of
the profeSSion, will bring
workers
into legislative and
making
bodies as constituents, and elected
(Alexander, 1982)."
What, then, is to be expected in the future for the
social workers who advocate for the elderly through' the
political process?

According to Fred Cottrell. those who

exercise political power to assist the aged will have to
contend with other comparable groups for support.

Reliance

will have to be placed upon values and attitudes which
evolve during aging.

It will be increasingly necessary to

join with groups that appeal to the general needs of
everyone, such as. good health and affordable housing.
Age-based organizations may be forced to relinquish their
independence (Cottrell, 1976).

This may lead to recruitment

problems for the age-based organizations.

That is, if
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governmental policies no longer focus on particular age
groups. then interest groups which are constructed along
such lines will be forced 'to readjust.

For eKample. a

coalition between the aged and the women's movement can be
made with particular emphasis placed on the feminization of
PQverty and the feminization of aging.
Another analysis, presented by Hudson (1982).
substantiated the political strength which results when
elderly groups rally around specific themes.

Hudson

examined works by Derthick. Estes, Pratt and Vladeck and
concluded that not only do the elderly themselves play
significant roles. but the nucleus of professionals in
soci al servi ce networl(s also have vested interests that are
frequently translated into policy.

As rivalry for public

dollars persisl, it is hoped that the influences of both
service professionals and national organizations, such as
the National Counci I of Senior Citizens, wi 11 influence
policy affecting expenditures on elderly issues.
As aging policy evolves in the future, it is
that the political advocacy of many aging
organizations (such as AARP, the National Council of Senior
Citizens and the Gray Panthers) will be a continued force in
that process.

The concerns of Social Work professionals

pertaining to any uneKpected actions within the U.S.
political system will be entwined with this advocacy.

The

characteristics uncovered in this dissertation, could aSSist
Social Workers in locating the more active political
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participants.

Then Social workers can channel these active

participants into aging advocacy groups.

E.
Prior to 1935, there was virtually no motive for
political scientists to be interested in aging and in older
Americans.

An occasional article appeared on

gerontocracies; otherwise. their interest concerned the
general influence upon and distribution of political
participation for persons 65 and under.

Specific literature

on aging and the aged was very limited.
This situation changed with the creation of the
social security system.

The age of 65 was the age at which

a worker could begin to colJect pension benefits.

This

option designated the elderly as a special political group
with distinct claims and privileges.
In the United States the Social Security Act.
(modeled after the Berman program) enacted in 1935, defIned
a legal retirement age for older Americans (Crandall, 1980).
Several organizations were formed to act on behalf of the
elderly in particular, the Social Security Administration
(SSA) was established under the department of Health
Education and Welfare (HEW).

It is through the SSA that the

Old Age Survivors. Disability, and Health Insurance or
Social Security payments are made.

The SSA also administers

Supplemental Security Income. which was later est'ablished.
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The HHS (formerly HEW) administers the Administratian an
Aging (AoA)1 the Administration an Aging is respansible for
the coordination of services of Federal agencies

alder

Americans and monitors old age nutrition programs and the
state and community grant programs.

Crandall viewed the

birth of these grganizatians as the arigin far political
scientists to became attracted to aging and to the intarest
of the aged as a political movement political scientists
have became particularly interested in special interest
groups and lobbies for the aged (Crandall. 1980).
Older Americans have been joining together
politically. aver _veral decades.

Numerous groups have

became quite large and at least symbolize.
basis for potential political power."

jf

nat provide a

The 1920 origin of the

senior citizens movemant can be traced to a few individuals
and groups who campaigned for aid-age pensions.

Although

these groups attracted few adherent_. persons who acquired
expertise in pensions had sama influence on Franklin
Roosevelt and an policy groups in government that were
formulating Social Security at that time CWard. 1984).
The Townsend Movement. for example. the largest mass
organization. emerged in California in the 1930's.

Dr.

Townsend. who attracted aver one million followers. planned
to provide a pension of $200 per month to retiree. aver
sixty years of age.
In the 1940"s the only major aId-age .avament was
McLain"s ·Citizens Committee far Old Age Pensians. R
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This organization. which was supported by hundreds of
thousands of older persons in California, promoted state
expenditures on behalf of the aged.
But. Pratt (1976) attributed the true birth of the
senior citizens movement to the 1950's and early 1960·s.
Si.nce interest groups do not grow out of a vacuum, mutual
incentives were apparently involved when several groups with
similar goals originated at the same time.

During this

period, the National Council of Senior Citizens (NCSC), the
National Council on Aging (NCOA), and the National Retired
Teachers Association- American Association of Retired
Persons (NRTA-AARP) were founded.

Organized labor also made

gains in providing special benefits for the elderly.
During the 1970's and 1980's one of the most salient
groups has been the Bray Panthers.

As an age-integrated

group, the Bray Panthers have engaged in consciousness
raiSing and lobbying activity on behalf of the aged.
Old-age organizations have become an established
part of the political scene.

With access to policy makers,

they are more effective than the earlier old-age
associations.

They also have become bureaucratized, and

less dependent on a charismatic leader for continuation (as
with the Townsend Movement) and are less subject to inner
divisiveness (Ward, 1984).
According to Ward. these factors, combined with
enlarged membership and monetary resources, allow old-age
groups to be more effective in political lobbying and may
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affect their propensity to participate.
Although political science has only recently begun
taking an active part in the discipline of social
gerontology, it has already made substantial contributions.
Political scientists have conducted stUdies on factors such
as: voting behaVior, party affiliation, political attitudes
and participation.
A significant advancement from political science
came with the arrival of
al., 1960).

(Campbell et

A new wave of studies drew an methodological

breakthroughs which permitted the expression "generation"
and "cohort" to be used with considerable clarity and
precisian CRyder, 1965).
This more recent approach, began to attain
acceptance as a significant force by the middle of the
1970'5.

Richard Niemi and Kent Jennings at the 1973 Annual

Convention of the American Political Science ASSOCiation, as
quoted by Pratt (1979), read a paper demonstrating an
empirical method which attempted to sort aut cohort,
lifecycle, and period effects in the study of political
participation (Pratt, 1979).
The contributions to generational political studies
made by Neal Cutler were most significant from the viewpoint
of social gerontology.

Cutler made the area of old age

political behavior his main focus.

In one of his articles,

he proposed for political science to have a disciplinary
subfield: political gerontology.

If journal acceptance is
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indicative of disciplinary approval for scholarly work,
Cutler's article, "Political Gerontol'ogy" in the
1977, was deemed significant.
According to Pratt, this change of direction in political
socialization studies showed greater responsiveness in the
field of political science (Pratt, 1979).
The character of contemporary old-age policies is
examined, in the next section.

Emerging demographic trends,

rising public policy costs and unrest about taxes and
spending, have changed the aging political universe.

As the

future of social policies have come into question, the
analysis of public old-age policies has become more crucial
than ever.

In order to evaluate present policies and

anticipate future ones, it is necessary to understand the
or"igins and development of the welfare state.
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F.
Over the la&t twenty years

have

ta recagnize the emerging

af the welfare

atate as it appeared in industrial
11.

after WOrld War

The welfare atate is characterized by its use af state
penaians and additianal,remuneratians that aid in

controlling
1981).

and

sacietal

Secial welfare

many programs and

includes cash as well as in-kind programs.
social insurance. public

In addition to
housing, health

and veterans programs. it, also.
manpower. and

'Fox.

educatian.

service programs.

The literature on the

of aging in the

United States confirms the important role af the welfare
state.

According to Myles (1984), the present day welfare

state in capitalistic democracies is a welfare state for the
elderly.

The

inta age-related affairs by the

American welfare state began with the Social
legislation of the 1930"s and

a higher level of

government involvement with Medicaid in the late 1960"& and
other legislatian for the elderly in the early 1970". 'Fox.
1981).
The old-age programs are the most favored
welfare pragrams.

ta BraNning. they have been

adjusted most frequently and have increased to the point
that they are the largest component af the welfare budget
CBrowning. 1986).

Caah

aaaistance programa have not
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been as favored.

The concern over rising Aid for Dependent

Children (AFDC) and dependency upon these benefits left the
federal contribution for AFDC benefits unadjusted since
1967.

It is also the sole federal cash assistance program

which is not indexed directly or indirectly for price
alterations (Browning, 1986).
consituency.

Veterans are also a favored

Adjustments for their benefits are made to

keep up with price changes and changes in Social Security
which these benefits are a part of (Browning,

1986).

The welfare state for the elderly was a consequence
of the economic shifts which occured in the transition from
preindLlstrial to industrial societies.

As the labor of

older workers became superfluous, public pension systems and
other social programs for the elderly were established to
provide some minimal mean of support for these non-working
individuals.

The belief that a retirement wage should be

made available was accepted, and the wage was used to
encourage withdrawal from the labor force.
According to Guillemard, this produced a new social
class, the -,·stiree', which was the effect and not the cause
of the continuation of the welfare state and old-age
pensions (Guillemard. 1983).

Miles (1984) and other authors

believed that the welfare state for the elderly must be
understood in light of the class struggle that grew in
industrial nations, during the early 20th century.
Class relationships were regarded as the
understanding between capital and labor to restrict the
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"field of conflict to wage issues" U3uillemard, 1983).
Corporate managers had the power to rationalize job
processes and direct the make up of the labor force.

This

trend (along with Fordism and the assembly line) forced
retirement of the least productive fraction from the labor
force-- the elderly.

With the advent of the assembly line,

older workers were no longer needed.
With the institutionalization of retirement and the
establishment of the pension system, the term "old age'
became more common.

Previously, those in advanced years,

with the exception of the wealthy, did not retire (Myles,
1984). In the decades following World War II, welfare state
social e)cpenditures grew, including sickness and di.sability
programs, pensions, medical care, etc.

(Navarro, 1984).

The expenditures on the elderly became the largest component
of the welfare state budget as more of the population became
eligible (Hudson, 1978).

Social Security programs. in

particular, represented the largest expenditure in the
federal budget after national defense.

The outlays

estimated at $217 billion for the 1987 fiscal year (Time,
1987).

,he elderly in modern society depended on the state,

for their sustenance.
minimal relief.

Old age benefits no longer provided

Rather, they represented deferred income.

According to Guillemard. this situation provided a novel
framework for salary arrangements between capital and labor
and urged the expansion of the welfare state for the elderly
(Guillemard, 1983).
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These reforms brought about a crisis, threatening
the security of old age.

Rising entitlements, changing

demographics and age distributions, accusations against the
elderly themselves for dependency on mandated progams and an
increase in the number of retirees contributed to a course
destined for self destruction.

Continued inflation and the

recession of the early 1970"5, in addition to Ni)(on's policy
of retrenchment of federal programs, ultimately transferred
fiscal and political responsibilities for many domestic
programs from the federal, to state and local government
(Estes, 1983).

The Older Americans Act policies were

changed from recreational to an emphasis on state and local
coordination, planning and service development.

Estes

pointed out that decentralization overloo':ed the attenuated
poverty of the aged and, therefore, did not provide them
with monetary relief.
The recent resurgence of the ideology that
individuals make their own opportunities prevailed.
being old was viewed as a social problem.

Thus,

Further, the

dependency of the elderly was, and still is to a great
e::tent, seen by many as an outcome of personal failing.
This understanding resulted in individual-oriented policy
interventions and not broad-based social change (Estes,
1983).

Miles proposed that to understand the current
situation one must examine the larger conflict over the
function of the democratic state in a market economy.

He
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stated:
PThe problem is not one of state control
per se but. rather. one of democratic
control of the state. state policies
that assign resources on basis of need
and social equality undermine a system of
assignment based on property entitlement
and market value. The future of old-age
security then, is a problem of democracy.
not demographics" (Myles, 1984 p. 114).
With the conservative administration of Ronald
Reagan came a trend to weaken welfare state policies.

When

Reagan assumed the presidency in January, 1981, he proposed
a comprehensive plan to reduce the role of government in
peeples lives through cutbacks in social welfare programs.
He also aspired to increase decentralization through block
granting of program dollars and transfer of fiscal and
political responsibility to the states for social programs
(Estes, 1983).
The president argued that federal grants to the
states could be reduced without hurting public service if
the states were given more flexibility in use of funds.

It

was his desire that society rely more on the efforts of the
private sector and less on governmental programs to
accomplish societal goals.
communicated by budget

These determinations were
which have had great

consequences for the low income elderly and the most
disadvantaged (Estes, 1983).

They were hardest hit and

actual dollar reductions in numerous benefits
(Cook, 198b).
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According to the Congressional Budget Office's 1983
report. which was issued to placate and downplay the
horrendous results of these budget cuts. it stated that the
37. reduction in benefits for the elderly was smaller than
the 77. reduction that occured for all human resources
spending for all aged groups (Congressional Budget Office,
1983).

This report did not take into account the already

limited resources of the low-income elderly. but only
emphaSized Reagan's callous treatment of the elderly.
Cook also pojnted out that within the aged
population itself, these budget cuts have not been fair.
The 1982-1983 budget cuts fell hardest on the low-income
elderly (Cool(. 1986).

According to Moon. further cutbacks

in Social Security may be unfavorable for most elderly.
particularly those in the bottom two quintiles.

Moreover.

persistent cuts in Medicaid and Medicare may harshly
outlimit the low income elderly who already expend a sizable
portion of their income on 'out of pocket' health care costs
(Moon, 1986).
These policies did not take into account that aging
has hecome a socially-generated problem.

According to

Estes, these policies deflect attention from the social and
political institutions that produce many of the
uncertainties facing older Americans (Estes, 1983).
Hendricks and Calasanti strongly believed that the situation
of the elderly cannot be understood without examining the
political economy which developed the institutional
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arrangements, that is characteristic of the free market
economy (Hendricks and Calasanti, 1986).
Political economy analysis, emphasizing the
interaction between politics and the economy, have begun to
re-e>:ami ne these concepts.

The pol i ti cal economy approach

differs from the gerontological perspective because it views
the problem of aging as mainly a structural one.

This

structural view of aging contends that ones status and
resources are determined by ones location in the social
structure and the economic and political considerations that
l,

affect it (Estes, 1983).

It followed from this view that

policy interventions should be directed toward the labor
market and institutional structures of society (Estes,
1983).

The individualistic view, on the other hand, assumed

that U,e dependency status of the elderly was justified by
the individual and his or her past behavioral patterns.
Hendricks and Calasanti contended that, before the
genUine and immediate effect of these infrastructural
an-angements were aclmowledged, difficulties addressed by
one generation would arise in future generations (Hendricl:s
and Calasanti, 1986).
It has been debated how subsequent generations of
elderly will be affected by the policy changes of today.
The crisis of old-age security has cautioned us that the
character and quality of old age in contemporary society are
related to the character and nature of the
welfare state.

If the welfare state persists in its present
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form, the e)lperience of aging in the future will be similar
to that of the recent past.

Whatever the outcome, the right

to retire and the rights of retirees are the outcome of the
political process.

Myles stated:

"The social, legal, and political
constituency we now call the elderly was
created and gi ven fOI"m by soci ai,
political, and economic forces; it can
be destroyed or transformed by the same
forces" (Myles, 1984 p. 121).
Myles' analysis provides a number of insights for
Llnderstandi ng the development of contemporary aging pol i cy
and the linl: between these policies and the structure of the
economy.

It is the hope of this researcher that readers of

this dissertation will be concerned with the empowerment of
the elderly.

Political change will occur in response to the

continued collective action by the elderly, through their
various forms of participation and through responses to
other groups acting on their behalf.
In the next section. particular political actions
and behaviors are operationalized and the state of knowledge
about pol.itical participation is summarized.

As a general

starting point, participation can be defined as consisting
of acts by those citizens who are not conventionally
empowered to make decisions, but whose actions might be
expected to influence the behavior of those who have such
power.
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B.
Political participation refers to the ways in which
individuals attempt to influence or take part in
governmental activities.

Most past-- especially early--

discussions of participation in politics were limited to
voting in elections and to examining the correlates of such
activity.

Historically, popular struggles for political

rights and entry to citizenship concentrated on gaining the
vote.

For most people voting was the most frequent form of

political activity
Political participation, however. has a variety of
meanings and dimensions.

It can be viewed along a

continuum, from less active to mare active involvement.
This study concentrates on both active and relatively
passive methods of influencing government.
A number of recent studies have made distinctions
among the following forms of political participation:
1.

voting;

2.

campaign activities-- such as working for candidates,
attending political meetings or rallies, encouraging
people to vote in particular ways, making campaign
contributions and displaying signs or bumper stickers;

3.

communal activities-- which involve working through
groups to contribute to the community or public good;

4.

particularized contacting-- such as telephoning or
writing political officialsJ
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5.

interest group activity; and protest behavior (Rusk.
1976).

Among the important studies that converged on these points
are: Woodward and Roper (1950). Berelson, Lazarsfield and Mc
Phee (1954). Lane (1959). Rokkan and Campbell

(1960).

Campbell, Converse, Hiller and Stokes (1964). Key (1964,
1966), Matthews and Prothro (1966), and especially Verba and
Nie (1972) and Milbrath and Goel

(1977).

The first concern of this research was to
characterize and analyze the shape of participation for the
'Young Old' and the 'Old Old' as compared to that of the
Middle Aged and other age groups.

A secondary analysis of

the University of Michigan Election Survey 1984 data was
used to answer the question: which elderly engage in what
activity, with what frequency? (see Chapter V for a
description of this data source).

The results were then

compared to data on the Middle Aged and the Young.
This study was specifically interested in the
activist segment of the elderly.
status were they?

Frem what secial roles and

How did they differ from the non-active

aged and Middle Aged?

Hew different were the elderly

activist groups from other activist groups?
This is important because it provides evidence of a
separate class of elderly who do not behave in the manner
associated with our traditional opinions.

There also, has

been virtually no examination of the mere fundamental
question, what was the true relationship between
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participation among the elderly and any set of social roles
and status variables?

For example, to what extent was

participation among the elderly influenced by such
considerations as widotlhood, childlessness, and solitary
living?

Did certain combinations produce distinctive
of participation?

isolated role player?

Did one not behave as an

Did one behave in relation to others

in role relationships?
This study focused on the effect of life cycle
traits on political partiCipation as an important
consideration.

In the past, most research used

chronological age as a substitute for actual measures, such
as marital status. parental status, length of residence,
employment status, health status and physical mobility.'
Jennings (1979) argued that it was necessary for
research on the life cycle and political participation to
use measures of these traits rather than chronological age
exclusively.
The social circumstances of belonging to voluntary
organizations were, also, considered.

For example, did

union membership (or non-membership) raise or lower the
possibility that an individual would partiCipate?

Also

under investigation were situational characteristics, such
as community and how it affects political partiCipation.

It

was possible that the larger and more complel! the community,
the more difficult it was for citizens to participate.
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H.
The purpose of this section is to characterize the
political involvement of the general public.

Essentially,

past research on participation was of two types:

one was

concerned with voting; the other examined modes of political
activity in addition to voting.
Woodward and Roper began research in this area
examining survey data in the 1940's.

They examined the

extensiveness of: discussion of public issues, membership in
political organizations, written or verbal communication
with public officials. campaign activities, and political
contributions.

They found that only 10 percent of the adult

papulation was politically "very active" while 73 percent
were politically "inert".
between these two extremes.

The remaining 17 percent fell
They, also, discovered that the

well-educated and the economically advantaged were more apt
to be involved in politics.
Milbrath (1965) consolidated previous research on
participation into a source book.

He characterized about

one-third of the American public as politically apathetic or
passive; they were unaware of the political world around
them.

Another 60 percent were spectators in the political

process; they watched, they cheered. they voted, but they
did not battle.

Those that did battle -- probably 1 or 2

percent of the American population-- were called
"gladiators" (Milbrath. 1965).
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Milbrath's summary of findings that blacks. the poor
and the uneducated Nere most likely to limit their activity
to voting Nas critical.

The "gladiators" Nere more likely

to be middle and upper class.

From this finding one can

conclude that since blacks. the poor. and the uneducated.
seldom articulate their interests, they had minimal
political representation.

This dissertation examines Nhat.

if any, other types of activities these groups pa.-ticipate
in.
Later, in their classic study of partiCipation.
Verba and Nie (1972) concluded:
1.

Limited types of political activity
beyond the act of voting Nere
perfby more than one-third of
the American public

2.

Activity demanding input of more than
small amounts of time and energy
tends to be performed by 10 to 15
percent of the citizens

3.

Less demanding activities, in
addition to those Nith longer time
commitments, Nere performed by 15 to
30 percent of the citizenry (Verba
and Ni e, 1972).

Previous studies of political partiCipation have
suggested that very few people take a leadership role; that
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relatively small minorities of people were activists; that
the majority of the population fell into the "citizen"
category;

(persons WhD minimally participated' in politics)

and that minorities were either "marginals" or "isolates"
(persons who are withdrawn from political participation).
These findings, although not surprising, showed that
participation was not representative of the public as a
whole but came disproportionately from upper status groups.
With respect to political participation among the elderly,
among those with low-income in particular, such findings
give an impetus for many social workers, as a legitimate
responsibility of professional practice, to encourage their
colleagLies and clients to become more politically active.
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I.

This cross-sectional research distinguished among
the social roles and statuses of the 'Voung Old'
the "Old Old'

(55-74) and

(75 and over) and their effects on political

participation of the elderly as compared to their effect on
participation of the Middle Aged.*

Because these

age groupings have often been confused, this paper stressed
that the distinction is based on health and social
characteristics, as well as age.
Aging can be measured by the calendar year, by
functional capacity, or by life stage.

Chronological

are most commonly used by law or in public
benefit allocation.

One most often defines age in stages

such as, as young adult, middle age, later maturity, or old
age.

This research concentrated on life stage and

chronological age.
persons

The term "Middle Age" referred to

and the analyses further differentiated

between the "VOLong Old' and the "Old Old'.

* Whereas the respondents in a cross-sectional design belong
to several cohorts, each represent an age group.

The age

difference produced by a cross-sectional study may be due to
age or cohort differences.

Thus, cross-sectional studies

confound age and cohort or generational effects.

This

requires additional caution when interpreting the results.
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These chronological definitions misclassified some people,
in terms of changing characterisitcs of successive groups of
aged individuals, but, they are necessary in order to
summarize information and make comparisons.

An example of

misclassification concerns the 'Old Old', those
currently 75, are different than those
are presently B5 or 90.

are

preceded them and

Differences can be found in

educational levels. quality of previous medical care,
experience. medical and pension benefits, etc.
Chronological age definitions evolved from a need to set a
point at which rules and policies should be applied and to
separate those people who were eligible for benefits.
the Older Americans Act of 1965

For

established in

response to the I aclt of communi ty resources for 01 der
persons.

Services were made available under this act to

persons aged sixty and older.

Thus, eligibility for

benefits was determined according to group or categorical
membership in lieu of conditions of the individual (Kutza,
1981).

Chronogical age denifitions provided an orderly and

systematic index of the status of older Americans as a
group.

It was significant because it was a convenient proxy

for life stages and the characteristics they imply.
Bernice Neugarten (1974) emphasized the importance
of distinguishing between the 'Young Old' and the 'Old Old'
in discussing future political roles of the aged.
of the 'Young Old' begins approximately at 55.

The age

It is

important to note this because in recent years an increasing
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number of people prefer to retire between ages 55 and 64,
rather than after 65.

In 1990, 56.27. percent of all male

and 69.2 percent of all female social security beneficiaries
were receiving benefits reduced for early retirement before
age 65 (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Social
Security Administration, 1982).

Within the group aged 55 to

64, labor force participation rates of men are projected to
decline.

However. by the year 2000 slight increases in the

Jabor force partiCipation of women are anticipated (Robinson
et al •• 1985).
Ar:!:ording to Neugarten, the 'Young Old' have great
potential as future change agents.

They are healthier. more

affluent, and politically more active, and free from the
responsibilities of worl: and famIly.

The 'Young Old' are.

in fact, more politically active than the other age groups.
I.

When national data were adjusted for the effects of income
and education, overall political participation was highest
for" the age group 55-65 (Neugarten, 1977l.

Neugarten

predicted that these characteristics will become
increasingly dominant by the year 2000.
Neugarten also asserted that the 'Young Old' were
already better educated than the 'Old Old' and in the future
wi 11 be i r.
the young.

iii

1 ess di sadvantaged posi ti on in compari son to
By the year 1990, the average 'Young Old' will

be a high school graduate, due to the gains in educational
levels in consecutive cohorts of the population CNeugarten.
1977) •
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According to the Select Committee an Aging in 1982,
mare than forty percent of the elderly had finished high
school, in comparison with less than twenty percent of the
elderly in 1960.

There were also comparable increases in

the percentage of college graduates (Select Committee an
Aging, 1984).
Neugarten believed that with such a promising future
image, the elderly were nat likely to became disregarded
members of society.

Furthermore. with anticipated increases

in higher education for adults, the educational disparities
that exist among the Young, Middle Aged, and 'Young Old'
will continue to diminish.
For many observers of the protest generation. the
significant question was whether this cohort would bring
their reform-oriented, lib'eral values into their adult life.
Considering that the 'Young Old' will soan comprise those
who actively engaged in the major political and cultural
movements of the 1960's and 1970's, she concluded:
"These experiences and attitudes combined
with their higher education and
occupational levels, will probably lead
the future 'Young Old' to exert a potent
influence upon government. Compared to
the 'Young Old' of the 1970's the 'Young
Old' of the 1990'5 are likely to Wield
influence through direct political
action" (Neugarten. 1974).
Drawing on a national three-wave panal study of
young adults surveyed in 1965, 1973, and 1982, Jennings
tested the theory of political generations- the events
experienced by youths during the formative years will have
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lasting impact that is manifested in the political process
(Jennings, 1987).

College-educated protestors and

nonprotestors were compared with themselves and with each
other over time.
Jennings found that the protestors did illustrate
the generational thesis; they have continued to be
"extraordinarily" active (Jennings, 1987).
Delli Carpini's study (1986) examined the "60'5
generation".

He found that the new role of mass media and

increased availability of advanced education helped shape
the political profile of this generation members.

According

to Delli Carpini, the 1960's generation was characterized by
the weakening of established institutions such as. electoral
politics and political parties and there were changes in
lifestyles and fashion and leisure activity (Delli Carpini,
1986).

He defined this cohort as individuals who were alive

during the period from 1966 to 1974.

More specifically, he

contended that the age group that was most directly
socialized by the events of the 1960's ranged in age from
about 13 to 24 during this period (this cohort represents
the Middle Aged in this study).

The main effects of

lifecycle, period and generation on political partiCipation
indicated that voting increased with age, and the other more
costly forms of participation, such as campaign activity and
trying to influence someones vote choice decreased with age
(Dell i Carpini, 1986).
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In the next

the research questions and

hypotheses that guided the study are presented.
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"J.

B§!§§!i!!:£!l_QY§!§:U9!l§
According to Schaie (1977), whenever age is to be

treated as the independent variable, it becomes
impracticable to employ the more rigid experimental
paradigms.

This cross-sectional analysis developed

hypotheses which takes this into account and describes a
study population about which little was known.
As indicated by the study objectives. a variety of
research questions needed to be addressed.

The descriptive

component of this analyses included a basic profile of the
political participants and the typee of participation in
which they engaged.

This research then addressed the

interrelationships of a variety of factors hypothesized as
influencing political participation.
Several hypotheses were formulated.

They were

specified after reviewing the relevant theoretical and
empirical literature from which they emerged.

This section

Simply lists the questions which guided the research:

1.

ag!!1!£§?

Does a predominant type emerge in terms

of sociD-economic characteristics?

Which elderly

engage in what activities and with what frequency?
2.

How do the activist 'Young Old' differ
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from the activist 'Old Old' in preferences on federal
spending for Social Security and Medicare?

How do the

activist 'Young Old' and 'Old 'Old' differ from the
activist Middle Aged on such preferences?
3.
What is the
relationship between participation and any set of
status role variables?

FDr example, dD the 'Old Old'

participate less because of health status and low
income or because they are less educated?
4.
What groups do the 'Old Old'
"feel clDse" tD?
the elderly?

Do the 'Young Old' "feel clDsest" tD

DD the Middle Aged "feel clDse tD" the

elderly?
5.

ge8§?

DD the 'Old Old' believe they have a say in

what the government does?

Is it only the Middle Aged

whD believe that public Dfficials care abDut what they
think?
6.
DD
the 'Old Old' prefer one mDde Df participation Dver
anDther?
7.
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Are married
persons more likely to participate than persons who
are widowed?
B.
What percentage of the
'Young Old' are employed and how does this influence
political participation?
9.
Does
belonging to a labor union influence participation?
10.

11.

The theoretical considerations concerning these
questions are described in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER II

A.

In this study, age stratification was selected as
the model to explain the political behavior of older
Americans.

Initially, theories of aging were narrowly

focused and philosophical in nature.

Successful aging wali

bE'!;.t accol1'.plished, theoretically, through disengagement,
activity, an exchange and continuity of life styles, etc.
These theories sensitized people to the problems of later
life and instructed them how to besl: adjust.
La t 6'1- t.treor i es empt.asi zed the developmental process
of 11 fe, the.,' wer'e broader based and connected the
indlvidLial to the larger social system.

They attempted to

understand the aging process in light of the entIre life
cycle and the particular society in which the e::periences
toole pi ace.
This chapter presents age stratification as a
conceptual tool for understanding the interdependence
between two concepts; 1) age as a structural characteristic
of a changing society. in each society people and roles are
equally stratified by age; and 2) the aging of individuals
and cohorts from birth to death: we grow old as members of
an age-stratified SOCiety
19811 •

et al., 1972; Riley, 1976,
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Before such theories are addressed, however, a
discussion of the concept of gge, period, and cohort effects
is warranted.

Age, period and cohort effects are the most

useful constructs with which to examine problems of social
sL\ccession, differences, and similarities among age groups.
Interpreting thE> political behavior and attitLldes of older
Americans involves an intriguing interplay among three
analytically distinct perspectives: 1) the process ot aging
tltr·ough the] ife cycle; 2) characteristics of different age
cohorts; and 3) the effect of historical periods upon all
individuals and cohorts.

It is important not to confuse the

essential elements of the three and to be aware of where
the·)! <:Ivet·lap and whet-e they are distinct.
This puzzle emerged as a central concern ot
methodologists dlJring the 1965-1975 decade and it continues
to be a major· preoccupation of social scientists.

Age,

period and cohort effects were especially important when
analyzing SOCIal policy and political data.

Each reflects a

different perspective of social and behavioral phenomena
linked tu time of birth.

Any analysiS of participation must

take into consideration all three constructs because each
one by itself is incapable of offering convinCing
interpretations of social trends.
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B.

It is necessary to assess whether the political
behaviors and attitudes of older Americans can be attributed
to age or dpvelopmental considerations such as
physiological, psychological, economic and social changes,
which occur during the aging process.

Since certain

individuals tend to decrease vigorous participation as they
advance in years, the changes may be reffected by patterns
of social withdrawal accompanying bodily decline.
In 1976, Hudson pOinted out that occasionally, aging
was associated with increasingly liberal ideas on financial
concerns.

This attitudinal change could be answered by the

decline in ea,-nings that many persons e::perience during
retirement.

Dn the other hand, he believed that stable

levels of political views and levels of participation were
seen in ternls of fixed behavioral and attitudinal
characteristics throughout the life cycle (Hudson, 19761.

!;etler::Lsfi!!l:!;.t§
Secondly, one must consider the age cohort to which
the person belonged in discussing their political behavior
and attitudes.

A cohort is a group of individuals who are

born at the same time and who e>:perience certain historical
events at about the same age.

Birth cohorts are important

because researchers trust that the age at which fixed events
are e):perierlced can have long-term effects on the
individuals.

Some of the elderly have lived their entire
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lives within unvarying political systems. whereas, others
have witnessed changes throughout their politically
formative years.

That is, their political regimes have

experienced complete transformation.

For example, the

Depression had long-term effects an individuals who
ex"perienced it.

However, the severity of thE! effects

depended upon the age at which the depression was
experienced (Crandall, 1980).

This could explain the

different socioeconomic characteristics of the 'Young Old"
and the 'Old Old'.
Because of differences in birth cohorts'
experiences, each may tend to see the world from a unique
perspective.

Concepts of sexuality, morality, racial

integration, politics, and socialized medicine were
perceived and evaluated differently.

Different birth

cohorts alsD may ascribe different expectations to the same
roles.

For example, young widows of today have a very

different concept of the role from that of previous cohorts.
Considering the tradition of aGe, period and cohort
analysis, cohort was used by researchers to index the
potentially distinctive and continuing effects of the
interaction between individuals approximately of the same
age and environment.

In this sense, according to Haddox and

Campbell, cohort effects were different from age effects.
Further, cohort is a concept of higher order than age
precisely because it indexes personal and environmental
interaction.

It has tended to be mare interesting than age
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as an explanatory factor in social science research (Maddo):
and Campbell. 1985).

Additionally. a body of empirical work

has been carried out to examine the relationships among age.
period. and cohort effects.

They have tentatively concluded

that cohort contrasts were much more predictive of
differences than has previously (Baltes, 1979; Schaie.
1982) •

The concept of period stresses the importance of
the "homogenizing effects" of environmental change which
simultaneously changes tile behaviors and attitudes of mast
individuals (Hudson, 1976).

If period effects were viewed

aver several decades on an entire population. a broader
conte):t would develop for examining life cycle and cohort
interpretations of the political behaviors and attitudes of
oldel- Americans.

According to Hudson, people seem to become

more conservative as they age; this may be explained by data
demonstrating that all age groups in the population be,come
more conservative aver the years (Hudson, 1976).
The fundamental lesson was that studies focusing on
only one of these three concepts to the exclusion of the
others produce incomplete and potentially misleading
results.

A great deal of progress. however. has been made

in resolving age. period and cohort issues.

It is clear

that the problem is not Dnly statistical but theoretical and
conceptual, as well.
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It must be highlighted, however, that there is no
way that cross-sectional comparisions by themselves, as
employed in this study, can distinguish among all these
effects.
In Chapter Thr-ee, appropr i ate data on age as a
variable in. political behavior- is examined.

General i zati ons

formulated from these data are considered ir. view of the
complexities related above.
C.
Sociologists continue to maIntain that age
variations and cultural differences, are the most vital
considerations in the study of individual and group behavior
(Eisenstadt., 1956i.

An outstanding

of the

systematic work being undertaken in the field of aging is
the theory of age stratification oLltlined by RIley, Johnson
and Foner (1972).

Their theory has provided a much needed

framework within which the

of the relationships

among age strata and political participation may be
eLl ... .,i

dered.

They viewed age as a centrally significant

characteristic, such as class, race or education, that has
influenced individual behavior and the structLlre of society.
Their theory assumed that age located individuals or groups
of people in the social structure.

Age strata were viewed

as layers which cut across the whole society, which arranged
people and roles by age rather than economic position.

Thus

each age stratum was compri5ed of people similar in age or
life stages, who tended to share capaCities, abilities, and
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motivations related to age.

Moreover, all those within a

stratum belong to the same cohort and share a common
historical and environmental past, present and future
(Riley. 1985).
Cohort membership is not susceptible to change.
Therefore, people born at the same time, within the bounds
of their diverse individual circumstances, according to
Hiley, proceeded simultaneously as they mature through time
and through the age

Riley believed that, to a

degree, these mutual situations and joint experiences among
age pee!t-s contrIbuted to age solidarity among them.

lhis

cirl:ufllstan,:e prc.moterJ a consciousness of collectivity and ot
sh.we·d

and goal!O.

<..: i I· CURlS t

She slated, "Under cert.un

a rll:: es , cohesi veness wi thi n age str atLIm can develop

not only in face-to-face interaction bul al&o In sOC:ietywide rel,;;tionshipf?" (Riley,

1985).

hll e>y ll1 sc.us&ed the concept ot age homophyl y
.. ge solIdarity was encouraged and age peers di!Oclosed their
si mi 1 ar laslcs, wants and problems concernIng thei ranger
about these problems during stressful pOInts in their life
course.

She contended that occaSlons to become close to age

mates were created by the age-graded educational system, by
age homogeneIty of subur"bs or retirement communities, and by
increased longevity of friendships due to longer life spans.
rhe tendency toward age homogeneity in the social structure
encouraged small group interaction and cohesiveness within
age stratl.lm (Ril ey, 1985).

5011 dar i ty in age groups cut
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Riley suggested using age data in a descriptive or
exploratory way when researching on social dynamics (Dowd.
1980).

In discussing of the conceptualization of cohort

Bengtson and CLltl er stated:
,

'

"10 understand the genesis of behavioral
orientations among old people, one should
recognize that these orientations
represent the intersection 0+ (a)
particular birth cohort which is (b) at a
particular chronological or developmental
age, with (c) the events of nature of a
society at that point in time" (Bengtson
and Cutler, 197b).

Mal"lnheinr ellamlned the uniqueness of this intersection;
dissimilar groups of persons throughout history, who were
me'fT,bers of different birth cohor-te. hOld different historical
e::perienc.ee (Mannhein,

19521.

According to Cain,

"Even i t

matur ati onal pr ocessE!s wer-e tel st.ay the same, one is deal i ng
not onJ y with diffar'ent hlstorical influences but also WlU.
dlfferent

born, reared, and nratur1ng 1n a historical

content which contrasts with that of the elderly of today"
(Cain,

19"16).

Ri ley searched for ar, adaptation of the concept ot
cohor-t, as lt related to the sociahzation of generations,
to values and norms.

1"0 Riley,

the cohort issue was the

understanding that ontogeniC change in people, particularly,
accounts for observed changes related to aging (Dowd, 1980).
Riley came to appreCiate that some of the age-related
changes pr"evi ousl y consi dered to be the resul t of ontogeny
(matLlration or development) were, actually, the result of
differences among birth cohorts.

She suggested to
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ger"ontologists that the relative effects of historical
occurrences on the individual depends on the social location
and life-stage position of the individual.

Two of Riley's

working prlnclples of the age stratification approach were:

1)
"The life course patterns of particular
individuals ar"e affected by the character of the cohort to
which they belorrg and by thc.se social, cultural, and
enviror.mer.tal changes to which their cohort is e>'posed in
moving through each of tile sLiccessive age stratum.
2) When many individuals in the same cohort are
affected by social change in similar ways, the changes in
their collective lives can. in turn, produce further social
change. That is, new patterns of aging are not only caused
by social change, they also contribute to it" (Riley, 1985).
Cohort compal-isons help us urrderstand the aging
process by

f

aci

11

tat i ng the ell alii I n .. t.i or. of condi t ions undel"

which people age in diffel"ent or similar ways.
I"herr el:ie"ting

501:i .. 1

For example,

conditions have interceded, cohort

differences have been found.

Riley cited, as an example,

how the rol e of reti ree ma.,· fade for cohorts under the
of war mobilization or may arise in life's prime for
cohorts who are exposed to inadequate economic development
(Riley, 1985).

She believed that in the exploration of

cohort differences one can further detect the similarities
of certain cohorts.

These patterns of aging behavior

persisted despite variations in the conditions in which
peopl e 1 ived.
To summarize, cohort analysis has provided a map for
e>:pl ori ng the changi ng age structure of soci et y.

It has

afforded a societal view of a fLIII set of coeHisting cohorts

as they age.
Although the formal discussion of Riley"s model on
age stratification included a mention of class
stratification. her method was functional in nature.
Basically, Riley and her coworkers regarded society as an
ordered, rational structure comprised of roles and norms.
This functionalist view, in the classical sociological
tradition of l)urlceim, was deterministic in its understanding
of behavior as fundamentally role-bound (Uowd, 1980).
The major theoretical problem with the Riley model
was that it did not satisfactorily combine the effects of
class with those of age.

It was obvious that the variations

of social-psychological or SOCiological phenomena cannot be
eXI)Jained completeJy by the age variable alone (Dowd,
The interaction among older cohorts require consideration of
the dispersion of power and privilege within, as well as,
between age cohorts.

It was this integration of class and

age effects that Riley's age stratification model failed to
provide.

(The statistical interactions of these cohorts

were not

in this study because this study utilized

a cross-secti ollal desi gn and not a compari son of resul ts
over time).
Streib added to the theory of age stratification
what he termed "social strati-fication."

He defined social

stratification as "a universal process with the distribution
of valued things, status, esteem, Wealth, privilege and
power."

He asserted that this definition had vast meanings
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for understanding the interrelationship of older people with
their peers and other age groups (Streib, 1985).

He

maintained that old age has different theoretical
orientations than other forms of stratification during the
adult "working years." This

due to the fact that the

el,derly were OLit of the work force and their economic
standing depended on the accumulation of former resources 0'CUI"r'ent acquired income transfers.
Slreib's work was based on three assumptions:

"1)

var10LlS age groLipings were differentially valLied. by
individLials, aggregates, and by collectives; 2)

there

c.onsiderable stratif1cation within the age category
itself, due to heterogeniety Df the aged and their former
emrloyment

and 3) there was a continLiation in
patterns throughout the 11fe cycle" (Streih,

1985) •

Gener'all y. ol d age' is, not val ued hi ghl yin oLir
society because it is associated w,th decline in health,
physical attr ..
('It de .. th.

mental .. bility, and the el'pectat10n

Most people, according to Streib,

asl:ed to

,:onl.icler the dimensiDns of stratification-- ir,come.
possessions, political power, honor-- they would choose to
extend llfe rather than increase any of these other traits.
Streil"s' theor'y, Llnlike Riley's, fOL:Ll5ed on status
discrepancy, loss and downward mobility.
Americans, this could help explain the
participation of the 'Old Old'.

In terms of olde,political
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The age stratification model offered the most
comprehensive theoretical perspective developed, and served
to expand the scope of theories and their practical
applications in social gerontology for the study of
political participation of age groups.
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D.
Soc:ia1 sc:ientists continually search for patterns
and regularities in human behavior.

The concept of life

course (also referred to as life period, life path, life
cycle, or developmental stages) was an example of
researc:hers' c:onc:eptualizing and measuring systematic
c:hanges that take plac:e over the c:ourse of the life span.
The Life Course perspec:tive was linked with the sociology of
age and age stratific:ation.

This approac:h revealed that, as

individuals age, they pass through periods that are separate
and distinc:t from other periods in regard to rights, roles,
responsibilities, physical characteristics and capabilities.
a life course approac:h was the
sL,pposition that fa.mil.,. ste,tLlS and position which
individual s e::perienc:e in the advanc:ed yeal"S are formed by
their cumulative life history and by the particular
historical conditions which have affected their lives.

The

differenc:", in the experiences of variOL'S cohorts which
I"esulted f,'Oll, their' Jocation in historical time was crucial
to the understanding of their respective adaptation to old
age (Riley, Johnson and Foner, 1972).
On the basis of age grading, the life span was divided
into different life periods.

The assignment or access to

various roles or groups was partly determined by age (Riley
et al., 1972'.

The life course was an idealized and

age-related progression of roles and group memberships that
i ndi vi dL.aJ s were expec led to follow as they mature and move
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life.

The individual. accarding to Rilev. wa& not

represented by

ability or autonomy.

in

of

the group of people who were born around the aame time and
who share similar experiences.
to Atchley (1980),

differing

life course were brought to life for
three ways: First.

of

individual in

were connected to precise examples

such as occupation. career or

development.

Second.

specific age norms also were, associated
phases of

life course.

Third, individuals were obliged

to make certain choices during given phases of their life
course.
Figure 1.
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Measuring age in terms af stages in the life
entails linking sequential life stages

as adulthaad,

middle age, later maturity, and aId age with a set of
physical,

and

systems that typify

per sans at that stage in life.
Middle age is the life stage during which mast
people first
aging.

the inevitable changes af

Atchley found that they start

their

diminished energy and, frequently. look ta replace
physically demanding activity with mare leisurely interests.
Careers

a plateau.

Children depart from their

parents' household to begin their awn lives.
sometimes make mid-career

People

Women who have raised

children often expand their involvement in work
responsibilities.
ta
becoming mare
begin ta

retirement in middle age is
Middle age is a time when people

death of

Women sometime

friends and relatives.

widaws in middle age.
this stage begins around 40, but

individuals vary in terms of when they or their friends
themselves to be middle aged.
In later maturity 'what this study defined as the
'Yaung Old").

in

functianing

and

chronic illness accurs mare frequently.

Mortality begins to

take its toll amang family and friends.

Deaths of family

members or friends generally bring to mind the realization
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of one"s own mortality.

Normally. the decision is made to

retire during this stage and even a greater number of women
became widows.
The next stage, old age, is characterized by extreme
physical frailty.

Mental processes slow down. and organic

brain disease becomes more common.

Social networks have

been decimated by the deaths of friends and relatives and by
the individuals' own disabilities.

lnstitutionalization is

frequent at this stage.
According to Atchley, these stages of life were
based on a set of characteristics that seem to be related in
many cases.

Rarely did a particular individual exhibit each

symptom of a given phase (Atchley, 1983).

Demarcations

between the periods of the life course were not clear-cut
and are not necessarily connected to major status and role
changes (Hagestead and Neugarten, 1985).
This study used the term "Middle Age" to refer to
people who are 40- 54, the 'Young Old" represented people
between the ages of 55-74, and the 'Old Old" represented
individuals 75 and over.

mentioned previously, these

chronological definitions were necessary in order to
summarize information and classify people.

Empirical

studies have revealed, however, much public agreement an
four"major stages of adulthood= young adulthood. maturity,
middle age and old age and their chronological boundaries
(National Council an Aging, 1975).
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With the continued use of the age stratification
madel, a number of thames and premises have been predicted.
One working principle CP-13), outlined by Riley stated.
"Individual aging and social change
involves separate dynamisms, and their
intrinsic lack of
with
one another produces strain for bath the
individual and society" (Riley, 1985).
She contended that concentrating an aging aver the life
course tended to exclude social structure from the
interpretive framework (Riley, 1985).

By social structure

she meant the separate set of dynamic processes whereby
roles change as society changes.
Reductionism occurred when aga-graded roles were
impliCitly reduced to the contextual characteristics of
individuals.

Role sequences became properties of the human

life span, rather than of social structure, and age strata
became mere aggregates of individuals who carry their awn
role sequencas with them as they age.

Such aggregate life

span models tended to make unclear the independent influence
of social organization an the ways in which people grow ald.
They overlooked the separate set of dynamiC processes
whereby roles change as SOCiety changes.

For example, if

the number of jabs for the aged suddenly declined due to a
deprassion, the explanation lies in societal shifts in
demand. nat in sudden life course changes or in the
aptitudes or the motivations of the elderly.
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Riley concluded that the age stratification model.
linking variations in life course development to variations
in social structure, reminded investigators that Nboth human
development and socio-environmental changes were separate.
but interdependent dynamisms" (Riley. 1985).
This section has explored how the immediate social
environment of the individual changes with age.

The social

situation of the older person is structured by the life
course, age norms. social roles, previous career decisions.
the physical environment, and life styles.

Each of these

elements change with age.
The.next chapter, discusses how political
participation is affected by personal and situational
factors. group consciousness and identification. and
political efficacy. as well as age.
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CHAPTER III

Political participation varies with age and life
experierices of individuals.

This section explains the

conditions for active political partiCipation for the .
elderly. as well as. other age groups.

What factors tend to

encourage or discourage active participation?

Whether or

not an individual partiCipates in politics depends on his
resources. his motivation to participate and the culture in
which he lives.

These sources of participation are related

but can also be independent.

That is, individuals who have

resources may lack motivation, or. those who are motivated
may not have available to them the SOCial structures through
which they can participate.

This chapter looks at these

conditions using eighteen participation Variables.

It will

examine personal. situational and attitudinal resources
which influence participation.

A.

8§&
This study explored age as a basis of political
cleavage in modern society.

In this section, the existing

empirical research an political participation of the aged is
examined chronologically.
In terms of political partiCipation, persons ages 30
to 65, according to current research were the mast active of
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any age group.

They regularly followed news about

issues were more likely than any age group to hold opinions
on a

issue and are disproportionately represented

among opinion leaders.
1960's

Generally, most stUdies prior to the

examined the relationship between age and

poiiUcal participation (voting) r,eached this same
conclusion.

PartiCipation increased steadily with age until

it peaked in the middle years, and, it gradually declined
with old age.

Milbrath (1965) cited seventeen studies with

these

based on a variety of samples in

different cultures.

Turk and his associates (1966) found

that for those people who were active in their
there was an increase in political activities with age.
Working for a party in a local election, signing petitions
and belonging to political clubs were a few examples (Turk
et al., 1966).
Glenn and Grimes (1968) found that the highest level
of political interest was consistently found among persons
age 60 and over.

Using Gallup Poll data, they reported that

35 percent of persons Sixty years of age and older said they
had a great deal of interest in politiCS,

with 23

percent in the 40 and 59 age range and 19 percent of those
21 to 39.

This pattern held for both sexes and across most
levels (Glenn and Grimes, 1968).

They concluded

that people increaSingly turn toward political activity as
they age, mainly, because they lack other absorbing
interests or
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Blenn and Grimes C1968) further suggested that as
one graws alder, politics was viewed mare as a means of
personal or psychological fulfillment and less instrumental
for achieving a specific purpose.

As they grew alder.

people maintained and perhaps increased their interest in
poiitics.

Vet, at the same time, they felt that individual

political action did nat have an impact an the political
process (Schmidhauser, 1968).

Although alder people

appeared to enjoy political partiCipation, they Mere cynical
about its effectiveness.
Riley and Foner (1968) also found that the aged Mere
mare likely to fallow political events.

Older people paid

mare attention to mass media coverage of electoral campaigns
and Mere more likely than the young to follow events through
newspapers (Riley and Foner, 1968).

Comstock found that the

elderly watched television mare extensively than did persons
at any ather paint in the lifecycle (Comstock et al., 1978).
This increased rate of television Matching was significant
in terms of the programing choices of the elderly.

Comstock

pointed aut how older Americans, particularly age 65 and
aver. Mere inclined to view news and public affairs programs
mare frequently than any ather type (Comstock et al., 1978).
Hwang discovered that as people aged, they paid deference to
programs concerning health, housing, social security and
finances (Hwang, 1974).

Thus, alder Americans had a high

level of political awareness and Mere more discriminating in
their media use compared to other age groups.
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Loether, Campbell and Binstock were in agreement
about the future political power of the elderly.

Loether

believed that age did not constitute a primary raference
group because individuals were more likely to identify
themselves with their family, their political parties, their
cHurches and their social group. instead of by age (Loether,
.1967) •

In a 1971 study, Campbell found that the aged
frequently attended political meetings, often worked for
political parties, often contributed money to a party and
frequently mentioned their party in conversations.

However,

he concluded that age was not a powerful factor in American
politics at the time of his study, and he did not eMpect it
to be in the near future.

He maintained that age groups

would stay as diverse as they were in economic, social, and
geographical characteristics.

Campbell believed this would

diminish efforts by the elderly to unite for a common cause.
Having reviewed the evidence regarding

political

participation of older Americans. Binstock and Lohman
concluded:
·One recurring theme in the case of the
aged was the difficulty of establishing
it cohesi ve ident! ty among ol·der persons
for political purposes. Those better
off among older persons neither identify
themselves as aged, nor identify with
the prDblems of the disadvantaged aged"
(Binstock and Lehman, 1971).
FDner (1972) also suggested that the elderly were
active in other political areas.

She pointed out that the

aged tended to be more active in discussing pDlitical issues
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and in writing to' political figures.
Verba and Nie (1972) created an overall
participation indeM based on four factor scales of
participation. voting, communal activity, campaign activity,
and personal contacting.
Se,I{, resi dency,

When controlling for education,

and soci oeconomic status, the rol e assi gned

to age declined ma"'cedly as a variable explaining lower
lotOlJ IHlt"ticipation among older persons.

This was also trLle

in the case of voting.
Among the different types of participation. the data
showed that the elderly tended to engage in more moderate
forms of participation

while being under

,'epr E'serlled in ti,e mor e intense ones (campaign activity).
By far,

the IIIos1

I:,hor-ol'gh :i nvesti gati on of pol i tical

can

(1972) and

found in the works of Verba and Nie

Verba, and Kim (1974).

me .. SLI.'e c.\f par"ticipation they found:
par l i c i paled lI,on.'

01,

Using a combined

1. that older persons

the aver age than the popul ati on as a

whole, aflel' adjllsting fo," 5E5; 2. that cor'recting for
sC,oc;.ioeconcllhlc st .. t.lIS re!5Lllts in yet greater participation
scores for' older Alber i cans; and 3.

that this same

cor'rectlol'l moved t,he peal: period of activity from the 40'5
into the 50's.
Nie et al., in their cross-national study, revealed
that participation during the life cycle rose through the
ear-l y years, peaked dLiring the middle years and declined
later in life.

Wi ttl education contr'olled, activity scores
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for the oldest group were higher in each of the countries,
except Japan.

FL.rthermore, the downturn in participation

was either substantially reduced or eliminated altogether.
In a 1976 literature review on the political
behaviors and attitudes of the aged Hudson and Binstoc:i:
st.ated:
"Many forms of political participation
did not decline in old age.
And, even
though some cross-secti onal data·
indicated that older persons were less
politically than younger ones, a
nLlmuer of studi es showed lower 1 evels of
political activity to be more a function
of the feRlale sex and low education than
ot age.
The aged were Jess invoJved in
the mo.-e active forms of participation,
but it seems quite certaln this results
more from physical infirmities and Jack
of mobillty rather than any from any
significant fal11ng off in interest
about political matters" (Hudson and
Eiinstocl(, 1976).
A panel study of high school senIors and their
parents by Jennings and Niemi

(1981), also, found that

political interest increased with age.

Older persons

displayed greater interest in political affairs, newspaper
reading and television watChing (Williamson,

1982).

In a 1982 study of the polItical participation of
the Hi spani caged in 5",n Jose, Tot-res-Gi l' s concl uded that
actual political partiCipation, polItical awareness and
political interest of the Hispanic elderly were higher than
expected.

In comparison with white aged and samples from

the general Hispanic population, the Hispanic aged from San
Jose were relatively inactive in terms of membership in
formal

and voting.

The degree of their
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political awareness and interest, however, compared
favorably to their white counterparts.

Torres-Gil's

data were found to support the hypothesis: the elderly
Hispanic will be found to cluster near the low end of the
hierarchy of political involvement because of their social,
ec,onoRlic. cuI tur'al, and political position.
quslify this he said that:

In order to

"the Hispanic aged are relatively

inactlVp. in actual politIcal participation but r-ate
favorably on pol1tical awareness and poljtical interest
Irorres-Gil,

1982)."

A common theme of these varIed studIes of political
participat10n was that older Americans,

01'1

the average, were

mol" e ;,H:tl ve and pol i ti c.<11 y aware than wae. assumed
P""".r1oLlsly.
f ut l.lf- e aged,

educatiQn le'JEls
tho!,' may sh""" I I.cr e"';;l r.g

"!lcl p .. rticipalion.

among the
j

nt,eor est, """",reness

lbi& may incre .. se the potential for

pr..lit:ical 1ni.,L>ili:c",tion ... IIIc.mg the agt=d regal-ding aging
at I,er

"'''''f

issuE'';'.

fit"!)!"

Fell

01"

e).an'pJe, thO' 'Ye,\,lng Old" and -'Old Old'

poi'cie,;; Uu·t arE' beneficial to them slIch as,

':eeping federal

spending on Medicare and Social Security at

present levels as opposed to decreasing benefits.

They may

wor': to promote this policy by attempting to influence their
1 egi 51 ators.
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Socioeconomic status has a positive .relationship
with most forms of political participation.

The

generalization that the higher one's socio-economic status
the more extensively one will participate in politics is
virtually a universal phenomenon.

This is so

because numerous studies have documented that persons of
higher sor:ioeconomic status more frequently engage in
sevel"al different types of participation.

This included

activities, citizen contacting, as well as,
cooperative activities (Verba and Nie, 1972; Milbrath and
GOI?) ,

1977;

1982; Conway, 1985).

In many studIes, researchers have combined severa)
measures

social

and economic status into a

single Index when dIscussing demographic variables related
to political participation.

Scores on educatIon, income,

and occupation, have been combIned to produce a measure of
socioeconomIc status.

This proposItion is called the

"standard SES model" of political participation •
., here were many reasons why hi gher SES persons

COLlI

d

be expected to participate more than lower SES citizens.
For e"alnple. higher status individLlals were li':ely to have
greater political awareness, more political skill, and a
greater

of political efficacy (Verba and Nie, 1972).

Verba and Nie argued that individuals of higher status
dE'veloped attitudes and s'dlls conducive to successful
partIcipation.

Citizens with higher status have the money

.... -...----.-...

.... -........-- .....- ....-.....

i4

and resources to participate, as well as being more
concerned wIth political problems.

Also, they were more

likely to be members of organi%ations, and were more 11lcely
to associate with other individuals who participate.
Successful participation continued to encourage the
de.velopment of ski 11 s and at ti tLldes whi ch increased
particIpation further.
The standard SES model has received consIderable
support from past research, including the Verba and Nie
stl.ldy.

The SES model is a good beginning for explaining

levels of participatIon.

Lellel of pt,litical partiCipation has beel, strongly
related to educational attainment.

The more educated have

shown h! gher· rates of both conventi orlal and unconventional
political action (Barnes and kasse, 1979).
Education connects one to social communication
networlcs and provides political information on many
viewpoints and on
1980).

ill

diven;e number of subjects (Smith,

Also, the well-educated tend to be more self-assured

alld have more victorious political e::periences than the less
edLlcated.

Thi s, accordi ng to Smi th, has reinforced the well

educated person's feeling of political pro·hciency, which.
irl turn, has made him or her more iil(E'l y to continue to
parti c:i p·ate.
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PErhaps one of the most evident advantages of
educatilJn is that it im:reases cognitive skills (Barnes and
Kasss, 1979).

One acquires the ability to deal with

abstractions and, therein,

learns to cope with the

unconnected and intricate politics of a mass:ive, compIe::
bllr"eaucracy.
Education

also an indicator of one's Integration

Into di=similay" commuroication networks.

lInfamill .... r

That is, the more"

the less educated (Barnes and

19791.

lheir corotac::ts Core lIkely to be with

individuals who are better informed and more Influential.
They aJso tend tg follow the
e>:

tensi \leI y.

hO'b

mass media more

Acc:orc.!ir,g tl:l Barnes and Kasse, ttu s a"J.?"renes=

crer..tF."d gt"E,;.tc;.r

Ilt

part.lcipation •

.!{

1 t i s al mDst uni""yer saIl y true th .. t

prosperoL.ls

persnl'". are /llcre lihEly than the less prosper"cus to
part:icipall? in conventional polItICS.
For the purpose of this study,
tot .. l

of amll y

incomel.

income was defined as

i ncolnl? re.cel ved aftE'r ta::es reported Inet

Milbrath

(1965) cited data from fourteen different

studIes in support of this thesis.

Income did not relate

uniformly to different participation measures.

Its greatest

impact was on undertakings that required high seli-esteem,
such as persuading others to vote a certain way or demanding
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monetary sLlpport, such as donating money to political
parties or campaigns.
In the Verba and Nie study (1972), income was more
strongly related to communal and partisan activities.
After controlling for education, Barnes and Kasse (1979),
al.so found that the higher the respondents' fami 1 y income,
the more likely it was that they will have high scores on
both their conventional and unconventional partiCipation
scales.

g!;;!;;!lE:Bl!Q!J
Highly intertwined with education and income have
been

characteristics.

between occupatIonal

The direct relationship

and political participation

has mi rrot"101Ll, in part, the effect of education and income.
In tElct:,

Barnes and Kasse found evidence ".upporting the

frequently cited finding that higher

middle class

people wel-e the most represented amr:lng conventional
poliLical activists.
According to Smith (1980), however, occupationa.l
characteristics cr"eated independent effects, as well.

Some

occupatIons. for el/ample, discouraged participation because
of their low prestige, while others encouraged one to
develop bureaucratic skills or brought one into contact WIth
information on political Issues.
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Politics has been a male dominated activity until
very recently.

Before 1980, women voted at a lower rate

than men although, most of the differences were found in the
older age groups (Frankovic, 1986).

One of the most

al reseal-ch fi ndi ngs was that women allover the
world
(1965)

less likely to participate than males.

Milbrath

cited twenty-one studies with data attained from nine

countries which upheld this proposition.

One reason

to clarIfy this phenomenon was the differential
responsibilIties allocated by society to parental roles.
Spe-cifIC.?!ly, becaLise considerable responsIbIlity of raising
child'-PII ""as placed on women, the political activity of
Thjs restrictIon on political activity
,·eELI.! ted

In

""Olroe-II a,.quiring a delayed beginning In pol itICS

ct'lc:!':! en,

1'i8(' , •

Al though t hi 5 gap is 51 OVII Y narrowi ng, the femal

Eo

"'otll"lg r",te in ti,e U.S. remains 5 to H.' percent.age pOInts
fhe most
rIoted dl ffe..-ence betweerl male and female rates was tound
alrlong 1

atus peop! e; I es-·s di ff erence was found among

upper-status people and among college educated women (SmIth,
19801.

Conway (1985) allegc.·d that sell ditferences in
campaign activity are occurring, although strong difference
persIsts.

She cited presidential election data (1952 -

1978

and 1980) compiled by Miller et al. which showed that the
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mean number of campaign activities performed by women were
less than men, after education was controlled.
Pool and Zeigler also ellamined seH differeces in
campaign activity, but made the distinction between
employment difference in women. They found that housewives
di,d not participate to the same degree as employed women,
but employed women were just about as active as men (Pool
and Zeigler, 1985) •
•'1

ef el cl age is di f ferenti al mortal i t Y

between the selles.

Men tended to die at younger ages than

women.

Since overall male participation rate was greater,

some of the dt'op off rate in participatIon among the elderly
tn •• y

be due to mor'talily mnd the

r' .. tio

of men to women

<t1i1bl- .. th and 60el, 197'll.
Poe I

and Zeigler reported voting data for men and

women broken down by age from the 1982 cer.SLIS survey.

'(hey

clte'd a 3 percent gap for older women ages 55 and over.
Women ages

however, were found to vote more than men

in t.he same age category 1F'001 and Zeigler, 1985).

Pool and

held the opinion that within ten to twenty years,
this age group will replace the older cohort and the
partIcipation gap will favor women.
Rossi believed that because older citizens
participate in elections to a greater degree than younger
cohorts, bider women have greater electoral weight.

He

substantiated this point of view with evidence that in the
1984 national election, 5.5 million more women voted than
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men (Rossi, 1986).
Due to changes in employment and occupati-onal rol es.
as well as, educational levels, an increase in all forms of
female political pmrticipation can be anticipated. Also,
media coverage of active political women such as Geraldine
Ferral"o, Elizabeth Dole and Pat Schroder, provide role
models to women of all ages.

lhese women serve as symbols

o-f the potential politia) notariety of WOlllen.

As women

active in the world of politics and rise from being
mar-ginii.l to actIve participants, greatel- equality of the
sexes is likely to occur.

In a 1912 study, GubrIum paid close attention to thD
effects of continuity of socia! supports on voting and
pol.tlcal interest among the aged.

InterVIews with 209

persons ir. Detroi t, aged 60 to 94, indicated that
discontinued soc.al support resulting from widowhood and
d,vl"Jt"ce lead to a feeling of dislocation and decreased
political partiCipation.

When asked to compare their

present political interest with their interest at age 45,
respondents with no sociml supports were twice as likely as
individuals with support continuity to express that they
presently had lesE. interest.

When questioned about the

causes for" sLlch c:hanges, the reasons stated were: being
disgusted with politiCS, their spouse hmd kept them
interested, being less active, and losing interest due to
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the experience of old age..
response,

With the exclusion of the

disgusted with politics,· this author

believed that reasons were generally tied to "feeling lost"
and "being alone".
Gubrium cited two theoretical implications of the
data.

One was the that the influence of continuity of

social supports on voting and political 1nterest in the
advanced years reinforced the importance of the social
of political behavior.

Aging 1n itself may not

dlr"ect pol i ti cal behav10r as was uni versall y suggested.
1t was probable that It was the changes in soclal
supports that occured With age that influenced political
a::tl"lty (GLlbrium, 1972).
And Resenstone (198U) speciflcally

emphMsized the role of marItal status and sex in their
anal ysi s.

After othel- vari abl es were control I ed fer t.hey

found that marrie=d peeple were more likely to vote than
not

wrieu.

1I••

Women were less lil,ely te vote than men.

Therefore, turnout tended to be lowel- for wi dews, who made
up an increasingly larger proportlon of older age groups.
Olsen i1972) also found that. being married led to increased
pel i ti cal par"ti ci pat ion.
These di fferences have been found in othelcountries, as well as the United states, leading researchers
to conclLlI:le that a number of significant predispositions
were associated with marriage.

Lipset (196(1) stated:
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"The almost universal difference between
single and married people may, like the
age differences to which it is linked,
reflect lesser cross-pressures among the
married, who have a more stable
euistence. more homogeneous ties in the
communi ty, and', especi all y among the
workers. le-ss geographic and social
mobility."

Jennings (1979) suggested that parenthood as a
lifestage was shown to have a modest relationship to
partiCipation in national politics.

He found that only

among the young did being a parent lower the likelihood of
p.;,rt i c i pati on.

With sen controlled, being a parent had a

depressing effect on mothers and almost no effect on
fathers.

11-.is effect occun-ed across all age groups.

These

findIngs Implled that the role of motherhood had more
cOf'ostraints on political participation than the role of
fatherhood.
With regard to Plore active modes of partiCipation,
Jennings found that being a parent had a small negative
effect. on campa:ign activity across all age groups (Jennings,
1979) .

Participation in social systems was related to many
factors, among which health was important.

The health

status of older persons in the future will improve due to
better nutrition of the new elderly and advances in medical
management of illness.

According to Hoffman,

(1983) better

,support systems should
These

admissions to nursing homes.

will

relationships and
Ward's study of the meaning of voluntary
of older people.
was

(1979)

found better health

with more

and

i nvol vement in volunteer wor"\:.

Studies of

and politic:al

members of raclal and ethnic:

among

have shown that those

members of asc:riptlvely deprived groups who exhibited a

0+

group identity were lrlvolved 1n more

sU,!i\bJe /"ates of sr::.L:iaJ

and pLllitical partic1pation than did

nlember's of those

who e::hi bi ted no sense

idel1l"ity Il.ane,

1962; Ol5>el1,

0+

197V; Verba and Nie,

These flndings were

group
1972).

when SES was controlled and

also, across diverse modes of participatlon.
Verba and Ni Iil, al so, e,:am1ned

and

ve

ldlilologles and haw this was rlilJated to polltlcai
partiCipation.

'Ihey found that

beliefs among strong Republicans

politic:al
WCIS

in affecting polit.ical
Ac:cordlng to Verba and Nie.

IilMt.remely slgnlficant
rates among whites.

"theslil blilliefs, hlilld as thlilY

werlil b}' an Lipper-status group,

thlil worldngs of

the SES modlill by inc:rlilasing the participation gap between
the upper -and lower-status groupS'''

(Verba and Nie.

1972).

e3

Their data shoNed hON
participation in

beliefs
that is, group

blacks increased the

among

of a disallDNed group and

conservative beliefs among Republicans increased
af an already advanced group (Verba and Nie,
1972) •
Verba and Nie, Nith hopes of diminishing the
difference betNeen upper- and lONer-status
citizens
"Just as Ne have seen the rise of group
among
Blacks
bring neN participants into the
political process, so might ather
political vieNS mobilize groups of
citizens to greater
"poverty
among poor
Americans of all ethnic backgrounds,
liberal or radical beliefs among broad
segments of the population" (Verba and
Nie, 1972).
Research by Shingles also demonstrated that black
Americans Nere more

active than whites of

equivalent socio-ecDnomic status.

He

that black

efforts to
"by freeing a neN generation of black
the mental

from

of the Protestant Nork

imputed guilt "to economii::-al"ly
(Shingles, 1981).

to Singles,

individuals"
consciousness

had such an effect on political
to a
and mistrust,
involvement.

of political

in turn, increased further

This effect produced a mentally healthier
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black citizenry and contributed to greater political
activity among blacks (Shingles. 1981).
Based an these findings. identification .ith certain
disadvantaged groups offsets. at least in part. the drawback
of having low socioeconomic status and propels members
toward involvement in a diversity of social and political
activities.

A correlate of participation is length of residence.
As expressed by Milbrath,

"persons who are well-integrated

into their community tend to feel close to the center of
community decisions and were more lilcely to participate in
politics"

(Milbrath, 1965).

Younger cohorts were typically

highly mobile and this seemed to discourage their entry into
conventional politics (Verba and Nie,

1972).

Olsen concluded that his three community measures-residency. community activity. and community interaction-were relevant for e::plaining at least some forms of
participation.
their

H& found that by involving individuals in
through fat" mal ac"tivities and informal

i nte,- acti 0115>,

it was fe-asi bl e to advance more e" t ensi ve

part.icipation acr-oss all dillni!nsions of politics (OlsI:'n,
19621.

According to Milbt-ath (1977>. contradictory trends
wet-e fOl.lnd in the literature on place of residence.
i nt et" pnat at i on mai-nt ai.ned that

UI'"

One

ban I i vi ng, as opposed to

rural living, lead te) gr"eater involvenlent in politics.
Urban dwellers with 1:heir enhancE'd means for interaction and
exchange were considered to be the heart of society.
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The alternative

cited bV

was a

slightly negative assaciation between urban living and
political activity.

That was, in contrast to

areas

where the citizen was a member of a amall,
community. the city resident was part of a imperaanal,
detached and camplex aocietv.

The level of group activity

was curtailed due to diffuse and less personal social
1977).
Researchers have
was the

on the other hand, that it

not the size of a community. that

influenced participation.

Communities having higher status

were more active in palitics than those with lower
status residents.

With SES controlled for, however, there

was no difference in participation.

Communities with

greater means of communication were

active than those

where communication was lacking (Milbrath, 1977).

In their multivariate analysis of 1976 and 1980
data, Kingston, Thompson and Eichar (1984) tested the
conventional

that homeownership had a

'conservatizing" political effect and encourages political
participation.
bivariate

Their

involved establishing
between hameownership and their

political participation measures.

Due to the fact that

was associated with personal
linked to pOlitical orientations, (education, income,
marital atatus, length of community residence) the basic

B7

issue. according to Kingston et al •• was Whether or not it
has an independent effect on the participation of
individuals.

Their research distingui&had between lacal and

national involvement.

The finding& sugge&ted that when

control variables were employed homeownership had nD
&ystematic impact on national or local pDlitical
participation by itself or in interaction with length of
resj dence CKi ngston et al.. 19B4').

aa

Voluntary organizations involve small groups of
people "ho find they have an interest in common and agree to
aeet and act in concert to pursue that intarest.

The usual

definition of a voluntary organization aKcludes profit
making for its members.

A voluntary organization is a

secondary association rathar than a primary grouping.

The

latter received mast of its membership through natural
reproduction via the family (Kaplan,
In this study, voluntary organizations included not
only labor unicns, but also groups the respondents reported
-feal Ung) close to", and taking part in activitius that
represant their interests and viewpoints.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
I.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.

peor people
liberals
southernars
hispanics
blacks
the elderly
feminists
men
people seeking to protect the environment
business persons
young paople
conservatives
women
warking people
farmers
whites
evangelical groups, such as the meral majority
middle-class people

Although, not all of these categories "ere clearly organized
or farmal groups, they "ere included in the analysis.
Unfortunately, the data did net lend itself to more precisa
maasures of organizational membership.
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There are many reasons why participation in
voluntary organizations or nongovernmental settings is
important.

First, participation in organizations may be a

training ground for participation 1n relation to the
government.

If the individual is actively participating in

voluntary associations and unions, for instance, he may more
likely to participate in other areas also.
Verba believed that many nongovernmental
organizations were prime factors in the political process.
He stated, "Unless the members of these organizations haVE!
some opportunity to participate in them. the degree of
effective participation vis-a-vis the government would
decline substantially" (Verba, 1967).
The positive association between membership in
voluntary associations and socioeconomic status is one of
the best documented relationships in the sociopolitical
literature.

Some authors suggested that the high level of

participation in community activity among professionals and
white collar workers were seen as a lengthening of the
conventional work role (Hodge and Treiman, 1968).
In his study of voluntary association membership and
political .participation, D_hi!!n supported the social
mgbilization thesisl association involvement mobilized
people for political partiCipation.

To test this argument

predictor variables (SES) and the index of association
involvement (see below) were simultaneously related by Olsen
to six political partiCipation dimensions.

Olsen also
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controlled for other background variables; seM, age and
parents" activities.

He found that the relationship between

voluntary association membership and the other political
dimensions all relloained significant and moderately strong
(Olsen, 1982).
Olsen offered the following generalizations
concerning the relationship between organizational
IIoli-lRbership and political participation:
"1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The three counting measures of
memberships,
associations attended regularly, and
associ at,ions in which one has held an
official position are all related
fairly strongly to political
participat.ion.
Bot.h pass.ive membership and active
involvement in an organization can
mobilize people for political
par til: ipat i on.
AbSLlclatioll membership, attendance,
and position holding have additive
effects on political partiCipation,
50 that the combined voluntary
association involvement indeM
provides the best predictor of
political participation of all the
variables examined in this study."
(Thli! inde!: was constructed from
I-esponses tOI a) the total number of
voluntary associations to which the
person belonged b) the numbers of
associ at ions whose meel'l ngs he or' she
attended at least half the time c)
the number of associ ati oros in whi ch
he or· she held an offici al position.)
"With the exception of membership in
labor unions (because of their
semi-involuntary and "working-class"
nature) members of all types of
voluntary associations tend to be
IIoore politically active than
nDn-members.
Volunlary association involvement is
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6.

more effective than education, or
socioeconomic status in mobilizing
individuals for Electoral,
Organizational. Partisan. and
Governmental political participation,
and it also has some independent
effects on Cognitive and Expressive
participation.
Involvement in voluntary associations
is related to all forms of political
activity regardless of, the extent to
which these organizations have
engaged in political actians (Olsen.
1982 p. 107). II

In Chapter IX, a similar analysis was done for the
National Election Study respondents.

Voluntary association

membership. however. was operationalized by only two
measures: 1.) Does respondent belong to a labor union? and
2.) Does r,espondent belong to an organization that
represents the groupes) he feels closest to?

With more free time older Americans were better able
to participate in voluntary associations (Kaplan, 1983).
A trend in modern society has been the diminished
use of the residential extended family.

Several writers

have stated that an increasing number of functions. formerly
provided by the family were being now offered by other
institutions which have grown in mDdern times, nurtured by
the forces of industrializatian. urbanization and
.pecialization.
The psychological extended family has replaced the
extended family.

The extended family retained interest and

cDntact with the elderly family member but they do not live
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in the same household (Kaplan, 1983).

Kaplan suggested that

this loss of intimate family involvement was replaced by
participating in voluntary associations.

The reduction of

familial integration was also being accompanied by an
increase in interaction and solidarity among age peers
(Cummings and Schneider. 1961; Rosow, 1967; Bultena, 1968).
Increased interaction and communication with age peers in
voluntary organizations furthered the development of a
vi all I e pol i ti cal moveR,enl based on age status.
Age-graded asso.:i a.ti ons fIlay hei ghten poli ti cal
cOllsciousnes= and activity to a greater degree than groups
whCJse mli"R,l.oers are elf miwed ages.

According to the research

of Trela (1971), participants in senior centers were more
!iI,ely th.,n those who pa."ticipated in milled generational
groups (yoluntary associations). to profess high political
interest,

politics. argue with others over political

issues, and participate in other forms of political activity
inside and outside of the center.

At the centers, members

engaged in group discussions which created a climate of
opinion and g'"OLIP attitudes which developed each per·son's
perceptions errela, 1971>.
citizen&. who participated

In comparison with senior
in mixed generational

groLlps, Trela found that members of age-graded organizations
were mare desirous of political change that would benefit
the aged, and were more receptive to organized social
action.

The literature on unemployment contained mixed
findings about unemployment experiences and political
behavior.

Some studies indicated that being unemployed led

to withdrawal from political affairs.

Other research

suggested that unemployment heightened political interest
and activity.
A study by Scott and Acock (1979), concluded that
lower socioeconomic status respondents were less lil:ely to
vote, felt less efficacious, were less interested in
politics, were less politically active than respondents of
hIgher status, regardless of employment status.

They found

that par"ticipation attitudes and behaviors were adversely
af f ected. tc.o a gr"eat er ell tent. by unemployment ex peri ences
among tt,ose respL1ndents of lowe." than hi gher status.
Verba and 5chlozman, during the mId 1970's, also
looked closely at the issue of whether joblessness affected
politi!:al partic.ipation.

Thei." data on the dIfferences

betweero the emp'loyed and unemployed in varIous partic:ipatory
acts made clear that the: unemployed were less likely to
vote,

less likely to be interested in politiCS, and less

li"ely to be active in voluntar"y organizations (Verba and
SchlozOIan, 1979).

They reached the general conclusion that

the unemployed were generally an inac:tive group.
Ac:c:ord i ng to Ley (198(1), the maj or path to
participation observed by the aged involved the un5truc:lLlred
work routine.

This provided the time, and opportunity to

participate in the political movement.
the respDndents

In a 1982 study, Df

who were employed, Olsen found that

the 277. Df the respondents

net

in the labor force did not

differ significantly from the employed persons in their
levels of political participation.
that the influence

Dr"

His finding suggested

the other features Df one's job were

essentially irrelevant for Dne's political participation.
Consequently, job content was not used for further analysis
in his study (Olsen. 1982).
In thi s study. thll' effect of worlc status (employed,
retired, disabled, hDusewife and student) on overall
politjcal partIcIpation as well as other types of
particpatlon was
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Age group identification was defined as
identification by older persons with others in the same age
stratum, recognizing common political interests and the
potential for common action.

According to Ragan and Dowd,

age group political identification varied among individuals
depending on how they were affected by sex, race,
socioeconomic status, and polItical party.

The intensity ot

age-group consciousness in the political system also varied
fror" year tr:. ye .. r and period to period, throughoLlt the age
stratum (Ragan and Dowd, 19741.
SOrTIe gerontol ogi sts have theor i zed that a sense of
identification with older people as a group may have an
impact on older adults, SImilar to that found among members
of racial and ethnIC groups (Trela, 1971; Ragan and Dowd,
19741.

1"hes", studies suggested that older people who

idenlify with their age group, were more likely to be active
in

activities than the non-identifijrs.
Other gen3ntol ogi sts, such as Atchl ey (1972) and

Binstock (1972), rejected this claim.

These critics

asserted that the concept of group identification had been
usurped from t he Ii teratw-e deal i ng wi 1.h mi nori ty groups and
was not applicable when referring to older Americans.

They

contended that the majority of older adults held group
identificatioll of middle aged persons and interacted across
rather than within generational lines.

"16

Foner (1976) sought to measure the degree of group
identification of the aged from a series of questions in the
University of Michigan 1976 National Election Study.

She

observed that almost two-thirds of the respondents (63.4l')
reported a primary identification with some group other than
"old people", and an additional 11."3 percent reported
feeling close to no group at all.

lhus, only one r"espondent

in four felt a strong sense of group identification with the
elderly (EI,-own and Olsen, 19831.
However, the fact: that one-fourth of the respondents
reported a pr-ir.;ary

with older persons

(al"lowing for n"_,ltiple g'-cup responses) should not be
counted as insignificant.
population

She painted out that given a

of roughly thirty-four million people, aged

65 and 01 d"t",

tt. is ,;,uggested that as many as ei ght Inlll i or.

older Am(,"," iealls haovti! some sense of ,;,ge

If

were linked directly to political
bE'ha" i

Or".

aflr! Olsen.

thl? pol i I: 1 Ceo! i !rip .. !: l wL1ul d be si gni f i cant

(Elrown

1983).

The work of Miller, GL.... in and L3ur"in (1980) used data
from two national probability samples.

They demonstrated

that among the elderly aging alone did not hinder political
participation.

First, they found that income had more

influence on the political participai"10n of the elderly
sample than chr"onolugical age.

Secondly, they proposed that

the 11egaUve relationship between political involvement aond
old age identification was spurious.

The une):pectedly low

'-II

participation rate discovered for old age identifiers was
partly a result of their disadvantaged soc:ioeconomic status.
These findings suggested

participation among the aged

would be improved by rectifying their social and economic
condi t ions.
Research by Conover,

(using the 1980 CPS Nati"onal

Election Study) on the influence of group identification on
political perception, concluded that group identific:atior.
played a significant role in determining how Americans
viewt=d their political world.

GroLtp differences on issue

posi t ions wer"e consonant wi th the idea that vari ous group
identifiers evaluated policies from different perspectives
and, therefor-e, were li1(ely to chotlse dlstir.ct issue
PC,sltlons.

For e"><ample, blach identifiers favored e>:tremely

liberal positions on economIc and raclal positlons.

"Ihose

who identified wlth women tooh liberal positions on women5
issues.

Similarly, those respondents who "felt close£t" to

the> elderly made me.re references t.han Old identifiers with
other groups to policies dealing
i

I:ono'.'el-, 1984).

1t

wit.h old age

".as cl eiilr that under J yi ng

identification was the self-interest I

"rational actor"

me,del ':If decision nla!dng (Fiorina "1981>.

The bali'i c

prinCiple of t.hese models was t.hat self-int.erest was t.he
prlmar1 motivation ordering policy stands and decisions of
voters.

To fLlrt.her test thi s concept

1

n thi s study,

respondents who both "felt closest" to the elderly and were
mE-hlbers of an interest group that represent the elderly was

The feeling of political efficacy is one of the the
most discLlssed concepts in political science.

As measured

by the Survey Research Center of the University of Michigan,

the concept continues to be a predictor and/or correlate of
diverse political behaviors and attitudes.

Political

Efficacy is the feeling that individual political action has
an impact upon the political process.

It is the belief that

political and social changes are possible and that the
individual citizen can help bring this Change about.
Campbell, et al., statedl
"A person who feels that public
officials are responsive to the
electorate, who think that individual
political action is worthwhile and
capable of influencing public policy,
and who feel that private citizens'
channels or acccess to governmental
decision makers are not confined to the
ballot bOH, are much more likely to be
politically active than those citizens
who feel largely overwhelmed by the
political process" (Campbell et al.,
1954).
A number of other studies also showed that a sense
of political efficacy was significantly related to
partiCipation.

With the eHception of Sallach. 1972 and

Olsen, 1972, most stUdies demonstrated positive correlations
after SES variables were controlled.

Political efficacy.

therefore, has proven to be a strong, independent
determinent of political participation.
A person who is confident of his individual
effectiveness may be so unfamiliar with the political system

luO

that he feels ineffective in political affairs.

This

eMplanation was upheld by the research on personal and
political efficacy reported in the
1964) •

(Campbell,

The study found that a person's feelings of internal

effectiveness was much less a predictor of political
partiCipation than a person's sense of political
effectiveness"
In national surveys, Campbell and his colleagues
investigated what they called a "sense of political
efficacy."

They used a five item scale composed of

responses to the following items:
1. "I don"t think public officials care
what people like me think.
2.
The way people vote is the main thing
that decides how things are run in
till 5 cOLintry.
3.
Voting is the only way that people
like me can have a say about how the
government runs things.
4.
People like me don't have any say
aboLlt what the government does.
5. SORleti mes pol i ti cs and govet"nment
seeno so complicated that a person
like me r:an" t
y understand
what's going on" (Campbell, 1964).
This e.c:ale was given to a sample of respondents in a
survey conducted after the 1956 election.

UDisagr':!e u

responses to items 1, 3, 4, and 5 and an "agree" response to
item 2 were coded efficacious.

Ranging from lowest to

highest in political efficacy, 527., 607., 757., 837. and 91.7.
of the sample voted in the election.

Campbell concluded

that not only was the increase in voting related to the
persons political efficacy, but more than 40 percentage
points separated those who felt least effective from those

1v1

felt most effective.
Several personality traits and attitudinal variables
have also been correlated

efficacy.

Persons

were

psychologically involved in politics and who scored high on
political information, were more likely to have developed a
sense of efficacy (Lane, 1959; Buffalo Study, 1968; Verba
and Nie, 1972).
Political efficacy

measured by responses to

statements, "People like me don't have any say about what
the government does," "I don't think public officials care
people like me think," and "Politics and government
seem so complicated that a person like me can't really
understand

going on" (O-agree; I=disagree).

In

analyzing political efficacy using covariance structure
analytic techniques, Acock. Clarke and

reported that

"people like me don't have any say" and "politics is too
complicated" loaded on one factor; internal efficacy
(measured by their responses to these questions) and
"officials don't care" loaded on both internal and external
factors.

They suggested that these statements may be

employed to measure internal and external efficacy (Acock,
Clarke,and Stewart, 1985).
Several recent studies by Shaffer (1981) and
Abramson and Aldrich (1980), have documented the strong
relationship
participation.

feelings of external efficacy and
Other theorists (Dahl,

Muller, 1970;

Finkel, 1984) suggested that the relationship operated in
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the other direction; the citizen who participates developed
strong feelings of efficacy. which makes them participate
further. in the system.

Dahl has hypothesized. for example.

that middle class persons are more likely to participate in
politics and more likely to feel efficacious about political
participation.

Their participation is likely to increases.

and their sense of efficacy. in turn, is likely to increase
their political partiCipation.

Working class persons. on

the other hand, are less likely to participate in pol tics,
and less likely to feel efficacious about partiCipation
(Dahl, 1961>.
Disagreeing with a cross-sectional approach for
measuring efficacy. and advocating for panel designs, Finkel
concluded that his panel analysis indicated that more
research is needed on other political activities and
subgroups.

It was only then that "we may begin to make

empirical generalizations about the varied ways that
individuals behave and social structures interact and
influence one another" (Finkel. 1984).
This present study examined subgroups, not only
their campaign activity but also, their citizen contacting,
media interest and political interest.

Shaffer and Abramson

and Aldrich's position that political efficacy influenced
participation was supported by this dissertation.

They

reported, "Regardless of our theoretical perspective, we
have numerous empirical studies that document a relationship
between high feeling of political effectiveness and

IuS

political participation ••• Persons who feel politically
capable may feel psychologically motivated to participate,
whereas, those who feel overwhelmed by the political process
may withdraw from political activity" (Abramson and Aldrich,
p. 511 1982).
This review has eKamined eighteen different social
role and status variables within these categories:
sociodemographic, socioeconomic status, employment,
parental, organizational membership, and attitude
characteristics.

These variables have affected the manner

and degree to which individuals participated in politics.
These various social roles did not eKist in isolation, but
rather, influenced each other in numerous fashions.

To

determine the complete influence of all the social role and
status variables on political participation, Chapter IX
brings together and evaluates jointly these particular
variables.
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CHAPTER IV

The review af the empirical and thearetical
li·terature indicated that a range af independent and
dependent variables need ta be cansidered in the study of
palitical participatian af the aged.

The aim af this

chapter is ta describe this study's impartant variables and
ta specify the hypathesized relatianships.

Five af

variables-- sacia-demagraphics Crace,

seH, educatian), lacation, parental status,-- are,
essentially, fixed.

Therefare, possibilities are limited

for altering present participation rates.

On the other

hand, income, employment status, organizational membership,
group identification and sense of political efficacy can
vary.

Therefore, there is flexibility far mDbilizing

partiCipation in these areas.
(Tables are presented in Chapt VII)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

age
education
income
accupation
sex
marital status
parental status
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B.
9.

II.

ethnicity
attention to the 1984 political campaign
(pre-election survey question)

10.
11.
12.

length and place of residence
employment status
labor union membership

14.
15.

groups of people respondent identifies with
identification with the elderly

16.

"people like me don·t have any say about what
the government does (say abt gov)"
"public officials don"t care about what people
like me think (off don't care)"
"people like me can"t really understand what"s
going on in government (too complex)"

17.

lB.

(Tables are present in Chapter

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

B.
9.
10.

VIII)

discuss politics with family and friends
general interest in campaign activities
listen to speeches and discussions about
the campaign on radio
read abDut the campaigns in magazines and
newspapers
watch programs about the campaigns on
television

pursuade others how to vote
wear a campaign button. put a campaign
sticker on car, or place a sign in window
or in front of house
attend political meetings, rallies, dinners
or speeches
actively wDrk for a party or candidate
contribute mDney tD a party or "candidate
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11.

work with Dthers Dr JD1n an organization
tD do something about natianal problem5

12.

contact state or local officials (nature and
satisfaction Df contact)
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The primary purpose of obtaining information about
the personal and situational characteristics of older
Americans was to determine the relationship between
political participation and any set of social roles and
status variables.

These variables described and eMplained

variation in participation among different types of people
during their life-span.
This research asked: who were the activist segment
of the aged?
came?

From what social roles and statuses did they

How did the activist segment'of the aged differ from

the non-activist aged and the middle-aged?

These questions

were important because if participation comes
proportionately from all segments of society. then political
leaders who respond to participation will be responding to
an accurate representation of the needs and preferwnces of
the general public.

If the participation is nat

proportionate, then political leaders will be responding to
a disproportionate number of activist segments of society
only concerned with promoting their self-interest.
To date there has been little eMamination of the
dimensions of such relationships, especially involving
different age groups among the elderly. although, Verba and
Nie .C1972) did cite some aspects in their studV.

What was

the relationship between participation and sets of personal

lOB

and

variables

example, did

have been described?

'Old Old·

status and low income or because

For

less because of
were less

educated?
Social

have been unable to be very precise

about either the strength of the relationship between sets
of situational and personal variables, such as sex and work
status, or whether these relationships remain once ather
variables have been held constant.
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The purpese ef
general

variables was

answer

when, under

and 40r

wham was age a

in explaining a
and, how have these

influenced
Specifically.

research explored

which a persen's age affected his

views

for example, increases in Secial
cencern here was

benefits.

was evidence suggesting

pessibility of age-based

among

elderly coherts.

The pelitical

age identification was examined.
generatien ef alder Americans?
other en

basis ef age?

The

abeut

ef
current

Did they identify with each

Did such an

have

implications fer the pelitics of aging?
The measure ef greup identification was derived from
a series ef questiens included in the 1984 data.
Respendents were provided a list of nineteen groups of
persens and asked te identify those greups you "feel
particularly clese te; peeple who are mest like you in their
ideas and interests and in feelings about things. A Having
task, the

were asked

list of groups they "feel clese te" and
which

"feel closest".

review the

identify the ene

They were then asked i4 they

belonged te any organizationCs) or took part in any
activities

represented the interest and viewpeints of
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the one group they named in the previous question.

If such

identification was linked directly to palitical behavier,
the palitical impact Mauld be cansidered quite significant.
As the first ,step taward understanding the palitical
implicatians af age-based identificatian, this research
analyzed the types of elderly citizens wha identify with
ather alder persans.

The cancept af palitical efficacy has been an
essential building black af behaviaral research in the
sacial sciences for aver twenty years.

Defined by Campbell

(1954) as "the feeling that an individ.uals actian daes have
an impact an the palitical system, "a sense af efficacy was
believed by numeraus investigatars ta be as vital far a
demacratic saciety (Almand and Verba, 1963; Campbell, 1964).
A measure af variatians in the degree af palitical
efficacy among the Middle Aged, the 'Young Old' and the 'Old
Old' was canstructed fram expressions of agreement ar
disagreement with the fallowing statements.
1.

"I dan't think public afficials care very much
what peaple like me think." (ellternal
efficacy)

2.

"Peaple like me dan't have any say abaut what
the gavernment daes." linternal efficacyl

3.

"Sometimes palitics and gavernment seem sa
camplicated that a persan like me can't really
understand what is gaing an." (internal
efficacyl

"Disagree" respanses ta these items Mere coded as
efficaciaus.
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This section identifies qualitatively different
forms of participation and examines their implications for
both the participant and society.
Up until the 1960"s. diverse political acts were
thought to belong to a single general dimension of
participation.

It was assumed, for example, that voting and

activity could be added together as equally
weighted elements on the same substantive scale.
In their sophisticated 1966 study of participation,
Matthews and Prothro found that participation conformed to
Gutman Scales fairly well.

That is, the presence of high

level political act, such as membership in a political club,
was a good indicator of a lower level phenomenon, such as
talking to neighbors about politics CMatthew and Prothro,
1966) •
Milbrath, in the 1965 edition of
regarded participation as uni-dimensional.
He divided the American citizenry into three categories:
1.
2.

3.

apathetics-- individuals who were withdrawn from the
political process;
spectators-- individuals who were minimally involved in
politics Cfor example. voting, contacting political
leaders and public officials, making a monetary
contirbution and attendi"ng a political meeting); and
gladiators-- individuals who were extremely active.
Another study conducted by Milbrath. et al.

(1969).

in the Buffalo area from 1966 to 1968, however. took a
somewhat broader view of participation.

Through the use of

factoral and cluster analysis Cas Verba and Nie did in their
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1972 study). he discovered "modes" of participation.

He

determined that participation was multi-dimensional.
Verba and Nie agreed that particip,atian was nat a
uni-dimensional phenomenon.

They believed that the

citizenry was nat divided into the active or the nonactive.
Rather. there were many types of activists, engaging in a
wide range of activities, with different motives and
consequences (Verba and Nie, 1972).

They asserted,

"Political acts differ in what they can get the citizen to
do. Same types of activities supply mare than the
gratification of taking part; ather political acts can lead
to mare specific and concrete payoffs.

Political acts

differ in what they get the citizen into: Same activities
are likely to bring him into open conflict with others, and
same are nat.

Also, same activities call for initiative,

time, resources, and skills, and same do nat."
In this study, political participation was also
considered a multi-dimensional process consisting of several
distinctive, though interrelated. dimenSions, each of Which
to be investigated separately.
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E.
Four distinct types of activity were proposed in
this study. Political and Media Interest, Citizen
Contacting, Cooperative Activitv and Campaign ActivitV.

The

dimensions were grouped in order ·of increasing depth or
intensity of political partiCipation.

This ordering was

helpful in conceptualizing the general nature of political
participation.
The first dimension was constructed of actions that
did not require great disbursements of energy bV the
individual, while the other three dimensions did entail some
degree of active commitment and involvement.
The intercorrelation among the subjects" responses
to the 22 participation items revealed strong enough
clusterings to warrant a factor analysis.

ThiS, in turn.

determined in what activity older Americans engage.
The ground work for analyzing participation this waV
Nas laid bV Verba, Nie et al., 1972.

Their main

contribution was the identification of four distinct,
qualitatively different types of participation.

These four

types have been labeled. voting, campaign activity,
cooperative participation and social contacting, and
personalized contact.
Except for the last two, these types of activities
are self-explanatory.

Communal activities included

contacting local officials about social issues.
Particularized activities include contacting local officials
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on specific problems.
According to Verba and Nie, the modes differed along
certain dimensionsl
1.
2.
3.
4..

the amount of initiative each act requires or
how much time, effort and resources were
involved.
the scope of the potential outcome; whether it
effects all citizens or Just a few.
the amount of conflict involved in the act; how
much apposition was raised.
the type of influence exerted by the acts
whether the act canveyed informatian ta the
leaders or pressures to confarm ta a pal icy
(Verba and Nie, 1972).

In his analysis, Bennett (1975) did nat restrict his
attention ta electaral and institutionalized means af
palitical expressian.

He included: voting, talking about

politics, campaign activities, grassroots activism, and
letter writing.
Many different kinds af political ac·Uans were
included within the six dimensions of
participation recognized in Olsen's (1982) study.

These

dimensians were: Cagnitive, Expressive, Electaral,
Organizational, Partisan, and Gavernment Participatian.

The

six rales or strata comprising his model were given
conceptual and operatianal definitions and were warranted an
theoretical graunds.

Each dimensian can be evaluated with

two different, but related, empirical indexes (Olsen, 1982).
Cognitive participatian was measured with indexes
af the individual"sl
a. Knawledge af the palitical system end
palitical problems.
b. Extent of apinion farmatian an current
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political issues.
Expressive participation Nas comprised of
intrapersonal or interpersonal questions, for
example, degree of interest in political .atters
and the extent to Nhich the individual discussed
politics Nith others.
Electoral participation Nas measured Nith indexes
of:
a. Holding a party preference.
b. Being registered and actually voting in local
and national elections.
Organizational participation Nas measured with
indices of an individual"s membership and activity
within:
a. Political but nonpartisan organizations, and
b. Nonpolitical, special interest associations.
Partisan partiCipation was measured with indexes
of:
a. Casual partisan activities, such as wearing a
campaign button or contributing money to a
party or candidate.
b.
Intense partisan involvement, as evidenced bV
dOing volunteer work for a political party or
serving an a party committee.
Government partiCipation Nas measured Nith indexes
of:
a. Hinor government-related activities, such as
writing a letter to a public official.
b. Hajor involvement, such as serving as a
citizen member of a governmental committee
(01 sen, 1982).
Due to the availability of data in the National
Election Study. this research onlv used four dimensions of
political participation.
- - -In·-the-nex·t section, previous research related to
the dependent variables: Hedia and Political Interest,
Campaign ActivitV. Cooperative ActivitV and Citizen
Contacting are discussed.
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I.

According to Matthe" and Prothro, the most
ubiquitous form of

in the governmental process

is talking about politics.

They contended, "everyday

political discussions, gossip, and arguments bet"een
ordinary citizens "ere not just meaningless chatter.
Rather, this political talk-- even of the most superficial
and ill-informed sort-- helped form the climate of opinion
in "hich politicians make decisions.

Hence, it "as part of

the process of self-government" CMatthe" and.Prothro, 1966).
Verba and Nie did

Det

include "talking about

politics" in their list of political activities.

They

believed it "as "eak in terms of the tangible and important
stakes invalved in participation.

It, also, required little

initiative.
The role of the media in American politics had been
expanding rapidly in recent years.

Media coverage provides

the major communication linkage through "hich the campaign
impacts an most citizens, particularly the elderly
(Comstock, 1985).

Older Americans (persons over 65 ) "ere

inclined to Match the ne"s and other television programs
more frequently than other age groups (H"ang, 1974).

It is

through media coverage that citizens' perceptions of the
candidates and the issues as "ell as candidate name
recognition are developed.

Comstock held the vie"point that

these perceptions are interpreted "ithin the context of
existing attitudes and beliefs.

For example, a candidate
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who is presented by the media as favoring an increase in
Social Security COLA"s, that perception is structured bV
both what the candidates said and the interpretation given
to this by the media.

This, according to Comstock, will

affect the citizens candidate choice, as well as their
probability of voting (Comstock, 19865).
Another important activity left out of Verba and
Nie's study (1972), the Buffalo Survey (1969) and "atthew
and Prothro's study (1966) was Media Interest.

This present

study found "edia Interest to be a important aspect of
political participation.

II.
Americans probably spend more time and money on
campaign activity than do any other democratic people.

The

cost of campaigning has escalated as a result of new
campaign technologies.

For example, the reported campaign

expenditure for fifty gubernatorial chairs totaled over $175
million, for an average of $3.5 million per chair (Gray et
a1., 1983).

Despite the elaborate nature of American

campaigns, most of the activity involved only a small
proportion of the citizenry.

These activists constitute

about 15 percent of the U.S. population (Milbrath and Gael,
1977).

In the Verba and Nie study, the following activities
fell in this dimension based upon their factor analysis:
persuading others how to vote, actively working for a party

liB

or

attending a

meeting or rally,

money to a party or

and membership

in
The work

Matthews and Prothro (1966),
aSI attending

meetings or

rallies, working

giving money or buying

for a

wearing

displaying a

buttons or

and ather

In the 196B

work.

study

al., the fallowing items

by Milbrath et
an this

participating in a political party between elections, as
well as at election time, taking an active part in a
political campaign, giving money to a party or
working to get people registered to vote, join.ing and
supporting a political party, trying to convince people to
vote your way, being a candidate for public office, and join
groups to improve
Verba and Nie also

that campaign activities

were associated with psychological involvement,
partisanship; and a sense
As they

to the

the varieties
activity was
with others.

It involved

It might result in a collective

outcome, and it required same initiative.
Campaign actiVity, however,
rules

resolving

little control aver the
and the means of expressing

preferences (Verba and Nie, 1972).
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Only one cooperative activity item- joining an
organization to solve a national problem- was reported in
these present study data.

No cooperative activity items

were included in the Bennett, Buffalo or Matthews and
Prothro studies either.

In the research of Verba and Nie,

the following items loaded on this factor: forming a group
to deal with a social problem, wDrking with an eKisting
group to deal with a social problem. number of active
memberships in organizations cDncerned with public issues,
and contacting public official abDut a sDcial problem.
In many ways, cODperative activity was similar to
active campaign activities; they bDth followed a general
activist pattern.

They, also, had a high level of

psycholDgical involvement in community affairs.

Milbrath

and Goel pointed out that the main difference was that
cooperative activists were much less concerned with party
and campaign pDlitics than are party activists (Milbrath and
Gael, 1977).
For the purpDse of this analysis, CDDperative
Activity was added to another made

pODrly

by itself, it had a law factor loading.
'(

/

Recent research has begun to eKamine the potential
linkage of direct cDntacting between

I
/

.

o

,-

and elected

• ..:.0

public officials.

Citizen contacting involves individuals

who approach government officials Dr other powerful persons
in order to obtain help for themselves, their families, Dr
larger social groups.

Many persons may be expected to seek

governmental assistancel unemployed workers looking for
jobs, veterans with questions about military benefits,
social security recipients in search of lost checks,
builders seeking governmental contracts, and property owners
angling for tax abatements.
Cross-national stUdies painted to the continued
importance of citizen contacting as a mode of political
participation.

Barnes and Kasse (1979) provided contacting

data in eight industrial democracies.

They found that

between one-fourth and one-third of the respondents in the
'European countries, and half of the American respondents had
contacted governmental official&; and other politically
powerful persons (Barnes and Kasse, 1979).
According to Zuckerman and West 11984), face to face
contacting was almost always designed to assist a particular
and limited set of persons.

It was conceptually distinct

from other forms of political participation.
Milbrath and Goel found that persons emphasizing
"

this mode were not usually intensely involved in political
matters.

They belIeved that it was weakly related to other

modes, as well as, tbe general dimension of activism
IMilbrath and Goel.

Verba and Nie refered to this

mode asa;'parochial par''i:.icipation'' and found that between
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one-tenth and one-third of those surveyed fell into this
category (Verba and Nie. 1972).
The relationship between economic status and
contacting behavior is one question that has engaged the
attention of most analysts of citizen contacting.

Sharp

believed that this relationship was important because
it helped determine how contacting behavior fit the
explanatory models developed for more traditional studies of
participation, such as voting.
Verba and Nie, the originators of the explanatory
model, found that contacting was not correlated with
socioeconomic status.

Sharp also believed this to be

significant because the focus of socioeconomic correlates of
contact behavior was a concern for distributional issues.
She stated, "if contacting is a form of political assertion
and if urban service agencies operate on Adam Smith"s rules,
then the socioeconomic differences in contacting would
suggest systematic biases in the distribution of service
benefits. even if government responds similarly to all
requests received" (Sharp, 1982) Thus, no socioeconomic
differences suggested that class-bias patterns did not exist
for Citizen Contacting.

Rather. it was the individual.

regardless of class, who set the agenda and initiated this
political act.
Findings, however, on the relationship between
contacting behavior and socioeconomic status have varied
significantly.

Analysts have reported that contactingl
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1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

had a negative relatianship with saciaecanamic
status;
was pasitively related ta
status
(Vedlitz and Veblen. 1980; Eisinger. 1972),
was negatively assaciated with area sacial
well-being variables that were related ta
traditianal saciaecanamic variables (Vedlitz.
Dyer. and Durand. 1980),
shaMed a parabalic relatianship with sacial
well-being (Janes, et. al •• 1977) and
shaMed a strangly pasitive linear relatianship
between
status, just as with
ather farms af participatian.

These differences can be due ta the fact that thase studies
were nat able ta separate particularized cantact (cantact
neads af the individual ar family members) fram
general referent cantacting (cantact canerning cammunity ar
nan-familial needs).

Thus, the results wera nat fully.

camparable.
Another
the relationships among

that has plagued researchers was
in

parties,

election campaigns, and citizen contacting.

Zuckerman and

West addressed such relatianships using the saven nation
data set af Verba, Nie, and Kim (1978).
persons active in political parties and

They faund that
campaigns--

thase with political ties to those Mho can help and the
political abligatians ta help athers-- ware mast likely to
engage in citizen cantacting (Zuckerman and West, 1984).
Their study also eMamined twa farms af cantacting.
particularized cantacting and sacialized cantacting.

The

study results indicated that party ties and campaign
activity had a direct and paMerful effect an cantacting.
espeCially personal cantacting. regardless af the kind af
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party system.
Zuckerman and West C1984) concluded that ties to
political parties strongly affected the likelihood of social
and personal contacting Cal though, political ties had the
greatest effect on social contacting).

This variable was

fdund to maintain its effect at all levels of socioeconomic
resources.

That is. the uneducated and the poor who

campaigned were more likely to contact their elected
official than those who did not campaign.

It further

increased the probability that the wealthy and the
well-educated engaged in contacting CZuckerman and West,
1984).

The authors found that increased social contacting

occurred for ·every additional educational level obtained.
high school. college and post graduate.

Greater amounts of

wealth, income and education increased both interest and
familarity, which thus increased social contacting
CZuckerman

West, 1984).

These results were significant.

According to

Schattschneider (1960), the solution for overcoming
limitations imposed by ignorance and poverty comes about
through political connections, especially party networkings.
Jones. far_example •.. bel ieved that eff.orts to increase
citizen

on government grew and were most effective

when connected to political parties CJones, 1981).
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As indicated in the introduction to this chapter,
the study hypotheses were meant to be indicative cf the
relationships which were explored in this study.
These hypotheses were formulated because to date,
there has been no detailed examination of the political
behavior of the 'Young Old" and the 'Old Old" and the social
roles which enhance partiCipation for these age groups.
These hypotheses provide a new

of the

traditional opinions of the elderly and provide evidence
about a separate categDry of older American; "the elderly
activists."

By identifying these characteristics, social

workers can eventual 1 y Channell and moti vats ather elderl y
citizens to improve their well-being through politial
activities.
I

H1
Political partiCipation will be negatively related
to age' the 'Old Old" will participate less than the 'Young
Old'; the Middle Aged will Participate more than the 'Young
Old' and the Young.
H2
Political partiCipation will be positively related
to socia-economic status; the higher the status the mare
likely the person will participate.
H3
Political partiCipation will be positively related
to incom'e; the more prosperous persons are mgre likely to
participate than the less prosperous.
H4
Income will relate differently to different measures
of partiCipation.
HS
Political partiCipation will be positively related
to education, people with higher levels of education will .
participate at higher levels than those with less education.
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H6
Political participation is positively related to
occupational status; persons of high occupational status are
more likely to participate in politics than people of low
occupational status.
H7
Political participation will be related to sex; men
are more likely to participate in politics than women.
HB
Political participation will be related to marital
status; married persons are more likely to participate in
politics than the unmarried.
H9
Political participation will be related to parental
status; women with children in the home are less likely to
participate than women with children nat living at home.
HIO
Political participation will be related to race;
Blacks participate in politics at a lower rate than whites.
HII
Political participation will be related to attention
to the 19B4 political campaign; people who pay attention to
the campaign will be more likely to participate in politics.

H12
Political participation will be related to length of
residence; those respondents who live in the same residence
for three or mare years will participate in politics at a
higher rate than those respondents who live in a residence
less than three years.
Hl3
Political participation will be related to
employment status; people who are retired will participate
in politics at a higher rate than those who are employed
full time.
Hl4
Political participation will be related to interest
group membership; people
are organizationally involved
participate in politics at greater rates than those who are
not so involved.
HIS
Political participation will be related to labor
union membership; people who are organizationally involved
participate in politics at greater rates than those who are
not so involved.

Hl6
Political participation of the elderly will be
positively related to degree of closeness to older persons;
those 'Young Old" who feel closest to the elderly will
partiCipate at a higher rate than
'Young Old" who do
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nat identify with the elderly; those "Old Old" who feel
closest to the elderly will participate at a
rate
than those "Old Old· "ho de net identify with the elderly.

H17
Pelitical participation Mill be positively related to
pelitical efficacy; persens "he feel efficacieus Mill
partiCipate at a higher rate than these "he lack such
feeling.
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CHAPTER Y

A.
The purpose of this chapter is to present an
overview of the research design and discuss its rationale.
The fallowing sections discuss the sample plan and setting.
telephone vs. in-person interviews and the plan for data
analysis.

B.
The purpose of this study was to describe and
explain the political participation of older Americans.

To

date. the political participation of older Americans has
received little attention in gerontological and political
science literature.

However. empirical studies and relevant

theoretical frameworks on the types of participation make it
possible to formulate and to test the hypotheses about the
political participation of older Americans.

Emphasis was

placed on testing the age stratification theory and
expanding this theory as it applied to political
participation of the "Voung Old' and the "Old Old'.
This study was approached an twa levels.
was exploratory

First, it

nature because we are still in the stage

of identifying the significant variables and describing the
characteristics of the aged who partiCipate in politics.
Second, it was descriptive because we were describing the
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social status variables of the 'Young Old" and the 'Old Old"
who participated in politics during the 1984 presidential
election.
The data for this study came from sample surveys.
For more than a decade. data from the Survey Research
Center/Center for Political Studies national election
studies have been available through the Inter-University
Consortium for Political Research and has formed the basis
for research projects in many fields, including Social Work.
Basically. this research relied on giving a standard
questionnaire to respondents.
In this study of the national electorate. trained
interviewers asked the questions and recorded" responses in a
face-to-face and/or telephone interviews.
Probability sampling was the method used to assure
that the individuals selected for interviewing were
representative of the population.

Because every individual

in the population had an equal chance of being selected. the
analyst can be confident that the characteristics of the
sample approHimated those of the whole population.
Since it would be too difficult to make a list of
every adult in the U.S. and, then, draw their names
randomly. the Survey Research Center simplifies this
procedure.

Thus, the sample wasl stratified. clustered

(multi-staged) and of households.
Stratification meant that random selection occurred
within sub-populations.

In the U.S., the sample was

------- ------- - - - - -
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selected within regions to guarantee

not only were all

sections represented but different community sizes as well.
Clustering meant that small geographical areas were
randomly selected within the stratified categories.

Many

interviews were concentrated within a small area in order to
reduce cost and inconvenience for interviewers.

There were

tradeoffs, however, the potential for sampling error
increased with this method.

The obvious disadvantage was

that a single sample was not used, but, two or more, with a
possibility for sampling error in each.
The 1980 NORC/SRC national sample used a multi-stage
area probability

That is, in a series of

hierarchical steps, a geographically defined sampling of
decreasing size was selected with probability proportionate
to their total occupied housing unit costs.

The overall

sampling fraction was 1= 25,389
1984) •
The 1980 sampling frame was designed and selected
jOintly by the National Opinion Research Center and the
Survey Research Center.

The sample universe included all

U.S. households in the 4B contiguous states.

Civilian

households residing on military bases were not included nor
were institutionalized persons.
Every hou5ehold in the United States had an equal
probability of being selected in the sample.

However, all

respondents were not selected with equal probability.
example, a person in a selected household with three

For
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eligible per&ans has one third the probability to be
selected as the person living alone in his household.
Technically, respondents should be weighted in all analyses
by the inverse of their selection probability
1984).

National Election study staff did

campare frequency runs weighted and unweighted an variables
of interest and concluded that the differences in the
distribution did nat justify the added complexities of
weighting.
Open-ended and closed questions were used in the
survey.

In terms of interviewing; mativated, well-trained

interviewers were crucial to the

of survey

C.
This secondary analysiS drew upon data from the 1984
National Election Survey; Pre-and Post-Presidential Election
Survey panel for this inquiry.

The data consisted of 1,969

interviews (455 pre/post respondents in the 55 - 74 age
group and 132 pre/past respondents in the 75+ group),
conducted by the Center for Political Studies of the
Institute for Social Research.
well-suited for examining the

These data were particularly
participation of

Older Americans during 1984.
To begin With, the data provided information an the
political partiCipation of the "iddle Aged,
"Old Old".

'Yaung Old" and

Another advantage of these materials was that

they covered a range of political interest and activities,
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measured in the pre-and post- election survey.
A 1972 publication by Hyman recommended the use of
survey data in social 'science research and revieNed various
attempts to do

50.

Hyman stated, "It is self-evident that

salving a problem by the analysis of existing survey data,
rather than collecting data in a neN survey, economizes an
maney, time, and personnel." (Hyman, 1972) A secondary
analysiS of UniverSity of Michigan data Nas a valuable
resource for this study.

This data had several advantages,

in addition to the aforementioned advantages.

The data

contained relatively goad quality information for scholarly
purposes and they recorded· the exact ages of respondents,
rather than categorizing them by broad age intervals.
Standard procedures Nere also utilized.
In the pre-election Nave, the survey Nas
administered in tNo Neek "quarters".

In the past-election,

half of the respondents were interviewed in person; the
ather half were interviewed by telephone.
The sample was administered in four two-Neek
quarters.
1984.

The field period began an Wednesday, September 5,

The second quarter Nas September 19 - October 2; the

third quarter Nas October 3 through October 16, and the last
quarter was October 17 - October 31.

That left the November

1 - November 5 period for catch-Up interviews.
It is important to nate that intervieNs with
selected respondents which could nat be dane in the assigned
sample quarter were, nonetheless, completed as respondents
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were available.

Ninety-three

of the interviews were

dane within the target period
1984) •

D.
Telephone interviewing had advantages aver in-person
interviewing

it saves time and

In-person

interviews. however, have better response rates and
longer than telephone interviews.

be

(Fifty minutes for a

telephone was almost beyond tolerance.)
A sample derived by random digit-dial method was not
advantageous because the

of the

population was not identified.

In addition, many

respondents could not identify their congreSsional
or congressperson.

Telephone exchange. was the only

geographic deSignation readily available. and not an
accurate

of congressional
1984).

Therefore. the

was taken entirely in person.

wave

For the past-election survey.

however. congressional districts were accurately determined.
For the survey. researchers decided to use a mixed
mode design.

They wanted to achieve the already known

benefits of telephone interviewing-- particularly the cost-and to learn as much as possible about the effect of the
mode on answers and response rates
1<;184)
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Regarding' the implementation of the mixed mode
design, half of the post-election respondents were assigned
to the in-person mode.
telephone.

The others were interviewed by

Questions in both the telephone and in-person

questionnaire were identical.

This did not affect the

quality of responses, however. it may account for some of
the "don't knows" reported by telephone.
Respondents who did not have a telephone or for whom
the pre-election interviewer indicated that an interview
should not be attempted over the telephone were reassigned
to the field.

They were interviewed in person but the

interviewer used the format of a telephone interview.

The

few respondents who were aSSigned the in-person mode and had
to be interviewed over the telephone received a shortened
personal interview.

(Variable 5081 combines information

about the contingencies; to which random half pre-election
respondent was originally assigned. and which questionnaire
and mode he/she received).
The next chapter discusses the limitations found in
the study.
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CHAPTER VI

A.
There were five potential limitations that concerned
this study.

They were: a) missing data, b) the fact that

the study sample does not include persons who were in
hospitals or nursing homes, c) the study did not include
data on health status, d) the small number of cases that
fell into the 'Old Old" category, and e) the possibility
that partiCipation reflected past participatory behaviors
and parents participation.

Hi.§§!.!l,,_!:!!!te
In virtually all surveys, some respondents decline
to answer some questions or choose a "don"t know" response.
Although missing data presents problems at all stages of
analysis, it presented particular problems in index
construction.

(In this study, five participation indices

were constructed -- one for each mode of participation and
one summary index).
There are different ways to deal with the problem of
missi-ng data.

First, if there are relatively few easEls with

missing data, they can be eliminated from the study.
Second, missing data can be treated as one of the available
responses.

For example. if a respondent said "yes" to

reading about the presidential campaign in magazines and did
not answer the next question regarding amount of magazines
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read, it can be

that the respondent read at least

one or twa magazines.

Third, a careful analysis of the

"don"t knows" may yield an interpretation of their meaning,
by locating similar questions to see
or negative rsponse.

there was a positive

The positive reply,

example, can

be used to replace the "don"t know" response.
In this study.

independent variables had missing

data (Labar union membership, respondents opinion
spending an Medicare and Bocial Security).

However,

the

Political Participation Index, which was caculated using
scares, pairwise deletion of missing values was
utilized to RlalCimize the response rate.

Thus, 302 missing

responses were deleted from the analysis, leaving 1,667
responses in the index.

For the regression and discriminant

analYSiS, mean substitution

missing data was employed.

This allows for all cases to be used in the analysis.

The

substitutions are used as valid data.

The 1984 University of Michigan data was a
probability sample of nan-institutionalized papulation of
voting age and older.

Considering that this research

studied alder persons and

an the 'Old Old' in

particular, one might worry how the results will be
influenced by a sample dasign that excluded the
institutionalized papulation.

This situation seems slightly

less consequential when one considers that only

of the
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over 65 group live in institutions

Committee on

Aging, 1984), of which 17.6% were 65 to 74 years of age and
82.4% were the 'Old Old·

Handbook on Aging,

1986).

Because of a limited number of

in the 75 years

of age and over category, the resulting percentages were
based on a relatively small number of cases.

This meant

that such percentages tended to be unstable and
relationships between variables were subject to large
sampling errors.

To deal with this problem, the data were

compared with 1984 census and/or Current Population Surveys.
Such comparisons were both relevant and necessary because in
any survey of older persons there is concern about
self-selection resulting in inadequate representation of
cases.

Using census data. age. sex, educational, marital

and employment status distributions were compared with that
of the University of Michigan data (see Chapter VII) and it
was found that the percentages were similar.

Many researchers have utilized available data from
archives for secondary analysis.

Hyman presented a

comprehensive treatment of secondary analysis.
benefits included by Hyman were:

Among the
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1.
2.
3.

A savings of time and money by use of
available data rather than the collection of
original data;
Less invasion of privacy by using existing
data rather than collecting
data;
Ease in making comparative analysis (Hyman,
1972) •
There

obvious disadvantages to secondary analysis.

Perhaps the principal disadvantage

that some of the data

required by the researcher may not have been collected.
This current study, did not include information on
health status, past political participation and parental
partiCipation.

Studies using parent participation

current participatory behavior as a result of pre-adult
political learning.

The research of Beck and Jennings

based on the theory that, in addition to current factors
emphasized by recent studies, adult participation in
politics

influenced by strong pre-adult forces.

They

believed that the challenge to this premise has continued,
in part because of the scarcity of data connecting
pre-adulthood to adulthood among the same individuals.
Having such information, they demonstrated that this
challenge can be

in the area of political

participation.
Beck and Jennings (1982) tested this premise
ti·,rough data

from the 1965-1973 National Socialization

Panel Study of young Americans and their parents.

They

found that parents socioeconomic status, parent
participation, their childrens' high school activity, and
parents civic orientations affected political participation.
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For parent status and parent
was largely

orientations. the
For parent participation

and high school activity. the influence was almost entirely
direct (Beck and Jennings, 1982).
These results demonstrated that. through a variety
of socialization mechanisms. parents and schools left a
legacy for later political profiles.
reflected in adult

While it may be
this

established long before adult

was
had formed.

In this study. the only references to parents Dr past
activities involved the question concerning parental
occupation.

8.

Many research projects are designed to study some
phenomenon by taking a cross-section of it at one time and
analyzing that cross-aection carefully.
This descriptive study had an inherent problem.
Although the aim was to understand causal processes that
occur over time. the conclusions were based on observations
made at one point in time.
Cross-sectional studies are very adequate for
ascertaining age differences in

participation.

statements can be clear and meaningful.

When

explanation is desired, however. the relative contribution
of maturational and cultural determinates remain
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Recent research has increasingly become aware
the problems
analysis.

cross-sectional and longitudinal methods

Schaie pointed out that one of the

problems concerned the multiple confounding
and cohort.

age

The reason for this was that age

was synonymous with the cultural context
birth and upbringing.

a person

his time

It is said, therefore, that

cross-sectional studies

age and cohort.

Longitudinal analysis, on the other hand, tests whether
di fferences e);i st wi thin the same cohort measured at
ages.

It is here that age and time

are confounded CSchaie, 1965).

measurement

Schaie believed that the

most efficient design was a combination
cross-sectional and longitudinal design.

the
In brief, the

research originates as a cross-sectional study then,
several years, the same respondents are retested.
produces longitudinal
the same time,

This

on several cohorts and, at
a second cross-sectional study which is

tested CSchaie, 1977).
In terms

this study, the

considerations must be kept in mind when making
generalizations about the data.
The next three chapters present the data analysis.
data

The University of Michigan 1984 pre-and-post
study was analyzed using the SPSSX-Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences.
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The first stage of the data analysis

a

compilation of a descriptive profile of the Middle Aged.
'Young Old· and 'Old Old· by all eighteen independent
variables.

Appropriate
and

measures of

distributions, cross-tabulations,
tendency and measures of dispersion were

used to summarize data on the study variables.
The second stage concerned the construction of a
detailed analysi.s of the

of participation.

included the simple correlation
twenty-two

This

for the

variables.

The correlations clustered into the hypothesized
modes of participation.
not
twenty-two

The correlation matrix in itself

whether the correlations among the
variables could be explained

adequately by a Single underlying factor or by the four
factors anticipated in this study.
issues,

To deal with these

analysis was employed.

Factor analysis was

suited for this reaearch because methods of factoring can
a large number of individual variables to a smaller
number of underlying dimensions of factors based on the most
significant clustering among the variables.

Factor analysis

helped to estimate the importance of various dimensions in
the total pattern of political
The third stage of this research involved the
of summary partiCipation indices.
measures of partiCipation derived from the

Standard
analysis
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were used tD

in terms Df hDw

under varying

they

rDles and status.

Five standard

Dne for Dverall

and one for

mode of

Interest, Media Interest, Campaign
Citizen

The Dverall

index was

constructed from a higher Drder
f

scal es.

and

analysis Df the fDur

The overall index was established on a

single

model that assumed that the prime

entity, the

variables had in

of the degree Df

was a

The model assumed

that if the "higher order" was

there will be nD

remaining relationships among the lower order
and Nie. 1972).

(Verba

The summary index, then, measured this

element of each of the modes of
The fourth stage of this data analysis examined the
hypothesized relationships through multiple regressiDn, path
analysis and

analysis.

The research examined

personal, situational and attitudinal characteristics and
their effects on participatiDn.

AdditiDnally, this research

cDntrDlled fDr SES variables (incDme, educatiDn).
study did nDt

This

fDr DccupatiDn alDne because of

ambiguity in Dccupational status amDng the 'VDung Old' and
the 'Old Old' due tD part-time jobs and retirement.
the analysis Df the the five
fDr the follDwing:

Thus,

scales
status, race, sex,

marital status, parental status, attention tD the
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politil::al campa'igns, place of residence, employment status,
organizational membership and political efficacy_
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CHAPTER VII

I.

The following three chapters present the data
analysis.

This chapter describes and explains the variation

among the Young, Middle Aged, the "Young Old' and the "Old
Old" in their responses to questions of interest, in the
1984 American National Election Study.

The first part of

the chapter presents descriptive information about the study
sample, personal characteristics, situational
characteristics, age group identification and consciousness,
and political efficacy.

The relationship between the

dependent variables and age is discussed in Part II.

A.

The 1984 National Election Study had two major
components: a pre-and a post-presidential election survey
panel.

The sample consisted of 2,257 respondents.

The

pre-and ·post-test was completed by 1,969 respondents, 26S
(127.) of the respondents completed only the post-test, 15
did not report age information, and 5 were under 1S years of
age.

For the purpose of this study, data analysis included

only those respondents who completed both tests and were 1S
years and over (data for dependent variables were obtained
only in the post-test).
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B.

The study sample was grouped according to four age
categories.

Forty-nine percent of the respondents were

Young (ages 18 to 34), 21.1% were Middle Aged Cages 35 to
54), 23.1% were 'Young Old"
'Old Old·

Cages 55 to 74), and 6.7% were

(ages 75 and older).

TABLE 1
AGE AND PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS
===========================================================
AGE CATEGORY
N
Young
Middle Aged
Young Old
Old Old

(18-39)
(35-54)
(55-74)
(75+)

967
415
455
132
(1,969)

Total

49.1
21.1
23.1
6.7
(100.0)

As shown in Table 1. Age information was available
for 1.969 respondents.

The majority of the 'Old Old"

(59%) did not complete

high school (or had a grade school education) compared to
36% of the 'Young Old".

Respectively, 19% of the Middle

Aged and 11% of the Young did not complete high school.

In

comparing the data to 1981 census estimates for the oldest
to the youngest age group who had only a grade school
education. the distribution was: 52%, 27%, 13% and 5%
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In terms of income, depending on the criteria
employed •. from one quarter to tNo-thirds of the aged in the
United States Nere poor (Bouvier et al •• 1975).

For the

study sample. fifty-nine percent of the 'Old Old" had a
household income of $9.999 or less compared to 26.6X of the
'Young Old·.

Fourteen percent of the Middle Aged and 20.1

percent of the Young had a household incQme of S9,999 or
less.
When asked if they put off medical or dental
treatment in the past year because they did not have the
money to pay, 17X of the 'Young Old· said "yes" compared to
19X of the 'Old Old·.

Additionally, 24X of the Middle Aged

and 30X of the Young ansNered"in the affirmative.

This

researcher hypothesized that the aged Nere more inclinded to
receive these services because of Medicare benefits.
In order to obtain large enough sample groups for
crosstabs, three economic status classifications Nere used:
ION (SO - $9,999). middle ($10.000 - $24.999). and high
1$25,000 and over).

Income Nas asertained by the question.

"In Nhich of the5e groups did your total family income. from
all 50urces, fall la5t year after taxes?"

The data in Table

2 parallel the finding5 by the Select Committee on Aging,
the elderly subgroups Nith the highest poverty rates Nere
among those elderly Nho are the fastest growing-- the 'Old
Old· and persons living alone (Select Committee on Aging.
1984) •
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TABLE 2
AGE AND INCOME OF RESPONDENTS
MIDDLE
AGED
X

YOUNG

INCOME

181
Low
(0-9,999)
319
Middle
(1'0,000-24,999)
High
401
(25,000+)

X

OLD
OLD

20.1

52

13.6

102

26.6

63

58.9

35.4

105

27.4

165

43.1

33

30.8

44.5

226

59.0

116

30.3

11

10.3

(901)

Total

YOUNG
OLD

(383)

(383)

(107)

In response to the question, "When it comes to
economic matters, what sort of people do you feel close
to?", the majority (52"-) of the 'Old Old' and 43"- of the
'Young Old' mentioned that they felt close to the elderly.
seventeen percent of the Middle Aged also said they felt
close to the elderly.

Of the Young (18-34), only 11"- felt

close to the aged economically.
The data showed that the 'Young Old' and the 'Old
Old', in particular, were a marginal group economically.
Not only did they lack earning power but, they also, have to
rely on Social Security (their major source of income),
Supplementary Security Income, Medicare and Pensions.
Unfortunately, the 1984 NATIONAL ELECTION STUDY did not have
additional information on assets and wealth).
Lack of financial resources is a major social
problem of the aged in America today.
50

No other age group is

dependent on public entitlements (Monk, 1985).

This

hardship, in turn, leads to many other social and physical
problems.
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As Table 3, indicates, the six mast frequent
pDsitions last held by the 1984 study sample were (accDrding
tD Census occupation cDde):
Executive. administrative and managerial
Professional specialty Dccupations
Sales Dccupations
Administrative support, including clerical
Service executive, protective and household
Machine operatDrs, assemblers and inspectors
Data was available for 1.702 respondents.

TWD-hundred

Sixty-seven respondents did nat answer this question.
Percentages were similar across all age groups.

TABLE 3
1984 OCCUPATION OF STUDY SAMPLE COMPARED TO 1980 CENSUS
1984
STUDY

YOUNG

Executive
PrDfessional
Sales
Administrative
Service
Machine
Other

10.1715.9'"
11.2716.0714.77.
6.6725.57(848)

Total

MIDDLE
AGED
13.0714.0'"
9.1713.4710.577.8'"
32.2'"
(372)

YOUNG
OLD
11.4712.2%
11.2%
14.17.
11.2'Y.
9.6'"
30.3'"
(376)

OLD
OLD
11.3'"
16.0714.279.47.
9.4710.4'"
29.37(106)

1980
CENSUS
110.41.
112.37110.07117.3'"
115.371 9.3'"
125,47.
197,639,355)

----------------------------------------------------------* SOURCE U.S. CENSUS. 1980
In comparing the study data to the 19BO census,
Table 3 indicates that the respDndents' occupations were
similar (within sampling error) to thDse Df the papulation •
..'
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§5!
In addition to having greater numbers, the older
cohorts of today have a higher proportion of women.

In the

1930's there was approximately an equal number of males and
65 years of age and above (Foner, 1985).

This sex

ratio in combination with the fact that women generally
marry alder men, results in a greater proportion of widows
who never remarry CFoner, 1985).

For the 1984 sample,

sixty-four percent of the 'Old Old' were female as were
of the 'Young Old'.

Respectively. 537. and 55.77. of

the Middle Aged and the Yeung

female.

Sixty-two percent of the COld Old' were widowed
compared to 247. of the 'Yaung Old'.
8470 were female.

Of the widowed elderly,

This finding suggested that because women

live longer and tend to marry alder men, a larger percentage
of married women end up being widowed.
Only 32.870 of the 'Old Old' were married and living
with their spouses compared to 60.270 of the 'Young Old'.
Additionally, 55.9% and 70.2% of the two younger groups were
married'.

The effect of marital status on participation was

examined mare closely, through multiple regreSSion (see
Chapter IX) and discriminant analysis (see Appendix).
Regarding Household composition, 60% of the 75+
group lived alone (the majority of which were women), 33.4%
lived with their spouses and 6.8% lived with another person.
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Of the

Old',

lived by themselves, 60.2Z lived

with their spauses and 9.5Z live with anather persan.
majarity af the Middle Aged

The

lived with their

spauses and 9.2X lived with ane ather persen.

The Yaung, en

ether hand, had a variety af living arrangements,
lived with their speuses and 22.3X lived with ather persens.

In respense te'the questian regarding children
presently living in the heusehald seventeen years ar
yeunger. the "Old Old" have the fewest number ef children
and the Yaung the greatest number
Accerding te Atchley, 75X ef elder persans were grandparents
and 5X ef hausehelds headed by elderly peeple have their
grandchildren living with them (Atchley. 1983).

His

research suggested that it was the rale ef grandparent that
perpetuated interactien in the lives ef grandparents. in
particular the rale af grandmether.

Hewever, the mest

rewarding time was when the grandchildren were small.
Duri.ng teenage years grandchildren were mere likely ta shy
away fram grandparents because af peer invalvements.
Grandmathers (due ta the stability ef the hausewife rale)
were faund te have mere time and interest ta affer their
granddaughters.

Far example, caaking and child rearing were

same af their shared interests (Atchley. 1983).
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Of the two oldest age groups sampled, 91.7X and
S7.6X were white.

Over S6X of the Middle Aged and the Yeung

are, al so, whi teo

When asked if re,spondents were of

Hi,spanic origin, respectively,

ax,

3.3X, 6.3X and 7.9X ef

the oldest to the youngest group, reported being Hispanic.
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After the data were collected, respondents apparent
level of information was assessed by the interviewer.

(The

National Election Codebook did not specifically describe the
method of assessment).

The interviewer concluded that 31.970

of the 'Old Old' respondents had a law level of awareness
compared to 23.970 of the 'Yaung Old", 18X of the Middle Aged
and 25.770 of the Yaung.

However. when respondents were

di rectI y asked, "Waul d you say, you have been very much
interested, somewhat interested or not much interested in
the political campaign this year. the 'Old Old' reported
being

Det

much interested by only (20.270), the 'Yaung Old'

(20.070), the Middle Aged (21.770) and the Young (25.970).
Discrepancies sMisted between the interviewer"s perception
and the self-reported behavior for the 'Old Old'
percentage points).

(10

This finding suggested that the 'Yaung

Old' and, particularly, the 'Old Old" had a relatively high
degree of awareness of political issues.

Also. the other

age groups had similar political interests as the elderly.
A public opinion study by Glen and Grimes, also,
examined age patterns in self-reported political activity.
Their study concluded that the highest level of political
interest was found among persons aged 60 and over.

These

differences were consistent for both seMes and most levels
of education (Glenn and Grimes, 1968).
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According

this

average "Old Old'

person (ages 75+) may be

as being retired,

female, widowed, living by

having less than a

hi,gh school

possessing an income of $9,999 or

less, feeling close to
children in

aged economically, having no

home, and were

in

political campaign of 1984.
On the other hand, the average "Young Old' person
(ages 55 to 74) have

high school, had a medium

high income, felt close to the elderly economically, were
married and living with spouse, had no children in
and showed much

home,

in the campaign.

Average Middle Aged persons (ages 40-54) were high
school graduates, lived in households earning over $25,000,
had no children 17 years or younger living in the home and
were somewhat
The

in the campaign.
Young (ages 18-39) have completed H.5.

and had attended ,some college, possessed incomes of $25,000
or more, felt close to

middle class economically, were

married, had children in the home, and were somewhat
interested in
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Over B5X of the 'Old Old' have lived in their city.
state. or town for 11 years or more.
have lived there all their lives.

Eleven percent of whom

Respectively. 75.5 and

61.7 percent of the 'Young Old' and the Middle Aged have
lived in the same place of residence for over ten years.
compared to 32.BX of the Young.

This variation was

explained by position in the lifecycle.

The Young tended to

have the highest rate of mobiltiy than the ather age groups.
As young people take on adult roles their residency patterns
become more stable.

Verba and Nie found that citizens who

resided in the community for a shorter period of time were
. less active in politics (Verba and Nie, 1972).

Conway

believed that citizen particiption increased markedly among
persons who lived in the community for three to five years
(Conwa'y, 1985).

Almost 60X of the 'Old Old' were brought up an a
farm or in the country and an additional 23.5X were raised
in a small city or town.

Thirty-nine percent of the 'Young

Old' and (43.2X) of the Middle Aged were raised on a farm or
in the country compared to 28X of the Young.
Uhlenbergs' findings were similar.

Almost 60X of

the cohort born in 1900 lived in rural areas when they were
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and 1/3 of them lived in rural areas as adults
(Uhlenberg, 1979).
Foner

how life in rural towns was mOre

limited than it is today.

Interests were limited to the

of the
a great

and the outside world did not have
on the daily lives of the towns people

IFoner, 1985).

She queried about how thes"e

have shaped their attitudes and behaviors.

may
Did those

elderly who moved away from this setting maintain a rural
outlook or did their views

more urbanized?

In response to the question, "does your family own a
own home or pay rent?" Over 2/3"s of the three oldest groups
reported owning homes

to 56.4X of the Young.

In a

mUltivariate analysis of national survey data (1976, 1980)
Kingstun et al., tested the hypotheSiS that homeownership
They found that
homeowners were

to

through voting. but,

ownership had no effect on more
IKingston et al., 1984).

modes of involvement

In Chapter IX the relationship

between homeownership and

is tested through

multivariate

The majority of the 'Old Old" were retired (67.4X).
Only 7.6X said they were still working and 20.5X
that they were housewives.

Forty

were retired while 31.2X were working.

of the 'Young Old"
Over seventy-five
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af the

Aged and the Yaung were warking at the

time af the interview.

These results campared with data"

taken by the 1980 census shawed similar status.
TABLE 4
AGE AND LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION
=========================-=================================
MIDDLE
YOUNG
OLD
YOUNG
AGED
OLD
TOTAL
OLD
1980 Census
Study Sample

7B.1'X.

7.6

2,915,361
1,969

* SOURCE U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS. CURRENT POPULATION
REPORTS, SERIES p-25
As shawn in Table 4. the largest discrepancy was
found far the 'Voung Old'
parti ci pati on.

difference) in labor force

(This difference was attributed ta sampling

error) •
A unique advantage that older persons shared with
regard to political participation, is their available free
time.

Gubrium's research questioned old-age respandents.

He queried individuals who said that their interest in
politics had increased and asked what had caused the change.
The most frequent responses was "they had mare time"
CGubrium, 1972).
Cax pointed out that the Middle Aged were tarn
between community,

and family responsibilities and had

less time remaining for ather kinds of obligations.
Political participation whether in the form of campaign
activity or joining interest groups, necessitated a time and
energy commitment.

Cox maintained that membership in

previous social movements were held by young, unmarried and
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nDn full-time wDrking perSDns (eDH, 1984).

The elderly whD

were previDusly pDlitically active have the time tD becDme
mDre invDlved.

MDreDver, Atchley fDund that older people

whD had been invDlved in IDcal politics fDr many years
repDrted that their skills and experiences offered them an
exceptiDnal amDunt Df pDlitical influence (Atchley, 1983).

In respDnse tD the questiDn, "ODes anYDne in the
household belDng tD a labor union?", over 70'l. Df all
respondents said that no one in the household belDnged to a
union.

However, the Middle Aged were mDre than three times

as likely to have belonged than the 'Old Old'.
When asked if it was the respondent who belonged to
the labDr union, only 3.47. of the 'Old Old" compared to 277.
of the 'Young Old', 12.77. of the Middle Aged. and 56.97. of
the Young belonged to a union.
Membership in voluntary organizations was similar
for all age groups with 27.770 of the total sample belonging
to such organizations (Vouhg-257., Middle Aged-327.,
Old"-291. 'Old old·-327.).

'Voung

This finding seemed to favor the

i nterpretati'on that agi og was 091 accompani ed by decl i oi ng

levels of vDluntary associatiDn membership.
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Average profiles of persons, who were grouped
according to the 'Old Old' and 'Young Old' categories, lived
at their present residence fer 11 years er mere, were
retired and did not belong te a laber unien.
The Middle Aged were similar te the other two groups
except for being retired; they were working.
The Young also have established residency but were
more inclined than the other age groups te be working
renters who did belong to a laber union.
The discussion thus far has described personal and
situational characteristics ef different cohorts.

The

'Young Old' and 'Old Old' in the sample were born before
1929.

The impact of major pelitical and secial events on

the lives of each cohert must be taken into account when
considering their political participation.

Each cohert

brings te old age its own unique experiences. The past
directed the nature of the remaining years ef the cohert
member.

Accerding to Foner. events such as war, depression,

or a major political realignment, affected cohorts at
critical life points and continue to affect their lives.
She pointed out hpw the drastic reductien in family income
during the Great Depression caused great unemployment and
continued ecenomic deprivation for several decades,
especially fer the working class

1985).
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D.
The question that has attracted much attention among
gerontologists, social workers and political scisntists is:
What is the importance of older Americans as a political
in American politics?

Indirect information suggests

that certain elderly persons were more inclined to identify
with their age group and, therefore, are more politically
active.

Studies by Rose, 1965; Cutler, 1964; Ragan and

Dowd, 1974 and Miller et al., 1980, also suggssted this
perspective.
Attitudes on group identification were obtained
through responses to the following question:
Here is a list of groups.

Please read over the list

and tell me the letter for those groups you feel
particularly close to-- people who are most like you in
their ideas, interests and feelings about things.
responses were permitted).

(Several
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TABLE 5
AGE AND GROUPS RESPONDENTS "FEEL CLOSE TO"
=================================================-=========
GROUPS
MIDDLE
YOUNG
OLD
OLD
YOUNG
AGED
OLD
Elderly
Men
Environmentalists
Business Persons
Young People
Conservatives
Women
Working People
Farmers
Whites
Middle Class
Total

48.5
43.8
51.2
43.0
68.6
39.1
62.9
76.0
40.9
64.9
78.4

56.1
47.9
45.8
47.2
58.3
45.1
61.1
75.0
56.3
66.0
76.4

(942)

(408)

77.3
38.9
53.1
43.5
59.7
42.6
56.3
70.3
54.7
58.6
78.0
(437)

84.3
28.3
39.4
37.0
50.4
37.8
47.2
48.8
59.8
53.5
.64.6
(127)

As the data in Table 5 indicates, the "Old Old"
(84.37.),

'Young Old"

(77.37.), and Middle Aged (56.11 all

reported faeling close to elderly people.

Clearly, this

generation of Middle Aged and senior citizens Mas
characterized by some age consciousness.

If such

identification is linked to political behavior, the impact
could be quite significant.
A doctrine fundamental to movements of socially
deprived groups is that reciprocal effects occured betMeen
action and beliefs.

Foner discussed the Marxian paradigm

and hOM united efforts of Morkers to rectify their
conditions resulted
consciousness.

the intensification of class

She stated:

"Thay Mould become aMare of their OMn
political strength, would become
convinced of their OMn piecemeal change
and would come to believe that the
exploitation of the Morkers would end if
the whole system Mas overturned" (Foner,
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1985 p. 89).

Thus,

action

consciousness.

bring about class

The assumption was that as the elderly come

to see their problems as shared by other older persons,
resulted from social structural factors, older
Americans

be moved to engage in joint political action

for all aged persons.
All age groups also identified strongly

the

middle class (78.4X, 76.4X, 78X, 64.6X).

These percentages

higher than elderly identification,

the eKception

of the 'Old Old'.
Working people

also seen as a close group by

the Young (76X), Middle Aged (75X), and the 'Young Old'
(70.3X).

The Middle Aged identified more strongly
class than

the

the elderly).

When asked to look at this list again and to select
group of people you "felt closest to", the 'Old Old'
said the elderly (34.2X), the 'Young Old' mentioned feeling
closest to middle class people (24.8X), and the elderly,
(22.1%).

The Middle Aged and the Young

closest to,

first, working men and women (21.2% and 25.6X) and second,
the middle class (16.2% and 24.8%).

Only 6.6% of the Middle

Aged feel closest to the elderly.
In Miller"s study of age group identification, the
degree of identification was operationalized as followed:
(1) not identified, respondents 60 years old or
did not feel close to older people,

who
l

(2) identified, those
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60 years of age and over who said they did feel
close to the elderly and (3) strongly identified. those
respondents 60+ who felt closest to the elderly.

To examine

age group consciousness in this fashion. the 1984 data were
recoded and compared to the work of Miller, Surin and Surin,
(1980) •

TABLE 6
DEGREE OF IDENTIFICATION WITH OLDER PERSONS
AMONG RESPONDENTS ASE 60 YEARS AND OLDER
Degree of
Identification

1972

1976

1984

Not Identified
Close
Closest

38
33
29

26
46
28

19
56
25

Total

(450)

(531)

Source: Gerontologist Vol. 20 No.6, p. 692 1980
As shown in Table 6, the data from three national
probability samples indicai

:;d

that since 1976 there was an

increase in those aged respondents who "feel close" to the
elderly.
1984.

An increase in 23 percent occured from 1972 to

However, the percentages were stable. for those who

"felt closest" to the elderly.

This finding implied that an

increase in identification was beginning to occur.

This

researcher hypothesized that this shared sense of interest
resulted from existing conditions, for example; the threat
to Social Security that occured in the 1983.

Unfortunately

this hypotheSiS cannot be tested because the data did not
contains responses to questions regarding "why?" you "felt
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close" to t.he elderly.
Miller et. al., also compared race ident.ification
among blacks and sex ident.ificat.ion among women.

They found

that in 1976, 3470 of t.he black sample "felt. closest." t.o
blacks and 117. of t.he females "felt closest." t.o females,
compared to 287. of t.heir elderly sample who "felt. close" to
their age cohort. (Miller et al ••

1980).

In replicat.ing this

analysis for the 1984 Nat.ional Election St.udy, the data
indicated that 297. of the black sample "felt closest." t.o
blacks and 77. of the women "felt closest" to females
compared t.o 2570 of t.he elderly, who "felt closest" t.o the
elderly.

The data indicated t.hat. t.he degree of

identification with older persons was nearly as widespread
as race identification among blacks, and closer than sex
identification among women.

The implication of age

identification is more closely examined in Chapter IX. where
age identification is compared t.o political partiCipation.
When the 1984 respondent.s were asleed if t.hey
belonged to any organization or take part. in any act.ivities
that. represent. t.he

or viewpoint of t.he elderly, the

dat.a indicated t.hat. 59 respondent.s did belong to such
groups.

The ·old· Old' were more likely (467.) to engage 1n

such activities compared t.o t.he ot.her age groups.
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TABLE 7
ELDERLY INTEREST GROUP INVOLVEMENT
OF RESPONDENTS AND "FEELING CLOSEST"
TO THE ELDERLY
YOUNG

MIDDLE
AGED

YOUNG
OLD

OLD
OLD

7. .Belonging to elderly

11.17.

23.17.

34.17.

46.27.

"Feel closest" tD elderly

(36)

interest grDups

(26)

(91)

(39)

As seen in Table 7, of the ninety-one 'Young Old'

respondents who indicated "feeling closest" to the elderly,
347. belonged to an organization that represented elderly
interest.

Similarly, of the 39 'Old Old" respondents who

"felt closest" to the elderly, 46.27. belonged to groups that
represented the interest and viewpoints of the elderly.
These results seem to indicate an interaction of
identification and maturational effects; as people age they
jDin groups where they can share similar interest.
Unfortunately, the data did not lend itself to further
inquiry.
Traditionally, the political importance of most
groups in American pDlitics is enhanced when there is
Drganized activity.

OrganizatiDns for and by older

Americans are different from organizations in the past, for
example American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) and
the National Council of Senior Citizens with its great
financial and legislative resouces and national visibility
is unlike the Townsend Movement whose survival was dependent
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on a charismatic leader and a single issue. for example.
pensions (Cutler, 1977)
Henry Pratt noted how modern age-based
organizations have developed the resources and structures to
long-term influence on American politics (Pratt. 1976).
Cutler believed that associations, like AARP. have the
ability to support the goals of their members, to withstand
alterations not beneficial to the members. and to elevate
feelings of efficacy to the degree that goals are
accomplished (Cutler, 1977).

The measure of political efficacy was constructed
from expressed agreement or disagreement with the following
statements:
1.
2.
3.

"I don"t think public officials care very much
what peopl e l i ICe me thi nk. "
"People like me don"t have any say about what
the
does."
"Sometimes politics and government seem so
complicated that a person like me can"t really
understand what is going on."

Disagree responses to these items were coded as
efficacious.
With regard to the respondent's perception of
whether or not public officials cared what their
constituencies thought, the 18-39 year old group
disagreed most strongly and felt public officials did care
about what they think.

A discrepancy of 22.6 percentage

pOints was found between the Young and the 'Old Old' in
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terms of this question (64X vs 41.1X).
Close to 70X of the three youngest age groups
disagreed with the 5tatement that "persons like me do nat
have any 5ay about what the government does." However, only

45.7X of the "Old Did' disagreed.
Onc:e again, the "oold Old' were found to be less
effic:ac:iou5 when responding to the que5tion about politic:s
being tao c:omplicated.

OnlY 19.4% of the "Old Old'

disagreed, compared to the 'Young Old'

(25.7X), the Middle

Aged (25.5%), and the Yaung,

The low effioc:ac:y of

(32. eX).

the alder age groups c:ould be due to differences in
educ:ational attainment.

Persons with higher educ:ation were

more likely to have greater information about government and
politic:s.

The five-nation study by Almond and Verba, the

most complete. work on the effec:t of educ:ation on political
behavior, found that the mare educ:ated individual was mare
likey to c:onsider himself capable of influenc:ing government
(Almond and Verba, 1963).
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TABLE 8
AGE AND POLITICAL EFFICACV
(PERCENT DISAGREE)

==================================================a========
YOUNG
*1. Do not think that public
officials care about what
people like me think
Total

64.0

I'IIDDLE
AGED

YOUNG
OLD

55.9

53.4

41.4

OLD
OLD

(961 )

(409)

(448)

(129)

73.4

69.9

68.5

45.7

(961 )

(408)

(444)

(128)

*3. Politics and government
32.8
are so complicated that a
person like me can"t
understand what is going an
Total
(964)

31.0

25.7

19.4

(410)

(452)

(129)

*2. Do not think people have
say about what government
does
Total

*

p

< .05

Chi-square

Table 8 (nat controlling for ather variables)
suggests that the Yaung were more efficacious an all three
measures, with the Middle Aged and the "Voung Old' scoring
close to one another an all statements.

A 27.77. difference

was found between the Voung and the "Old Old' regarding
their say about what the government does.

Differences were

also noted between the Young and the "Old Old" in their
perception of politics being too

Of primary

interest in this research was the degree to which political
efficacy or lack of it. in the 'Young Old' and 'Old Old'
affects political participation.

Chapter IX discusses this

in more detail. controlling for socioeconomic variables.
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II.

When the respondents were asked if they discussed
politics with family and friends, 55.7% of the "Old Old"
answered "no" to this question.

The ather age groups were

mare inclined to answer in the affirmative.

Respectively,

73.1%, 72.6X, and 64.BX of the Middle Aged,

'Young Old" and

the Yaung said that they discussed politics.
When asked about interest in political campaigns,
77.1% of the 'Old Old" said they were interested, with 457.
of these respondents saying they are very interested.
Similar

interest was found among the 'Yaung Old",

the Middle Aged and the Yaung CB1.1X, BO.B7., 79.37.).
A 50/50 split was found across all age groups in
terms of listening to speeches and discussions about the
campaigns an the radio.

Over 607. of all respondents did not

read about the campaign in any magazine.

However,

respondents of all ages did read about the campaign in the
newspaper.

The 'Old Old" were, however, least interested in

reading magazines and newspapers.

This may be due to the

inconvenience associated with reading the small print.
The highest level of inactive campaign activity was
watching television.

Over B07. of all age groups watched

programs about the campaign an television.
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TABLE 9
AGE AND PERCENT OF MEDIA PARTICIPATION
MEDIA
SOURCE

VOUNG

MIDDLE
AGED

VOUNG
OLD

OLD
OLD

Radio
*Magazine
*Newspaper
*Television

41.0
36.9
73.9
83.2

47.2
35.7
81.7
87.2

50.5
31.8
80.9
88.4

54.7
23.4
69.8
93.0

1st TV Debate
Presidential
2nd TV Debate
Presidential

58.3

61.2

71.9

78.4

53.4

65.3

74.0

72.4

Total

(952)

(409)

(440)

(128)

-----------------------------------------------------------

*

p < .05

Chi-square

Percentage differences of 13.7 and 13.5, respectively were
found between the Voung and the "Old Old"in terms of radio and
magazine interest.

In response to the question asking whether the

respondents watched the first and second television presidential
debates on October 7 and 21, 1984 between Ronald Reagan and Walter
Mondale, the "Young Old' and
viewing of the debates.

the "Old Old" were similar in their

Significant differences, over 19X, were found

between the "Old Old" and the Young, in their debate viewing.

Other

studies, also, indicated that older Americans followed political
events though the media-televison, radio and newspapers (Harris, 1974;
Comstock et al., 1978; Williamson et al., 1982)
Comstock also found that newspaper reading declined after age
70 (Comstock et al., 1978).

Williamson et al., viewed television as a

"homogenizing mass medium to which the elderly turn for information
regarding their environment which could in the future act to foster
unity among elderly persons who come from different ethnic, social
class and eductional backgrounds" (Williamson et al., 1982 p. 116).
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The measurement of Campaign

was derived from five

questions:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Did you talk to any people and try to show them
why they should vote for or against one of the
parites or
Did you wear a
button, put a
on your
or
a sign in your
window or in front of your house?
Did you go to any
meetings, rallies.
dinners or things like that in
support of a
Did you
work for a party or
As you know, during an
year, people
are often asked to make a
to
support campaigns. During the past year did you
give money to an individual
a
party, organization, or to support
a
issue or interest group?

Table 10 presents a breakdown of the sample in terms of
Campaign

TA8LE 10
AGE AND PERCENT OF CAMPAIGN ACTIVITY
======================================================-====
OLD
MIDDLE
CAMPAIGN
ACTIVITY
YOUNG
AGED
OLD
OLD
1. Persuade others
34.2*
how to vote
2. Wear a campaign
10.1
button,
a
on
3. Attend political
8.4
meetings or
work for
4.3
4.
a party or candidate
10.0
5. Contribute money
to a party or
candidate

Total

(953)

37.5*

31.5*

18.0

11.0

6.6

6.3

S.3

7.5

5.5

2.S

5.5

1.6

16.6

15.9

7.8

(405)

(439)

(128)

----------------------------------------------------------* p < .05 Chi-square
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An inspection of the data indicated that it was
somewhat curvilinear.

The 'Old Old' were least likely of

all age groups to persuade others how to vote (lBY. vs 31.5Y.,
37.5%, 34.2%,) and score lowest on the other four campaign
activities.

This could be due to their educational

attainment.

The 'Old Old' may feel that they did not have

the skills to communicate effectively the campaign platforms
of the candidates.

The 'Young Old', on the other hand, were

similar to the Middle Aged on all activities.
Less than 5.5% of the study sample actively worked
for a party or candidate with the 'Young Old' scoring
highest on this campaign activity.
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The measurement of Cooperative Activities Nas
obtained from the fclloNing question, "In the last six
months, have you Norked with others or joined an
organization trying to do something about some national
pr·oblems?"

TABLE 11
AGE AND COOPERATIVE ACTIVITY
===========================================================
MIDDLE
YOUNG
OLD
VOUNG
AGED
OLD
OLD
Ves
No
Total

87
805

(952)

9.1
90.9

38

307

9.4
90.1

34
404

7.8
92.2

3
125

(438)

(405)

2.3
97.7

(128)

As seen in Table 11, more than 90% of all sampled
respondents answered "no" to this question.

The 'Old Old'

were least likely of all age groups to join such
organizations (2.3%) and the Middle Aged was the group most
likely (9.4%), to join.
to educational level.

Once again. this finding may be due
The better educated Nere more

confident in the social environment, were accustomed to
collective decision making and had the s\(ills tD act on the
information that they acquire.

Also. this mode of

participation was a demanding one, physically.

The 'Old

Old' may not have had the stamina reqired to partake in this
type of partiCipation.
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The variable Citizen Contacting was comprised of five
yes/no questions:
1. Contact with U.S. House incumbent or candidate
2. Family or friends had contact with U.S. House
incumbent or candidate's office
3. Met House incumbent or candidate personally
4. Attended meetings or gatherings where he spoke
5. Had contact with staff of
or
candidate
Table 12 presents a subgroup analysis of Citizen Contacting.

TABLE 12
AGE AND PERCENT OF CITIZEN CONTACTING
===========================================================
ClTIZEN
MIDDLE
YOUNG
OLD
CONTACTING
YOUNG
OLD
AGED
OLD

----------------------------------------------------------1. Contact
47.3
48.9
50.0
37.5
representative
Total

*2. Family or friends

had contact with
representative
Total

(897)

(392)

(419)

(120)

31.0

40.0

32.6

17.7

(939)

(40S)

(436)

( 127)

14.5

24.9

21.2

18.6

(840)

(370)

(387)

(102)

12.9
where he/she spoke
(840)
Total

20.0

17.1

16.7

(370)

(387)

(102)

14.1

15.8

(370)

(387)

*3. Met represent a-

tive personally
Total
*4. Attended meetings

S. Talked to staff

11.9
of representative
(840)
Total

*

p

< .05

8.8
(102)

Chi-square

The data for citizen Contacting were clearly
curvilinear.

That is, Citizen Contacting peaked for the
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Middle Aged and declined for
of

'Young Old'.

st.aff" of

slightly higher for

which was

'Yaung Old')

Of the five Cit.izen

Variables, t.he sample

respondents had mare

a representative.

than family or friends having contact. meeting
representative personally, attending meetings and talking to
staff.

The 'Old Old' were least likely to talk to staff of

the representative (8.81.). and mare likely to act.ually
contact. the representative (37.51.).

A 22.31. difference was

found between the Middle Aged and t.he 'Old Old' regarding
family or friends having contact wit.h t.heir reprasentative.
Once again the 'Yaung Old' were similar to
in participation.

Middle Aged

The 'Old Old' scot"ed lowest among age

groups an 3 of the 5 activities.
These results for the 'Old Old' could be at.tributed
to social class differencea, more specifically, differences
were not.ed in income and education levels of the Old Old',
They were the least educated and had the lowest total family
income of all sub groups.
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Clear differences existed between the "Old Old' and
the "Yeung Old' for the dependent variables.

The "Old Old'

were least likely to discuss politics with family and
friends (55.5X), and watched television and radio campaign
events more frequently.

In terms of Campaign and

Cooperative Activity, they were least likely of all
subgroups to engage in such activity.

The 'Old Old' were

comparable to the other age groups in terms of Citizen
Contacting but did so somewhat less than the other groups
(see Table 12).

The "Young Old', on the other hand, were

similar to the Middle Aged in most participation activities.
They discussed politics with family and friends (73X vs

73X), watched television and radio campaign programs (SeX
vs.

S7X and SIX vs.

47.), and were alike in all Campaign

Activities (see Table 10).
similar (SX vs.

9X).

Cooperative Activity was also

The 'Young Old' and the Middle Aged,

also, engaged in similar levels of Citizen Contacting (see
Table 12).
The major objective of this chapter was to present
descriptive information about the study sample in terms of
their personal, situati·onal. group identification and
efficacy characteristics, as well as on partiCipation
variables.

The following chapters will show, through

regression analysis, which of these characteristics were
statistically significant predictors of participation among
subgroups.

It is anticipated, however, that amount of
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education, identification with the elderly and interest
group membership will stand out as predictors of
participation.
The regression analysis will provide stronger
evidence that these personal, situational and efficacy
variables are indeed important predictors of age differences
in levels of participation and not merely spurious
relationships which result from intercorrelations among
various personal and social status factors.

In preparation

for this major analytic approach, an inspection of the
zero-order and intercorrelation of subjects· responses to
the twenty-one participation items is essential.

The

results will reveal strong enough clustering to warrant a
factor analysiS and the construction of separate
participation scales.
nellt chapter.

These procedures are described in the
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CHAPTER VII I

E8!;;!Q!LBI!!8bY§1§
A.

This study employed factor analysis in order to gain
insight concerning how the 1984 National Election study
respondents combined political participation activities
across (as well as within) dimensions of political actiVity.
Factor methods helped to determine the relative importance
of the various partiCipation dimensions in the total pattern
of political activity.

This chapter discusses results for

the dependent variables, factor scores, and the five
standardized participation indices:

(Total Participation,

Political Interest, Media Interest, Citizen Contacting and
Campaign ActiVity).

B. Bs§!:!bI_QE_!;;QBBsb8!!QI!!§
Preparatory to any factor analysis, the first step
was to compute the full matril: of correlations among
variables.

The important part played by the correlation

matrix Nas in determining the size and signs of the
coeffi.cients -in- .the··-I-i-near-combination that produced
factors.

Bivariate correlations summarizing the

relationships between the hypothesized factors are presented
and discussed in APPENDIX A.
Table 13 presents the correlation matrix for all
dependent variables.

The correlation coefficients provided
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an easy means

comparing the strength

the relationship

between dependent variables.
Among the 21 participation variables, the
correlations were quite low.

The mean

all

was .17, and only two were greater than .50.

They ranged

.00, no correlation, to .54 a moderate correlation.
All correlations were positive, except

"How

does

respondent watch national network news?" which was
negatively related to all variables.
one increased his viewing

the news, he decreased all

other involvement in politics.
were statistically

This suggested that as

Most

the correlations

TABLE 13
PEARSON R CORRELATION MATRIX
AMONG TWENTY-ONE PARTICIPATION ACTIVITIES
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C.
The initial expectation was that

modes of

participation represented the general means by which
citizens can influence the government-- Political Interest
and Inactive Campaign Activity, Campaign Activity.
Cooperative Activity and Citizen Contacting.

By clustering

a large number of variables into a smaller number of
homogeneous sets and creating a new variable (a factor),
which represented the participatory acts, the data were
simplified and measurement improved. and therefore more
effective in acquiring a better understanding of political
participation.

The results of

factor analysis, however,

indicated different modes of activity (Political interest,
Media Interest. Campaign Activity, and Citizen Contacting).
The factor-analysis required separate steps.

In the

preliminary step, called extraction, large numbers of
participation variables were explained by smaller numbers of
underlying dimensions.

The second step required rotation,

where the results of the first step were converted to a more
simple structure.

This research presented rotated factors.

Before examining the mechanics of factor analysis,
consideration of the characteristics of factor analysiS was
import"ant.

One goal was to explain the observed

correlations using the fewest factors possible.
factors were needed less summarization occurs.

If many
The

reqUirements for a good factor solution was that it be
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simple and interpretable.

The goal of the factor extraction step was to
determine the factors.

In this study. obtained estimates of

the initial factors were obtained through principal axis
factoring.
Different methods could have been used·to arrive at
estimates of the common factors, which also differ in the
criterion used to define 'goodness of fit".

Principal axis

factoring was similar to prinCipal components analysis.
eN cept that the di agonal s of the correl ati on matr·i x were
replaced by estimates of communalities.

According to

Norusis.
"At the first step, squared multiple
correlation coefficients can be used
as initial estimates of the communalities.
Based on these estimates, the requisite
number of factors is extracted. The
communalities are reestimated from the
factor loadings. and factors are, again,
eNtracted with the new communality estimates
replaCing the old. This continues until
negligible change occurs in the communality
estimates" (Norusis. 1985).
To determine the number of factors needed, the
percentage of total variance explained by each factor was
examined.

The total variance was the sum of the variance of

each variable.

To facilitate understanding, all variables

are expressed in standardized form. with a mean of 0 and a
standard deviation of 1.

Because there are 21 variables and

each was standardized to have a variance of 1, the total

lB2

variance was twenty-one.
Because it is easy to obtain, the initial factor
matrix determined the number of factors to be retained.
This decision was based on the eigenvalues and the
percentage of total variance accounted for by the different
number of factors.

The five factors extracted explained

4B.4X of the variance.

After the use one of the methods for condensing a
space of variables, the next step was to rotate factors.
This was done because it was difficult to interpret the
original factors.

When the loadings of var-iables on factors

were inspected, it was difficult to find clear-cut patterns
of loadings.
A rotated factor is simply a linear combination of
the original factors.

Thus, a rotated factor is a linear

combination of ather linear· combinations.

The rDtated

factor explained the same amount of variance as the original
factor, but it was partitioned in a way that was mare
interpretable (Nunnally, 197B).

The rotated factor

redefined the factor with respect to the manner in which the
variable loaded on Ccorrelated with) the factor.

It, thus,

allowed for sharper distinctions in the meaning of the
factors CKachigan, 19B6).
Oblique rotation was chasen rather than Drthogonal
rptation because, in theory. the correlation of modes of
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political participation (reported in Table 13) should be
positive.

It would be unrealistic to search for

unccrrelated factors.

The oblique solution was used because

it yielded the most complete picture of the correlation
among. factors.

Also. an oblique rotation was more general

than an orthogonal rotation.

It did not arbitrarily impose

the restriction that factors be uncorrelated.

Its advantage

over orthogonal rotation was that if the resulting factors
were orthogonal. the orthogonality was not an artifact of
the method of rotation (Kim and Mueller, 1985).
Two different matrices are presented in oblique
rotation: pattern and structure.
the pattern matrix was presented.

In order to save space,
The pattern matrix

represented standardized regreSSion weights of factors on
each variable.

The structure matrix, on the other hand.

represented the correlation between each variable and each
factor.

See APPENDIX B.
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TABLE 14
ROTATED-PATTERN MATRIX FOR 21 PARTICIPATIDN ACTIVITIES
VARIABLES

POLITICAL
INTEREST

MEDIA CITIZEN
INTER CDNTACT

CAMPAIGN
ACTIVITY

GENERAL
CONTACT

.4699
.5193
.4314
.4190
.2653

-.0168
.0251
-.2855
-.1662
-.0362

.0285
-.0437
.0181
-.0443
-.0742

-.0081
-.0661
.0208
.0359
-.0345

.1375
-.0987
.0062
.0431
-.0014

Watch 1st debate -.0435
Watch V/Pres deb -.0747
Watch 2nd debate
.0260
Watch camp on t.Vv .1888
oft wat news -.1083

-.6584
-.6538
-.6483
-.4837
-.3924

-.0512
.0209
.0360
.0103
.0283

.0168
-.0981
-.0409
.0509
-.0428

-.0178
.0070
.0433
.0530
-.0008

-.0106
.0095
.0164
.1029

.0090
-.0255
-.0259
.0512

-.7923
-.6654
-.5083
-.4501

.0415
-.1130
-.0745
.0146

-.0258
-.1125
.1160
.2969

Wear a button
-.0369
Work for party
-.0848
.0527
Attend meetings
Give money
.0895
Join Organization .1540
Influ Other Vote
.2274

-.0393
.0124
-.0489
-.0288
.0989
-.0396

.0078
-.0646
-.0860
-.0396
.0322
.0412

-.5619
-.5519
-.5180
-.4189
-.3112
-.2694

-.0325
.0275
-.1296
.0498
.1585
.1805

Contact

-.0310

-.0634

-.0580

-.0059

.4759

Eigenvalue

4.2

2.3

1.4

1.2

1.0

20.1

10.9

6.7

5.9

4.8

Discuss pDlitics
Rd abt camp mag
Interest in camp
abt camp pap
List camp radiD

Personal contact
Meeting contact
Staff contact
Family contact

" of Variance
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ct.rTABLE 15
ROTATED-PATTERN MATRIX FOR 15 PARTICIPATION VARIABLES

==============================================a============
POLITICAL MEDIA
CITIZEN
INTEREST INTEREST CONTACTING

VARIABLES

CAMPAIGN
ACTIVITY

----------------------------------------------------------.5178
-.0250
-.0183
.0181

Discuss polit.ics
Read abt. camp mag
Int.er-est. in camp
Rd abt. camp in pa
Watch
Watch
Watch
Wat.ch

-.4950
-.4877
-.4823

-.0639
.2220
.0988

.0398
-.0112
.0445

.0668
-.0212
-.0293

1st. debat.e
.0529
V/Pr-es deb at. .0362
2nd debate -.0703
cam on t..v. -.2288

.6653
.6387
.6359
.4531

.0758
-.0213
-.0299
-.0081

-.0467
.0879
.0305
-.0445

Per-sonal cont.act.
Meet.ing cont.act.
Staff cont.act.

.0191
.0376
-.0764

-.0118
.0289
.0018

.8144
.6550
.5210

-.0796
.0938
.0490

Wear- a but.t.on
Work 'for- party
Attend meet.ings
Give money

.0072
.0374
-.0053
--.1237

.• 0154
-.0403
.0531
.0112

-.0587
.0456
.0419
.0566

.5943
.5526
.5302
.3824

----------------------------------------------------------1-1
1.2
3.5
2."1

EigenvalLle

X of Variance

23.3

13.9

8.3

7.4

Table 14 and 15 displayed t.he rot.at.ed fact.or
mat.rices.

Table 14 used all 21 part.icipat.ion variables in

t.he analysis.

Due to weak and/or simult.aneously high

loading wit.h ot.her fact.ors and. quest.ion redundancy. SiM
dependent variable quest.ions were delet.ed from t.he final
analysis (Table 15).

They included:

Does respondent. listen t.o campaign radio programs?
How oft.en does respondent. wat.ch nat.ional net.work
news?
Has respondent.·s family or friends had cont.act. wit.h
a represent.at.ive?
Has respondent. joined an organizat.ion t.o solve
national problems?

1B6

Has respandent influenced ather's vote choice?
Has respandent had contact with a representative?

Research pracedures thus far concerned defining the
factar laading matrix.

After a satisfactary set of loadings

were determined, as seen in Table 15, the factar scores were
calculated.

The factar scares were used ta campute scales

for the five modes of participation. Palitical Interest,
Media Interest, Citizen Contacting. Campaign Activity and'
overall Participatian.
A number af techniques have been develaped to
compute factor scares.
chasen.

Regressian estimates was the methad

The comman factar regressian estimates makes use of

mast of the informatian contained in the standardized data
and the factor loadings.

Accarding ta Rummel. "They are

better estimates of the true cammon factor scores than the
compasite and basic variable estimates" (Rummel. 1970).
Nunnally agreed with Rummel.

He stated.

"The prefered procedure is ta estimate
factor scares with multiple-regressian
analysis. This can be dane with either
all the variables in the analysis or
with a subset of ·variables. Alternative
methods are described in warks cited by
ather authars but, nane of these are as
widely accepted as multiple-regressian
analysis" (Nunnally, 1978)".
The factar scare

matrix was used to

compute the scales far the mades of activity.

In each scale

only those coefficients and variables CN=15) that are
central ta each of the factors were utilized"

Each of these
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coefficients wer"a multiplied bV the respondents standarized
score on the cDrresponding participation item.

Each scale

was computed bV the formula:
FSi

FSi
ZXi
Li

=

(ZXi xLi) + (ZXi x

Li) ••• + (ZXn x

Ln)

the ith factor scale (i.e. one of the four)
a respondent's standard score for the ith item
included in the factor scale score
factor score coefficients (weights) of the ith item
on the ith factor of the factor score cofficient
matrix

Table 16
RANGE OF STANDARD FACTOR SCORES
===================================================;=======
Lowest
Highest
Mean
SD
N

-----------------------------------------------------------

Political Interest
Media Interest
Citizen Contacting
Campaign ActivitV

-1.60
-1.60
-.47
-.32

Overall Participation -2.10

2.40
3.90

0
0
0
0

.72
.82
.86
.75

1938
1899
1715
1934

3.60

0

1.00

1667

.Bl
.B4

For the treatment of missing values, pairwise
deletion was use.

Each correlation coefficient was computed

using cases with complete data on the pair of variables
correlated, regardless of whether the cases had missing
values on the other participation variables.
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The overall participation index was developed from a
higher order factor analysis of the four factor scales.
Instead of using the individual participation measures,
higher order factor analysis entered the four factors
scales.

A single factor was. then. extracted for the

overall partiCipation index, using the principal component
method of ey-traction.

The assumption of the model was that

if control for higher order is used, no relationships will
exist among the lower factors.
TABLE 17
CORRELATION AMONG THE FIVE MODES OF PARTICIPATION
MEDIA CITIZEN
POLITICAL
INTEREST INTEREST CONTACTING

CAMPAIGN
ACTIVITY

Interest
.21
.44
.24
Media interest
.14
.13
Campaign Activity
.34
Citizen Contacting
===========================================================
Total Parti ::ipation
.74
.65
.62
.61
Table 17 presents the matrix of correlations
coefficients among the four factor scales based on the final
oblique rotation solution presented in Table 15.

The

correlation between the summary partiCipation index and the
participation modes were the loadings of the four variables
on the higher order factors.
The correlations among the modes indicated
independence amDng the modes. with Media and Political
Interest (.44) being the highest correlation; and the
remaining correlations being very weak.

This pattern
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substantiated the contention that the modes were, to a great
degree, performed by different individuals.
The fact that Media Interest and Political Interest
formed the most common core of participation was not
surprising.

They were alike in that they require little

initiative.

The total Participation Index gave a broader

and more meaningful definition to the concept of
participation than would any individual factor
separately.
The regression reported in the next chapter involved
complex multivariate analYSis in which several interrelated
predictor variables were ellamined simultneously and
regressed on the total participation index (for. the total
sample and age subgroups).

Also, strength of observed and

controlled relationships was measured by zero-order, partial
and multiple regression coefficients.
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CHAPTER IX

The analysis presented in this Chapter is in five
parts.

In the first part. age was regressed an

participation. controlling for education. income and seM
separately.

Then, tests for interaction effects were made.

In the second part, regression analysis was
employed.

Political participation was regressed an all

independent variables.
The effect of important qualitative variables that
influenced political participation was accounted for by
using dummy variables.

The use of dummy variables is a

powerful eMtension of multiple regression.

to

Kelejian and Oates, it allows for the expansion of the
analysis that cannot be measured in quantitative units
IKelejian

Oates, 1981).

Recursive path analysis was carried out within the
content of the regression analysis which alrowed the
comparison of the magnitude of the direct and indirect
effects.
Part three involved regression among subgroups of
the study sample-- the Young. Middle Aged. 'Young Old" and
'Old Old".

The purpose of this analysis was to assess the

importance of combinations of independent variables in
accounting for the variance in political participation among
age groups. as well as. the effect of single variables.
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This analytic effort was continued in Part IV.
However, in this analysis, the individual factors-Political Interest, Hedia Interest. Citizen Contacting and
Campaign activity-- were examined more closely.

The fifth

approach, discriminant function analysis, was used to .

..

distinguish among active Hiddle Aged. active 'Voung Old" and
active "Old Old" respondents (See Appendix D).
The key variable of interest, overall political
partiCipation, was developed from a higher order factor
analysis of the four factor scales (Political Interest,
Media Interest, Citizen Contacting and Campaign Activity).
A single factor, Political Participation, was extracted for
the overall index.

The index was composed of "yes" or "no"

responses to the following fifteen questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
b.

7.
B.
9.
10
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Discuss politics with family or friends,
Interest in the political campaign,
Read about the campaign in the newspaper,
Read about the campaign in magazines,
Watch the first presidential debate,
Watch the second presidential debate
Watch the campaign on television,
Watch the vice-presidential debate,
Het representative personally.
Het representative at a meeting.
Het or had contact with staff of
representative,
Wear a campaign button or place a campaign
sticker on a car.
Work for a party or candidate.
Attend meetings or rallies. and
Give-money to a party, candidate or issue.

The total partiCipation index gave a broader, more
coordinated and meaningful definition of the concept of
political participation than would any of the measures taken
separately.

The investigation began by considering the way total
participation was effected by stages in the life cycle.
Numerous national and world Wide studies have found that
participation increased with age until it peaked during
Middle Age and, then, gradually declined.
The 1984 American Elections Study data displayed
similar patterns.
Table 18 reveals.

As the simple regression analYSis in
(using dummy variables for age) the

unstandarized beta weight for participation is lowest. for
the Young (b=.20). increases for the Middle Aged (b=.35).
declines slightly for the 'Young Old'
greatly for the 'Old Old'

(b=.141.

(b=.311 and decreases

When controls for

education. income, and sex were employed the decline in
participation among the 'Young Old' and

the 'Old Old'

virtually disappear.

Ie
ABE AND TOTAL PARTlCIPATlDN

===========================================_c.;:========11=======================
b

ISEI n

CONTROLLINS SEPARATELY FOR:
INCOHE
EDUCATION
SEX
b
b
IS£)
b
ISEI

.2014
.3549
.3142
.1442

.20 II
.35 II
.31 II
.09111

.1170
.2016
.3373
.2352

A6E

Yaung 126-39)
"iddJe Age
Young Old
Old Old

""
.""

.06 1
.07
.07
.09

.1270
.3167
.4996
.4841

.06
.07
.07
.09

.1969
.3065
.3539
.1545

.06
.07
.07
.091

II

Constant
1

-.2257 .OS If -.5464 .06

Not StatistiCillly Significant at p ( .05

-1.4717 .10

-.2912 .00

I

...... --._._ •... _ - - -
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In Table lB, the unstandardized beta weights are
presented alang with their standard errors.

Because dummy

age variables were used, the lB-25 age group served as the
base category and the effect of the other age groups
relative to it were considered.
The bivariate relationships were sigificant at p
.05.

<

However, the "Old Old' age grouping and participation,

without controls, did not reach this significance level.
Also, the bivariate relationship between the Young and level
of income was not significant.
With controls for education and income, the 'Young
Old" and the "Old Old' participated at a higher rate than
the Middle Aged.

Thus. lower participation among older

Americans, reflected their low educational attainment and
not a withdrawal from politics due to their age.
Also, to a lesser extent, lower participation was
due to income.

The fact that correcting for education more

substantially increased participation than did income.
suggested that their decline in participation was due to
educational circumstances.

Older persons were of a era when

education was not viewed as a major need.

Consequently,

they were not· exposed to free public mandatory education.
When sex was controlled (males=l; females=O), the
'Young Old' still participated at higher rates than the
Middle Aged.

The 'Old Old', however. reduced their rate of

participation to a rate lower than the Yaung.

This

reflected the fact that as birth cohorts age, males die off
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more

than females.

rate at

age level.

"ales have a higher mortality

Cansequently, the "Old Old" had

mare females in their
graups.

than did yaunger age
hawever, ane must

wamen have

less in

be taken inta

that
than men.

This

when interpreting this

information.
The data suggested that the lower level of
found among the aged may not
down

with aid age.

a slowing

Rather, the "Young Old" and,

in particular, the "Old Old", had lower levels of
Their lawer
due ta that.

on tatal

and
are

The data also made clear that the Vaung, and

especially the 1B ta 25 year aids, were less
active with ar withaut
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II.

"ultiple regressian assumes that the effect of the
independent variables an participatian is additive.

An

interaction effect can exist Nhen the impact of one
independent variable depends an the value of anather
independent variable.

Specifically. the effect of

participation is dependent on age. education or income.
Thus, a 2-Nay and 3-way analysis of variance was perfarmed
on these variables.

No interactian Nas present (see

APPENDIX Cl.
One of the first steps in calculating the equatian
Nith 18 independent variables Nas to calculate a correlatian
matrix for all variables.

It was apparent that none of the

intercorrelations were so high as to lead to the conclusion
that any two were fully measuring the same thing.
As shown in Figure 3 (See Appendix Cl, the highest
intercarrelation of independent variables, correlations of
.4 or higher, were found among education and occupation (for
the Young, Middle Aged and 'Young Old"); education and
income (for the Middle Aged, the 'Old Old"and the Total
Sample); homeownership and income (for the Young). marital
status and incame (for the 'Old Old"); race and
identification with blacks (for the 'Old Old"'; Political
Efficacy variables-- Dsay in government" and uofficials
don"t care" (for all the subgroups and the tot.l sample).
Thus. each independent variable Nas regressed an all other
independent variables.

The coefficients Nere significant.
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and their signs and magnitudes Mere reasonably small.

The

estimates for the model revealed no symptoms of
(Far eMample, the significant R2's for
efficacy variables Mere only .26 for "say in government";
.25 for "public officials don"t care"; .2B for "too
c9mplex.")
A scatterplot diagram oof residuals ...as prepared using
the total sample.

A straight band pattern ...as produced

... hich indicated that the data ... as free of abnormalities; the
points appeared scattered randomly about in a steady band of
equal ... idth above the regression line.
Included as independent variables ...ere standard
predictors of participation such as age, education, income,
sex, length of house/apartment and community residence.
Occupation ...as measured by (n-1) dummy variables: executive.
administrative, and managerial occupations, professional
speCialty occupations. sales occupations, administrative
support occupations, including clerical. private household.
protective service occupations, service executive.
protective and household occupations, farming, forestry and
fishing occupations, precisian production, craft and repair
occupations, machine operators, assemblers, and inspectors.
transportation and material-moving occupations, handlers,
equipment cleaners. helpers, and laborers, and members of
the armed forces.

When regressed on political participation

... ithout controls, "eMecutive", "professional speCialty",
"protective service" and "machine operators" ...ere found to
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be significant.
Employment

contained six measures. working,

unemployed. retired. student. disabled and housewife.

When

regressed on political participation. working. retired and
student were found to be significant.
Community type was coded into the following dummy
variables: farm. small town, city and suburbs.

Small town,

city and suburbs were included in the regression analysis
because they scared above the mean in the breakdown analysis
and were significant when regressed on political
participation.
Marital status was coded into three categories:
married and/or living with partner, widowed and. divorced
and/or separated.

Living arrangement was, also, divided

into three categories: living alane, living with spouse
and/or other persons, and living with friend and/or
relatives. but not spDuse.
The fallowing variables were coded as 1 and 0 dummy
variables: children vs. no children, white vs. nan-white,
homeownership vs. nDn-homeDwnership. belong to labor union
vs. not belonging and attehtion to political campaigns vs.
no attention to political campaigns.
Group Jdentification was represented by a question
that asked WhD respDndents feel "closest to" among which
were. "elderly". "blacks", "labor unions", "business
persons" and "environmentalists" enD closeness=O • feels
cIDsest=1).

These particular groups were included in the
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regressian analysis because they scared above the mean an
political participatian in the breakdown analysis and were
statistically significant when regressed an participation
without cantrals.
Palitical efficacy was measured by respanses to
st,atements, "People like me dan"t have any say abaut what
the government does," "I don"t think public officials care
what peaple like ... think," and "Politics and government
seem so complicated that a persan like me can"t really
understand what"s gOing on D CO=agree; l=disagree).

In

analyzing political efficacy using covariance structure
analytic techniques, Acock, Clarke and stewart reparted that
"people like me dan't have any say in gavernment" and
"politics is too complicated for a persan like me to
understand U loaded on one factor; internal efficacy and
"officials don"t care" loaded an both factors.

They

suggested that these statements may be employed ta measure
internal and external efficacy CAcock, Clarke and Stewart,

1985) •
Several recent studies by Shaffer (1981) and
Abramson and Aldrich (1980), have documented the strang
relationship between feelings of external efficacy and
participation.

Other thearists CDahl, 1961; Muller, 1970.

Finkel, 1984) suggested that the relationship operates in
reyerse; the citizen who participates deyelopes strong
feelings of efficacy. Which makes them partiCipate fur-ther,
in the system.

Disagreeing with a crass-sectional approach

..... .. -.- -........ _.... __ ..... _._ ......

__

.__ ......

__ ............
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for measuring efficacy, (and advocates for panel designs)
Finkel concluded that his panel analysis indicated that mare
research was needed on ather political activities and
subgroups.

It is only then that "we may. begin to make

empirical generalizations about the varied ways that
individuals behave and social structures interact and
influence one another" (Finkel, 1984).
In agreement with Finkels' view about subgroups,
this study examined the internal and external efficacy of
the Young, Middle Aged,

'Yaung Old' and 'Old Old'.

Additionally, this present study examined five types of
participation.

Not only did this study examine campaign

activity but, also, citizen contacting, media interest,
political interest and overall political participation.
Therefore, this study supported Shaffer and Abramson and
Aldrich's statement; political efficacy influences
participation.

They reported,

"Regardless of our theoretical
perspective, we have numerous empirical
studies that document a relationship
between high feeling of political
effectiveness and political
participation ••• Persons who feel
politically capable may feel
psychologically motivated to
participate. whereas, those who feel
overwhelmed by the political process may
withdraw from political activity"
(Abramson and Aldrich, 1982 p. 511).
Table 19 presents corrrelation coefficients,
unstandardized regression coefficients (b) and standardized
regression (8) coefficients when continuous and dummy
variables were entered into the equation.

The benefit of
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such a transformation was that quantative dummy variables
could be integrated into the regression analysis as
predictors.

Bath standardized and unstandardized estimates

were reported as each serves a useful purpose in the
interpretation of the results.

Many relationships reported

were statistically significant using the F test and the .05
probability level, in order to represent real relationships
in the papulation rather than artifacts of the sampling
procedures.

For a complete list of abbreviated independent

variables found throughout this chapter, see APPENDIX E.
The first question answered was determined by
looking at the correlation coefficients between political
participation and the independent variables.

The larger the

absolute value of the correlation coefficient, the stronger
the linear association.
Table 19 shows that political participation
correlates more highly with attention to the political
campaign (.37), education (.271, interest group membership
(.241, than does ethnicity (.051, set' (.091, marital status
1.06), etc.

Thus, attention to the campaign was assigned

more importance than ethnicity as a correlate of
participation.
To assess mare precisely the relative importance of
the 18 predictor variables one must look at their
coefficients in the equalion when all independent variables
are in their standardized form; each with a mean of 0 and a
standard deviation of 1. The coefficients of the

I
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standardized predictors are the Bata weights.

The B (BETA)

values reported in Tables 19 through 40. are used as
measures of the influence of each independent variable.

The

standardized coefficients are intuitively interpretable and
signify the relative impact of effects within a given mDdel.
Hqwever. when comparing effects across subgroups,
unstandardized cDefficients were used. as they are nDt
dependent Dn the sample variance of the independent
variables which may differ acrDSS subgrDups (Hanusheck and
JacksDn. 1977).
The regressiDn procedure alsD permitted the
identificatiDn of the equation based on fewer predictor
variables. which accDunted fDr virtually all Df the variance
that cDuld be explained, if all Personal, Situational, Group
IdentificatiDn and PDlitical Efficacy variables were used.
The overall explanatDry pDwer of the predictor equatiDn was
reflected by the R2, the proportiDn of variance explained by
the variables included in the regressiDn equatiDn.

A

summary of significant determinants of participation can be
seen in Table 19a.
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TABLE 19
DETERMINANTS OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
AMONG THE TOTAL SAMPLE
N=1.969

Unlitnd
Carr reg
Caeff Caeff
(r) .

Age
Edul:ilt.ian
Inl:ame
OCl:upat.ian
a. EKel:utive
b. Prcf. spel:ialit.y
1:.
Prat.. servil:e
d. Machine aperat.ar
BeK
Marit.al statuB
a. Married
b. Widawed
Children
Et.hnil:ity
At.t ta I:ilmpaign

Reside 1n I:ammunit.y
Reside in hause
Harne awnership
Labar unian
Emplayment stat.us
a. Warking
b. Retired
c. Disabled
d. St.udent.
Type of cammunit.y
a. Small t.awn
b. Cit.y
c. Suburb
Livivg arrangement.
a. Alane
b. SpauBe

.09
.27
.19
.09
.15
.04
-.09
.10
.06
-.04
-.08
.05
.37

-.02
.03
.12
.04

(b)

(B)

* .01
.04 *
* .03
*
*
* .01
.01
* .03
* -.U.
*
* .04
*
*

.01
-.22
.00
.01
.54

Stnd
reg
Cae·ff

*
*

.20
.16
.03
.01
.01
.03
-.04
.04
.01
-.08
.00
.01
.25

.03
.01
.03
.00

.03
.01
.04
.00

.01
.06
.00
.03

-.04
.01
.26
.04

-.04
.01
.05
.03

.03
.06
.00

.00
.03
-.02

.00
.03
-.02

-.03
.05

-.02
.02

-.02
.02

*

(Cantinued)

*

*
*

*
*
*

*

·1
"
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TABLE 19 (continued)
DETERMINANTS OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
AMONG
TOTAL SAMPLE
-====================================a=================a===
N=I,969
Unstnd
Carr rag
Caeff Coeff

Stnd
reg
Caeff

VARIABLES

(r)

(S)

a.
b.

.14

c.
d.
e.
f.

Blacks
Labar unian
Elderly
Enviranmentalists
Business
Evangelists

.14
-.11
-.06
.07
.02

.24

Say abaut gavernment
Officials don"t cara
Toa camplex
Unadjusted R2
Adjusted
R2

*

.21
.16
.24

(b)

*
*
*
*
*

.26
.53
-.18
.00
.01
-.01

*
*
*

.10
.10
-.06
.00
.01
-.01

*
*
*

*

*

.30

*

.15

*

.16

*

.08

*
*

.01
.26

*

.01
.13

*
*

28 X
27 X

STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THE .05 LEVEL DR BETTER
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TABLE 19a
SI.GNIFICANT REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION AMONG THE TOTAL SAMPLE
N=1,969
Stnd
Reg
Coeff

VARIABLES

(r)

Unstnd
Reg
Stnd
Coeff Error
CD)
(SE)

Age
Education
Occupation
a. Machine operator
Marital status
a. Widowed
AU to campaign

.09
.27

.01
.04

(.00)
(.Ol)

.20
.16

-.09

-.16

(.07)

-.04

-.OS
.37

-.22
.54

(.07)
(.04)

-.08
.25

.00

.26

(.11)

.05

.14
.14
-.11

.26
.53
-.18

(.05)
( .11)
(.07)

.10
.10
-.06

.24

.30

(.04)

.15

.21
.24

.16
.26

(.04)
(.04)

.08
.13

Corr
Coeff

Work status
a. Disabled

a.
b.
c.

Blacks
Labor unian
Elderly

Say abaut gavernment
Taa camp lex
Unadjusted R2
Adjusted
R2

*

(B)

28 OX
27 OX

STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT .05 LEVEL DR BETTER
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The impact of standard participation variables on
the

was apparent in Table 19. (education 8=16; income

B=.03).

Age and education

statistical

significance to participation in the hypothesized direction.
Thus, the hypothesis that

Income was not confirmed
as a significant predictor of participation.

Therefore, the

hypothesis that

was not supported.
The occupation variables also did not fare as well.
Although

professional specialty and protective

service occupations scored above the grand mean and were
significant when participation was regressed on them, they
were not significant when entered with the other predictors.
The occupation of machine operator did reach statistical
Significance, however, in the opposite direction.
Therefore, the hypothesi s that

was not confirmed.
The personal characteristic variable "attention to
the 1984 political campaign" (as determined by the
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pre-election survey question) was significantly related to
overall political participation (8=.25) and had a Total
effect of (8=.27).

Also, marital status; being widowed was

significantly related (negatively) to total participation
(8=-.08).

The data supported the argument of Gubrium

CI972), that changes in the continuity of aacial support, as
is widowhood, led to lessened political interest.

Gubrium

found that changes in social supports have "came to be a way
of life" which malee for variation in political behavior
CGubrium, 1972).
Other Personal Characteristics-- seM, children and
ethnicity were nat

to participation.

Situational

Characteristics-- length of residence, homeownership, and
community type are also not confirmed as predictors of
partiCipation.

(These characteristics were also

-significant among subgroups.

Dei

See Part III.) Thus, the

hypot heses reI at.ed t.o these personal and si tuat'i anal
charact.eristics were not. confirmed.
Employment stat.us; working did not differ
Significantly in levels of participation.

These findings

suggest.ed that the influences of ane"s jab was not relevant
to one"s participation.
significant..

Being disabled, however. was

(B=.05) and, also, had positive indirect.

effects eSee Table 20).
Group Identification variables were significant for
blacks and labor unions.

Those repondents who 4elt closest

to blacks and labor unions were active political
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participants.

It was

however, that

with the elderly was negatively related to participation
(B=-.06).

Negative indirect effects were. alsa, found for

this variable, mediated by internal efficacy eSee Table 20).
Additionally. the Beta weight far belonging to
interest
groups that "represent the group you feel closest
,
to". was high (B.... 15).

Interest Group membership mllIdiatad

by attention to the campaign increased the total effect of
this variable to (B=.17)

(Also see Table 20).

These

findings confirmed the often noted relationship between
membership in voluntary associations and political
participation.

Social participation was related to

involvement in politics because many of the same social
characteristics influenced political and non political
participation.

Additionally. nonpolitical groups tended to

heighten political consciousness and involvement in
political affairs and produced insights into social and
political processes (Milbrath, 1965; Maccobv. 1958).
Internal efficacy variables were significantly
related to participation i.e •• say in government (B=.08).
and politics not being tao complicated for a person like me
to understand (B=13.).

These findings were in agreement

with Shaffer; 1'9811 and Abramson. 1982.

They have

documented the strong relationship between feelings of
and participation.

Regardless of the study

hypothesis, numerous empirical studies documented a
relationship between high

of political

effectiveness and participation.

Persons who felt

politically capable tended to be psychologically motivated
to participate.

Those persons, on the other hand, who felt

overwhelmed by the political process may have withdrawn from
I

political activity.
To examine the merits of each age group. age was
entered as a dummy variable.

As seen in Table 19b. the age

group with the highest correlation coefficient was the
'Young Old"

(.08) and the Middle Aged (.05).

They were also

significant in the regression analysiS (when compared to the
base category) with respective standardized coefficients of
.17 and .08.

The 'Old Old' were also significant in

e)lplaining political partiCipation (8=.11).

The data

confirmed that Older Americans were more active and
politically aware than previously assumed.

This implied

that the direction of future political-gerontological
research and policy, in the area of political participation
shoud be to continue to explore the differences between the
'Young Old" and 'Old Old'.

Thus, HI was partially

Statistically significant variables are shown in Table 19b.

,
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TABLE 19b
SIGNIFICANT REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
OF.POLITICAL PARTICIPATION AMONG
THE TOTAL SAMPLE WITH AGE CONTINUOUS AND DUMMY AGES

================================================a==========
N=I.969

VARIABLES

Unstnd Stnd
Reg
Carr Reg
Coeff Coeff Coef
(r)
(B)
(b)

Unstd Stdn
Corr Reg. Reg
Coeff Caeff Coef-f
(r)
(B)
(b)

-----------------------------------------------------------

Age

Edut:ation
Ot:cupation
a. Mat:hine op
Marital status
a. Widowed
Att to t:amp

.27

.11

.27

.05

.16

.16:

.04
.OB
.17

-.OB
.37

-.22 -.OBI
.54 .25:

-.08 -.18 -.06
.37 .55 .25

.14
.14

Unadjusted R2
Adjusted
R2

.03
.1B
.37
.41

-.09 -.16 -.04

a. Blat:k&

Say about gOY
Too campI ex

.04

.20 I Young (26-39) -.02
IMiddle Aged
.05
I Young Old
.OB
IOld Old
-.02

-.16 -.04:

.00

c. Elderly

.01

-.09

Work status
a. Disabled

b. Labor union

\

.09

-.11

.05:

.00

.26 .101
.53 .10:
-.18 -.061

.14
.14

.26

.25

.04

.25 .10
.53 .10
-.11 -.17 -.06

.24

.30

.15:

.24

.32

.15

.21
.24

.16
.26

.08:
.13:

.21
.24

.16
.26

.08
.13

28X
28X

287277-
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Because palitical efficacy variables and attention to
the palitical campaign, theoretically, could be classified
as dependent variableB, in a further analysis they were
deleted from the regression equatian.
last as measured by the R2.

Explanatary pONer Nas

Respectively 26X and 27X of the

variance in political participatian was explained

these

significant variables Nere deleted from the equation.
IF-tests revealed p

<

.05).

Thus, Table 19 demonstrated that attention to the
campaign, age, education, feeling closest ta blacks, labor
unions, belonging to interest groups that represent these
groups, feeling efficacious in terms af having a say in "hat
government does, and not feeling politics is too complicated
to understand were the best positive predictors of political
participation for the study sample.

Twenty-eight percent of

the variance in political participation was explained by
these variables.

The data confirmed that educational status

had a positive relation to partiCipation; the mare educated
the higher rates of participation.

Table 19a illustrates

directly how these variables influenced participatian.
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Path analysis was used to explore the interrelationships
among predictor variables for the total sample.

Path analysis is

a technique for discovering causes but, a method utilized in
a causal model outlined by the researcher on the basis of
knowledge and theoretical considerations (Pedhazur, 1982).

Path

analysis does not confirm or disprove the validity of a overall
model, but, i.t wi 11 . di scI ose the strength of each predi ctor
variable and how it affects the other variables situated
subsequent to it in the model (Olsen, 1976).
The presentation in this chapter is limited to recursive
models.

This means that the causal flow in the models are

unidirectional.

Stated di'fferently, it means that at a given

point i'n time a variable cannot be both a cause and effect of
another variable.

For example, if education in Figure 6 .is taken

as the c.aLlse of interest group membershi p, then the possi bi 1 i ty
of interest group membership being a cause of education is ruled
out.
In this analysis a distinction was made between exogenous
and endogenous variables.

Exogenous variables (education and

age) were variables whose variability was assumed to be
determined by causes outside the model.

The correlation between

exogenous variables is shown by a curved line with arrowheads at
both ends.

They indicate that one variable is not thought of as

the cause of the other.

Therefore, a relationship between

exogenous variables remains unanalyzed in the path model
(Pedhazur, 1982).
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An endogenous variable. on the other hand. is one whose
variation is 1s eKplained by eKogenous or endogenous variables in
the model.

Endogenous variables in this model were: occupation.

work and marital status. groups repondents feel closest to,
interest group membership and political efficacy.
The path models in Figures 6 thru 13 for the total sample
and all age subgroups, presents standardized beta coefficients
(path coefficients) obtained through least square regression
analysis.

All coefficients reported are statistically

significant at p

<

.05.

The numbers in the parentheses indicate

zero-order correlations.
Tables 20, 22, 23. 26, and 28, report direct, indirect
and total effects of the path models.

For this study,

is defined as the direct effect plus the total of
indirect effects on political participation.

e!!

(Some analysts

decompose correlations into three components: direct effects,
indirect effects and spurious effects.

Spurious effects refer to

those compound paths that are part of the decomposition, but they
do not represent substantively meaningful indirect effects
(Asher, 1983).

For this reason, only the above mentioned effects

will be presented.
When it was desirous to study the differential effects of
several variables on an endogenous variable, the total effect
coefficient was compared.

Thus, in Table 20, it can be concluded

that education has the largest effect on political participation
for the total sample fallowed by attention to the campaign and
age.
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TABLE 20
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
FOR THE TOTAL SAMPLE
DIRECT
INDIRECT
TOTAL
VARIABLES
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
--------------------------------------------------(raunded)
Age
.20
.20
Widaw
-.039
Disabled
.006
Att ta Campaign
.042
Att (Say)
.002
Att (Campi ex)
.002
Cia ta Blacks
-.010
Cia to Elderly
-.013
Cia to Eld (Say) -.001
Clo to Eld (Camp -.003
Intetest Gp
.02
Int Gp (Attl
.20 + TOTAL
.21
.009
oee- Machine Opp -.04
-.04 + TOTAL
Widow
AU to Campaign

Disabled
Complex

-.04

.003

=.:.QQ2

-.006

=-.05
-.08

-.08

.25
.25 + TOTAL

Say
Complex

.25

.014

.:.QH

.28

.028

Disabled
.05
Closest to Blac:lts .10

.05
.10

Closest to Lab Un .10
.10 + TOTAL

Clo to Elderly

.020

&.Q!§

.035

.10

..

.14

-.06

-.06

-.06 + TOTAL
Interest Gr Mem

Black
Att to Camp

Say
Complex

.15
.15 + TOTAL Att to Camp

-.006
-.019 = -.08
.02

.15
.17

----------------------------------------------------------(Continued I
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TABLE 20 (Continued)
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
FOR THE TOTAL SAMPLE
DIRECT
INDIRECT
TOTAL
VARIABLES
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
--------------------------------------------------(rounded)
Say in Government .08
Complex
.13
Education

.16

.08
.13
Occ
Occ (Disabled)
Att to Camp
Disabled
Clo to Eld
Clo to Eld (Say)
Clo to E (Comp)
Say
Complex
Interest Group
Int Gp (Att)

.007
-.001
.070
-.006
.010
-.001
-.002
.015
.026
.033

.16 + TOTAL

.156

.16

.32

Attention to the campaign not only had a strong
direct effect (8=.20). but also. had a strong total effect
(B=.28) mediated with political efficacy variables.
Age was found to have a positive indirect effect
with being disabled (B=.006). attention to the campaign
(8=.04), and interest groLlp membership (B=.02).

This

implied that as ones grows old, not only does he increase
his overall political participation, but, also, combinations
of age, efficacy. attention to the campaign and interest
group membership, serve as alternative routes to
participation.
The direct effect of education on overall political
participation was moderate (B=.16).

It nearly doubled

IB=.32) when the influence on participation was mediated by
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other variables (occupation, attention to the campaign,
being disabled, feeling closest to the elderly, ·say in
government,- "politics is not too complicated for a person
like me to understand" and interest group membership).
Identification with the elderly had a stronger
indirect effect on ·'politics is too complicated for a person
like me to understand" (-.01) than "say in government"
(-.006).

This implied that those citizens who identified

with the elderly and had low feelings of efficacy, also, had
lower overall political participation.
In this path diagram the most important routes to
overall political participation were:
age -> attention to the campaign, with a
total effect of 8=.23
att to the campaign -> political efficacy, with a total
effect of 8=.28
education -> attention to the campaign, with a
total effect of 9=.23

To summarize, the data in Tables 19 and 20 make

" among age, education, attention
clear that the relationship
to the campaign and overall political participation is
linear and strong.

The data thus conforms with the work of

and Verba that, "the mare educated individual is more
likely to report that he follows and pays attention to
election campaigns than is the individual of less education"
(Almand and Verba, 1963).
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The data. also. Nere in agreement Nith the data of
others in indicating that age eMerts an undeniable influence
upon political participation.

Those of increased age

(persons 55 and over) Nere active political participants.
Three alternative routes to particpation; age and interest
membership, age and attention to the campaign and age
and being disabled. constitute neN opportunities for policy
makers and professional groups in gerontology.
An examination of overall political participation of
age subgroups is presented in the following section.
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III.

In answer to the question, "What are the
determinants of political participaton among All Aged, the
"Voung Old' and the "Old Old'?," the results can be sean in
Table 21.
For the 'Old Old' political partiCipation was
significantly related to Personal Characteristics-education (B=.33;b=.06). marital status; being married
(B=.32;b=.51).

Group Identification variables--

identification with environmentalists IB=.22;b=.52) and
Interest Group participation,

(B=.20;b=.35).

The reason for

i denti f i cati on wi th envi ronmental i sts was not read.i I y

apparent. there was no theoretical explanations for this
identification.

Identification with the elderly had no

significant direct or indirect effects.
Situational Characteristics were

significant.

Interestingly. when considering the net effect of all ather
factors, identification with the elderly for the "Old Old'
showed a

Inon significant) negative relationship with

participation (B=-.12;b=-.14).

This implied that the "Old

Old' by identifying with the elderly acted as a disincentive
to participation.
A clear differentiation was seen when viewing the
predictors of participation for the 'Voung Old'.

Personal

Characteristic-- attention to the political campaign
(Beta=.21;b=49) was the most important predictor for this
group.

Education (Beta=.15;b=.04) and marital status
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(Beta=.12;b=.231 were, also, significant.

Situational

Characteristic-- length of residence in the community
(Beta=.10;b=.OOl was significant.

Group Identification with

blacks (B=.17;b=.51) and interest group membership
(B=19;b=.42) were, also, significantly related to
participation.

For this age group, identification with the

elderly had significant indirect effects on political
participation mediated by "Politics is tao complicated for a
person like me t.o underst.and."

Twenty-sill percent of the

variance was explained by the forement.ioned predictors.
Thus, the predictors that best differentiate
between the 'Young Old' and the 'Old Old' were: attention to
the campaign (b's=.49;.17), length of residence in
hause/apartment Cb's=.OO;ns), group closest to (for the
'Young Old', feel closest to blacks (b's=.51;.-.03), and the
'Old Old', feel closest to environmentalists (b's=-.05;1.91)
and political efficacy.

The 'Young Old' were efficacious in

terms of politics not being too complicated (b's=.34;.04).
(The reason for identification with environmentalist.s is not
readily apparent).

This analysis confirmed that the 'Young

Old' and the 'Old Old' do, indeed, differ significantly in
their political participation and that they should no longer
be lumped together in one category.

A more precise

delineation of the differences between the 'Yaung Old' and
the 'Old Old' is seen in Appendix D.
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TABLE 21
DETERIIINANTS OF POLIlICAL PARTICIPATION AnDNG ALL AGED,
THE 'YDUNB OLD', AND THE 'OLD OLD'

==================:========_=====:========_.========_=========::UllI====
ALL A6ED
N=587

VARIABLES

YOUNG OLD
N=455

OLD OLD

N=132

Unstnd Stnd
Uostnd Stnd
Carr Reg Reg Corr Reg Reg Carr
Coefl Coelf Coell Coefl Cotlf Coefl Coelf
Irl
Ibl III Irl
Ibl III Irl

•l2 I .03 I .141: .30 I
Education
.22 I -.02 -.02 : .20 I
Incole
Occupation
-.04 -.04 1 .02
i. Executive .01
b. Prof. spec .. 12 I .00 .00 : .16 I
.01 .01 : .03
c. Prot. serv .02
d. nacho op -.05 -.06 -.06 :-.12 •
.05 -.04 -.04 : .02
Sex
Ilarit.1 statui
i. narried
.19 •• 25' .141: .IS'
b. MidoNed -.151 .01 .01 :-'09'
-.06 -.06 -.05 :-'07
Chi I dreB
.Ol
.00 .00: .03
Ethniclty
At! to caep .30 • • 41 I .m: .11'

Resid in CDRI .01
Resid in hou -.07
.08 •
Hale ONner
Labor ur,ion -.02
Elp ItatU5
i. Working
.04
b. Retired
.06
t. Oiubled -.03
.00
d. Student
Type 01 COrol.
i. SG. tONn
.08 t
.09 •
b. City
c. Suburb
.00
Li vivg arrange.ent
-.14 I
•• Alone
.17 •
b. Spouse

Unstnd
Reg
Calif
"Ibl

Stnd
Rig
Coef
IBI

.04' .15": .38 • .06' .l3'
-.01 -.01 : .28 I .OB .08
-.02 -.01 1-.02
.05 .05 : .01
.00 .00 I .01
-.05 -.05 1-.08
-.06 -;05 : .15
.22' .121: .25'
.02 .02 :-.24 I
-.04 -.04 :-.11
-.01 -.01 : .06
.49 I .211: .26'

-.06 -.05
-.Il -.12
.06 .05
-.OB -.06
.12 .12
.51 1 .l21
-.04 -.07

-.04
.04
.17 .15
.04

.07 .06 : .05
-.04 -.04 :-.05
-.03 -.Ol : .04
-.01 -.01 : .00

.00 I .1011-.20 I
-.OB -.08 :-.11
-.08 -.OB : .19 1
.00 .110 1-.05

-.06 -.05 : .01
.07 .06 : .06
.04 .03 :-.Ol
.00 .00 I .00

-.07 -.Ob : .11
.11
• 06 .05 : .20 • .06
.05 .04 :-.01
.OS
.00
.00 .00 I .00

.00 .00 : .OB
.02 .02 I .06
.05 .04 I .09 t .04 .03 I .04
-.Ol -.03 :-'01 -.Ol -.Ol : .00

-.IS -.13
-.15 -.13
.11 .09
-.14 -.12
.09
.05
.04
.00

-.12 -.09
.07 .06
.00 .00

.01 .01 :-'09 t .Ol .04 1-.22 • -.07 -.11
-.04 -.14 1 .Il 1 -.07 -.20 : .2l t -.OS -.22
IContinuedl
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TABLE 21 IContinued)
DETER"INANTS OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION AftON6 ALL AGED,
THE 'YDUN6 OLD', AND THE 'OLD OLD'

=================;:;;=======================:===========:.===============
ALL A6ED

OLD

OLD OLD

11=587

VARIABLES

N=132

Unslnd Sind
Un51nd Sind
Sind
Carr Reg Reg Corr Reg Reg CDrI' Reg
Reg
Coefl Coefl Coelf Coelf Cae If Coelf Coefl Coelf Coel
Ir)
Ib) C8l Ir)
Ib) IBI Ir)
Ib)
CBI

.19 t .411 .1311 .22
i. DI icks
b. Labar un. .12 t .O? .06 I .15
c. Elderly -.17 t -.24 1-.0911-.15
d. Enviranl! -.04 -.03 -.02 :-'08
e. Busi ne5; .09 I .01 .01 I .09
I. Evangeli st .03
.01 .01 I .0]

I
I
I
I

.51 I .1711-.02 -.03 -.03
.07 .08 :-'07 -.08 -.06
-.08 -.01 1-.25 1 -.14 -.12
-,05 -.06 I .27 I 1.90 1 .221
.01 .01 I .05
.04 .03
.0] .03 1-.01 -.03 -.03

.251 .251.1411,271 .42' .1911 .2B' .J5' .201

Say abl gOY .22 I .15' .08'1 .21
011 don't car .17 I .00 .00 J .18
Too coaple. .24' .25' .1211 .25
Unadjusted R2
Adjusted R2
I

I
I
I

m
26%

.09
.06
.34

I

.08 I .17' .11 .09
.06 J .07 -.OS -.04
.1611.14
.04 .04

26%
25%

m
]0.

STArISlICAlL1 SI6JllFICANT AI DR BEVOND THE .05

Table 21a presents more clearly the
differences among the aged.

§igOifi5s0t
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TABLE 21A
SIGNIFICANT REGRESSION COFFICIENTS OF POLIllCAL PARTICIPATION A"ON6
ALL ASED, THE 'YOUNS OLD', AND THE 'OLD OLD'
c==z;===.:=====c========z:a==U=:lI:a==========C=C:r;:====8======c==:=:==::c:
ALL ASED
YOUN6 OLD
OLD OLD
H=581
U=455
N=132

YARIABLES

Unstnd
Stnd
Unstnd
Carr Reg Stnd Reg Corr Reg Stnd
Coef Coef Error CDef Coef Coef Error
(rl (bl (SEI (BI (rl (bl (SEI

Sind
Unstnd 61nd
Reg Carr
Sin Reg
Coef Coef Coef Er Coef
(BI (rl (bl (SEI (BI

Education
.32 .03 (.011 .151 .30 .04 (.Oll .151 .38 .06 (.OJ) .33
liar I hi status
a. IIarried .19 .25 (.011 .141 .15 .23 (.081 .121 .25 .51 (.121 .32
Att to til .30 .41 (.081 .171 .31 .49 (.101 .211

Reside in eoalUDi ty

.05 .00 (.001 .10 1

a. Blacks

.19 .41 (.111 .131 .22 .51
b. Elderly -.11 -.24 (.091 -.091
c. Environ.entalist

(.m

.11 I
I .27 1.90 (.641 .22

.27 .40 (.081 .191 .21 .42 (.091 .19 I .28 .35 (.131 .20

Say ab gOY .22 .15 (.011 .071
Tao coaplel .24 .2B ('OBI
.25 .34 ('091 .161
Unadjusted R2
Adlulited R2

271
26X

261
251

STATISTICALLY SI6NIFICANT AT OR BEYOIIO THE .05 LEYEL

32Z
30X
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Several studies have found that married persons were
more likely to participate in politics than single persons
(Olsen, 1972. Lipset, 1960) In this study. marital status
CBeta=.16) was significant for all aged respondents.
Gubrium (1972). paid close attention to the effects of
continuity of social supports among the aged.

He believed

that the influence of continuity of social supports on
political interest in advanced years reinforced the
importance of the social character of political behavior.
Identification with blacks was also significant for
respondents 55 years and over.

Conover in her analysis of

group identification hypothesized that strong racial
identification should lead to distinctive patterns of
political perception and evaluation.

She found that blacl:

identifiers made more reference (41.97.) to economic problems
than any other group (Conover, 1984).
Although this study did not test for group
identification and policy preferences, it was hypothesized
that those aged who mentioned "feeling closest" to blacks
did so because they too, had economic problems and
identification with blacks was due to this shared
perception.
Jdentification with the elderly as a group was not a
significant predictor of participation among the 'Young Old'
and the 'Old Old'

(r= -.17, b= -.24; B= -.09).

Overall

group consciousness and participation were negatively
related.

There is no evidence to indicate that age-based
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interest appeals were prevalent among the 1984 elderly
respondents.

Identification with the elderly was only one

of the many less strong, competing identities.

Thus, the

hypothesis that
was not confirmed by the
data.

This relationship holds for all types of

participation.

No positive direct or indirect paths were

observed.
In a multivariate analysis. Miller, Surin. Surin
(1980) and Foner (1976) also found a negative relationship
between "feeling closest to the elderly," and political
participation.

Miller et al., attributed weak participation

(voting) to the scarcity of their economic resources,
feelings of group inefficacy, and the perception of personal
power I essness (i ndi vi dual" i neff i cacy) •

The authors reached

the conclusion that those respondents who believed that the
elderly. as a group. have the power to mobilize forcefully
and that the political system would acknowledge their plight
were involved in political activities (Miller. Surin and
Surin. 1980).
Foner's study, an the other hand, utilized seven
indicators of participation: voting. influence others' vote
choice, give money to a

political party or candidate, write

to a public official, attend political meetings or rallies.
work for a political party or candidate, wear a campaign
button or sticl:er.

Across all indicators of activity, those

who disclosed strang identification with the elderly were
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less likely to be involved in politics (Brown and Olsen.
1983).

She stated, "the lack of partis'an or ideological

homogeneity implies that even if those who identified with
the elderly as a group were highly involved in politics.
their participation input. would probably be quite diverse"
(Brown and Olsen, 1983 p. 137).
There could be several reasons for this lack of age
cohesion.

First, many older persons do not think of

themselves as old.

People in their 60's and early to middle

70's continue to identify themselves as middle aged even
though SOCiety, in general. vie"Js old age as beginning
around one's 65th birthday (Douglas. Cleveland. and Maddol:.
1974).

Second, not all older persons have similar problems

in old age.

The impoverished and the wealthy aged have

little in common.

Older persons of wealth do not have the

same financial worries as those in the lower economic
categories.

Men have different life experiences in old age

than women.

Also, deterioration in health occurs much

sooner for ethnic minorities than whites (Kasschau. 1978).
Foner pointed out that the elderly with fewer personal
resources; health, education and income. less often engage
in political and community activities, and voluntary
associations.

In order to participate in these activities

one must have money, which people with only survival income
do not have (Foner, 1985).
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ee!!:U!ggsb
As a way

exploring the interrelationships among

the various predictor variables that

political

participation, the neMt step was to design and analyze a
theoretical, causal path model
far for the 'Old Old",
Young.

political participation

'Young Old", Middle Aged and the

The pattern of causal relationships presented here

is one of numerous possible models that may be constructed
with these variables.
The path models in Figures 7 through 9 for all age
subgroups presents standardized beta coefficients (path
coefficients) obtained through ordinary least squares
regression analysis.

All coefficients reported are

stc-tistically significant at p .: .05.

The numbers in the

parentheses indicate zero-order carrelations.
Education was designated as the exogenous variable,
for all age groups, since it is not influenced by other
measured variables in the models.

Income, attention to the

campaign, political efficacy, were the endogendous variables
because these variables are formed earlier in ones life and
do not really change (Olsen, 1982).

These variables can be

effected by age or education.
The remaining variables were more immediate or
current.

Marital status, organizational membership, group

identification were, also, classified as endogenous.
Tables 22, 23, and 26 report only significant direct,
indirect and total effects of the path models.

The direct
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effects of one variable on another is that part of its total
effect which is not transmitted via intervening or causally
prior variables.

The indirect effects are those parts of a

variables total effect which are transmitted

variables

specified as intervening between the cause and effect of
i n'terest ina model.

They i ndi cate how much of a gi ven

effect occurs because the manipulation of the antecedent of
interest leads to changes in other variabJes which in turn,
change the consequent variable (Alwin and Hauser, 1975).
The total effects indicate "the afllount of change in a
consequent variable is'induced by a given shift in an
antecedent, irrespective of mechanisms by which the change
may occur" (Alwin and Hauser, 1975).

The validity of total

effects, according to AJwing and Hauser, is conditioned on
the correct specification of noncausal components of
association in the model.
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FIGURE 7
SIGNIFlCAlIT PATH ANALYSIS
OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION FOR THE 'OLD OLD'
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TABLE 22
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
FOR THE 'OLD OLD'
INDIRECT
TOTAL
DIRECT
'VARIABLES
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
------------------------------------via------------------Education
.33 +
.06 (Int Gp)
.39
(.27 X .21)
Mari tal
.32
.32
Close to Environmentalists .22
.22
Interest Groups
.21
.21

=

Ed"ucation had the greatest direct effect (.33) on
the political participation of older Americans.
had the greatest total effect,

(.39).

It, also,

Thus. interest group

membership influenced political participation in good part
through its cDntribution tD educatiDn.

The second strDngest

direct path to political participation was, as anticipated.
being married,

(.32).

IdentificatiDn with

environmentalists, also, had a direct effect on political
participatiDn.

No si gnificant paths elcisted between
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education and marital status (8=.04), and education and
identification with environmentalists 18=.05).
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Fl&ORE B
SIGNIFICAIlT PATH ANALYSIS
OF POLITICAL PARTlCIPAlIOH FOR THE 'YOUNG OLD'

=========11:=======111:==_==========;:===11=============================:r=
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----------)0
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LENGTH OF RESID-----.IO l .051-----------)T

.15 (.151---) CLOSEST TO

l.22I------------)I
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R
T
I
C
I

P
.1'1 (.I'Il---) INTEREST 6ROUP------.I'I I .271-----------)C

A
T
I
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.23 I .1'11---) COHPLEl-------------.I/o I .2SI-----------)A

I

CLO TO ELDERLY---- -.07 I-.OBI-----------IL

Identification with the elderly did not have
significant direct effects, however, indirect effects were
present.

Feeling closest to the elderly had a negative

indirect effect (8=-.15) on "politics is too complicated for
a person like me to underEitand."
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TABLE 23
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
FOR THE 'YOUNG OLD"
===========================================================
TOTAL
DIRECT
INDIRECT
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
VARIABLES
-----------------------------------via------------CroundedI
Education
.15
.15
Att to Camp .05
Int GP Mem
.04
CI to Blacks .03
Complex
...Q!
.15 + Total
.16
.31
Married
Att to Campaign
Length of Residence
Closest to Blacks
Interest Group
Complex
Closest to Elderly

.12
.19
.10
.17
.19
.16
-.07

.12
.19
.10
.17
.19

+

Complex

-.02

.16
=-.09

Attention to the 1984 campaign had the greatest
direct effect on political participation for the 'Young
Old", f61lowed by identification with blacks and disagreeing
that "pol i ti cs is not too compl i cated for a person Ii
to understand."

',e

me

Educational level was, once ag",j'1,

signigificant not only in direct effects,
in total indirect effects,

(B=.16).

C8=.15) but also,

Education displayed

indirect effects on attention to the campaign (8=.05),
interest group membership ·CB=.04) , Identification with
blacks (8=.03) and political efficacy (8=.04).

Total

effects of education for the 'Young Old" was 8=.31.
In summary, for the 'Old Old and the 'Young Old"
education had the most significant impact, both directly and
indirectly.

Identification with the elderly had a weak

indirect effect (B=-.02) for only the 'Young Old".
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To investigate the negative relaticnship between age
and

previous studies

group
were examined.

and
Work by Miller, Gurin and Burin, 1980;

Milbrath and Goel 1977, and Verba and Nie 1972,
three interpretations that

this relationship. age

and

and

Miller and the Burins found that due to
of age related problems, persons in advanced
old age were prone to identify with their age group.
affluent, better

The

and more
younger" older adult (or as termed in this

the 'Young Old") were, on the other hand, less
likely to identify with the elderly as a group.
The data in Table 24 revealed that it was the low and
middle

'Old Old" with a high

medium

who felt

and
to" the elderly.

Table 25, on the other hand, showed that the low
income 'Young Old", and those respondents with a high
and grade
elderly.

with the
comparisons were more diverse.

Thirty-one percent of the least
34.8% of the medium
·closest· to the elderly.

'Voung Old" and
'Voung Old" identified
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TABLE 24
AGE IDENTIFICATION BY INCOME. EDUCATION.
AND POLITICAL EFFICACY FOR THE 'OLD OLD'

=========================================================== .

NOT ID

CLOSE
X

CLOSEST

53.3
48.5
63.6

30.0
36.4
18.2

(60)
(33)

15.5
14.8
12.0

56.3
51.9
48.0

28.2
38.3
40.0

(71)
(27)
(25)

16.0
14.8
15.6
15.4

58.0
51.9
43.8
61.5

26.0
33.3
40.6
23.1

(50)
(27)
(32)

'Y.

Lew
($0-9,999)
16.7
Middle ($10,000-14.999) 15.2
High
($25,000+)
18.2

X

N

Ill)

Kendalls Tau .00

Grade Scheel
Hi gh Scheel
H.S +
Kendalls Tau .08

Ne Efficacy

Lew
Medium
High
Kendalls Tau .08

(13)
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TABLE 25
AGE IDENTiFICATION BY INCOME, EDUCATION. AND
POLITICAL EFFICACV FOR THE 'YOUNG OLD"
NOT ID
X

22

H.S.+

Lew
Medium
High

*

(97)
(158)

62.9
57.6
54.9

29.9
20.3
13.3

(113)

19.4
22.1
27.8

56.8
55.2
57.9

23.9
22.7
14.3

(155)
(154)
(126)

15.1
25.3
41.1
20.0

53.5
25.2
37.4
18.1

31.4
25.8
34.8
9.0

(86)
(107)
1159)

*

No E-fficac:y

Kendalls Tau

N

*

Grade School
Hi gh School
Kendalls Tau .10

CLOSEST

X

Low
1$0-9,999)
7.2
Middle ($10,000-14,999) 22.2
High
($25,000+)
31.9
Kendalls Tau.

CLOSE

-.13

*

Statistically Signi-ficant p

<

.05

(70)
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The small number of cases on which the 'old Old"
percentages were based, necessitates caution in interpreting
these results.

No significant differences were found.

Thus, it is necessary to also combine the 'Young Old" and
the 'Old Old" and examine the results.
TABLE 26
AGE IDENTIFICATION BY INCOME, EDUCATION,
AND POLITICAL EFFICACY FOR THE TOTAL AGED

Low
(0-9,999)
Middle (10,000-14,999)
High
(25,000+)
Kendalls Tau -.19

CLOSEST
X

10.8
20.9
30.6

59.2
56.0
55.6

29.9
23.0
13.7

18.1
21.0
32.5

56.6
54.7
27.2

25.2
24.3
':1.7

15.4
20.9
23.0
23.3

55.2
55.2

29.4
23.9
23.9
13.3

N

(157)
(191)

(124)

(226)
(181)
(151)

*

No Efficacy
Low
Medium
High
Kendalls Tau -.12

CLOSE
X

*

Grade Schoel
High Scheol
H.S.+
Kendalls Tau -.07

NOT ID
X

53.9

61.5

(136)
(134)

(191 )
(83)

*

Of the persons 55 and over, more respondents of low
and middle income closely identified with the elderly (29.9X
and 23.01.) than higher income respondents (13.71.).

No

striking educational and political efficacy differences were
found.
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Regarding political efficacy, those respondents with
no efficacy-- they disagreed with all three statements;
"people like me have a say in government", "public officials
care what people like me think", and "politics is not too
complicated for a person like me to understand", were just
as likely to feel "close" to the elderly, as those
respondents with high political efficacy.

On the other

hand. those aged with high political effciacy, were least
likely to "feel closest' to the elderly.

These findings

were similar to Miller et al., and reached a high
statistical significance (-.12).

Loolling simultaneously at

age identification, income, education and efficacy, this
analysis pointed out that income had the greatest effect on
identification with the elderly.

This suggests a potential

explanation for the negative total partiCipation of the aged
subgroups; it was the low income aged who "felt closest " to
the elderly.
To investigate futher the concept of age
identification, all aid age identifiers (55-75+) were
compared to their overall political participation.

Of the

469 total aged respondents, 54X were active political
partiCipants.

!-Iowever, ne significant differences were

found between "feeling close" and "feeling closest" to the
elderly and political participation.

In fact, those old age

respondents who felt closest to the elderly were inclined to
be inactive partiCipators,

(55X).

These findings implied

that age group identification did nat make a difference in
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overall political participation.
In returning to the regression analysis of subgroups,
the multiple regression equation estimated in Table 27 for
the Middle Aged suggests several findings.

Attention to the

political campaign (B=.30), identification with labor unions
education (B=.17), politics not being too
complicated (8=.13), identification with blacks (B=.12) and
being disabled (8=.10), appeared to be the best predictors
of participaiton among the variables included in this
analysis.

Having a executive occupation (8=.09) and

belonging to an interest group (B=.09) were, also, relevant
predictors of participation for the Middle Aged.

But, when

all the predictors were in the equation, their effect was
less striking.

The most variance of all age subgroups and

the total sample was explained 133 percent) by this
equation.

Table 27a presents more clearly the statistically

significant variables.
J
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TABLE 27
DETERMINANTS OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
AMONG THE MIDDLE AGED
MIDDLE AGED
N=415

VARIABLES

Education
Income
Occupation
a. Ex ecut.ive
b. Professional speciali ty
c. Protective serVlce
d. Machine operator
Sell
Marital status
a. Married
b. Widowed
Children
Ethnicity
Attention to campaign

Reside in community
Reside in house
Home ownership
Labor union
Employment. stat.us
a. Working
b. Retired
c. Disabled
d. Housewife
e. Student
Type of community
a. Small Town
b. Cit.y
c. Suburb
Living arrangement
a. Alone
b. Spouse

Corr
Coeff

Unst.nd Stnd
Reg
Reg
Coeff Coeff

(r)

(b)

.35
.28
.17
.16
.03
.03
.15
-.06
.03
-.(14
.08
.42

*

.05
.02

*

.25
.04
.04
-.02
.08

*
*
*

*

.06
.02
-.01
.01
.68

(B)

*
*
*

*

.17
.12
.09
.04
.03
-.02
.06
.05
.02
-.01
.01
.30

-.12
-.06
.09
.07

*
*

.00
-.02
.05
.08

.00
-.02
.04
.07

.11

*

-.11

*

.04
.02
.62
-.07
-.08

.03
.01
.10
-.06
-.07

-.03
.02
-.05

*

.01
-.01
-.01

.01
-.01
-.01

-.01
-.02
.06
.07
(Continued)

-.01
.05

.06
.04
.10

*

*

*
*

*

*
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TABLE 27 (Continued)
DETERMINANTS OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
AMONG THE MIDDLE AGED
MIDDLE AGED
N=415

V"RIABLES

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
F.

Blacks
Labor union
Elderly
Environmentalists
Business
Evangelists

Say about government
Officials don't care
Too complex
Unadjusted R2
Adjusted
R2

*

Corr
Coeff

Unstnd Stnd
Reg
Reg
Coeff Coeff

(r)

(b)

.16
.19
-.13
-.05
.04
.08

*
*
*

.19

*

.21
.17
.27

*
*
*

(B)

.31
.88
-.01
.01
.07
.06

.12
.18
"':'.01
.01
.06
.05

*
*

.20*

.09

*

.04
.04
.27

.03
.03
.13

**

*

*

337327-

STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT OR BEYOND THE .05 LEVEL
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TABLE 27a
SIGNIFICANT REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS OF
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION AMONG THE MIDDLE AGED
=================================a=========================
MIDDLE AGED
N=415
Stnd
Reg
Coeff

VARIABLES

(r)

Unstnd
Reg
Stnd
Coeff Error
(b)
(SE)

Education
Income
Occupati on
a. Executive
Attention to campaign

.35
.28

.05
.02

(.02)
1.0ll

.17
.12

.17
.42

.25
.68

C.ll )
C.I0)

.09
.30

a. Disabled

.02

.62

1.27)

.10

.16
.19

.31
.88

(.11 )

1.21>

.12
.18

.19

.20

(.08)

.09

.27

.27

1.09

Corr
Coeff

(B)

§BQYE_!;;bQ§s§!
a. Blacks
b. Labor union

Too Complex
Unadjusted R2
Adjusted
R2

*

)

.13

331..
321..

STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT DR BEYOND THE .05 LEVEL
To assess indirect, effect a path model was

constructed in Figure 9.
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FIGURE 9
SIGNIFICAln PATH ANALYSIS
OF POLITICAL PARTlCIPATlOlr FOR THE mOLE AGED
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TABLE 2B
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
FOR THE MIDDLE AGED
VARIABLES

DIRECT
TOTAL
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
--------------------------------------via--------(rounded)
Education
.17
.17
Att to camp.
.102
Att to camp (complex) .004
Income
.056
Complex
.034
Dcc+ex adm
.015
Dcc-ex adm (complex) ....QQ;i1
.17 + Total
.213
.3B
Attent to campaign

.30
.30 + Complex

Income

.12

Closest to blacks

.12
.12 + Labar unien

.01

.30

= .31

.12
.12

.03

= .15

Clesest te laber un .17
Cemplex
.13
Disabled
Executive

.17
.13

.10
.10 + Inceme

-.03

.10
.07

.09
.09 + Complex

.01

= .10

.09

Whereas attentien to the campaign had the greatest
direct effect en political participation fer the Middle Aged
(B=.30). educatien had the greatest tetal effect (B=.38).
Educatien, alse, had indirect effects via attentien to the
campaign (B=.10), attentien to the campaign and pelitical
efficacy (B=.03), income (B=.06) and the eccupatien of
executive administrator (B=.02).
Te further differentiate among age groups, Table 29
portrays the results of multiple regressien fer the Yaung
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(18-39).

Examination of the standar.dized regression

coefficients revealed that attention to the campaign (B=.27)
was the most significant predictor, followed by education
(B=.14) and interest group

(B=.15),

identification with blacks and labor unions ( B=.09; B=.08).
The internal efficacy variable was, also, significant
(8=.09.; B=.13).

When the Young were further divided into

subgroups, it was observed that the 18-25 year aids
significantly related to only one of the efficacy
variables-- "politics is not too complicated for a person
like me to understand."

This implied that the youngest

respondents were less efficacious than persons in the 26 to
39 years of age cohort.

This age group also differs from

the total Young, in terms of occupation; professional
specialty (engineers, mathematical and computer scientists,
architects. surveyors, health-diagnosing occupations. health
assessment and treatment occupations. teachers. librarians,
social workers, religious workers,

artists,

entertainers, and athletes), were significantly related to
political participation.
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TABLE 29
DEJERltINANTS OF POLIJICAL PARJlCIPAJ.IDN AllONS lHE YOUNS
ALL YOUNG
118-391

YOUNG
IIB-251
N=304

n=967

YOUNG
126-391
N=663

Unstnd Stnd
Unstnd Stnd
Unstnd 5tnd
Carr REg
Rig
Carr Reg
Reg Carr Reg Reg
Coefl Coelf Coelf Coelf Coef! Coelf Coefl Coelf Coef
Irl

Ibl

Educilion
.30 I .06 I .141: .27 I .05 .05: .301
Incole
.06
.02 .01: .06
.01 .01: .171
occupation
a. Executi VI .OS
.01 .01 : .02 -.03 -.03 I .091
b. Prof. spec .17 I .03 .03 : .IB 1 .38 I .Iltl .161
c. Prot. servo .05
.01 .01 : .06
.04 .03 : .05
D. "ache Op. -.OB 1 -.03 -.03 hOI -.01 .00 I-.OS
.09 • .04 .03 : .IB 1 .09 .OB : .05
Sel
Kir i tal status
a. Karried
-.tol -.03 -.03 :-.11 • -.06 -.05 1-.01
-.07 I -.04 -.04 :-.09 1 -.05 -.04 1-.06
b. MidoHed
Children
-.05
.03 .02 :-'151-.01 -.01 1-.04
Elhnicity
.03
.00 .00 : .06
.06 .07 : .00
AU to caap
.39 I .56 1 .271: .43 • .67 1 .341: .371

.07
.06

VARIA&LES

Irl

Ibl

IBI

Irl

Ibl

IBI

IBI

I.ISI

.06

.03 .03
-.01 -.01
.07 .06
-.05 -.05
.03 .02
-.03 -.03
-.03 -.03
.00 .00
-.03 -.02
.55 I .26'

Reside in coml -.01
.03 .03 I .04
.09 .07 1-.03
.00 .00
Reside in house .07 I .06 I .06 : .10 • .08 .06 I .06
.02 .02
.10 1 .05 .04 : .04
Hona OMnir
•01 .01 : .11 • .14 I .071
Labor union
I .05
.00 .00
.04 -.01 -.01 1-.02 -.02
Emp status
a. Marking
.08 .08 : .01 -.42 I-.nl
.03 -.05 -.06 I .02
b. Retired
.00
.00 .00 I .00
.00 .00 :-'01 -.02 -.02
c. Disabled
.01
.03 .03 I .00
.00 .00 1 .01
.00 .00
.07 I .04 .04 1 .16 I .39 I .1211 .02 -.04 -.03
d. Shdent
e. HouseHife -.04
.00 .00 hOI
.02 .01 1-.06 I -.41 1-.141
lype of Call.
a. 51. tOMa .00
.01 .01 I .02
.03 .02 1-.01 -.02 -.02
.04
.03 .02 I .07
.05 .04 : .03
.02 .02
b. City
c. Suburb
.00 -.03 -.02 1-.01 -.03 -.03 I .00
.00 .00
Living Arnngelent
.02 .02
.02
.01 .00 I .05 -.01 -.01 : .01
I. Alone
-.01 -.02 -.02 :-'08
.00 .00 :-'01 -.03 -.03
b. Spouse

-_ ......_------ .. -_........--..-------------_...._-_ ..-----_....----..-----_ .._--------- ..---
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TABLE 29 IContinuedl
DETERKINANTS OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION A"ONG THE YOUNS

======11===================_==================================================
YOUNS
126-391

YOUNS
IIB-251
N=304

ALL YDUNS

118-391
N=967

N=663

Unstnd Stnd
Unstnd Stnd
Unstnd Stnd
Carr Reg
Reg
Carr Reg
Reg Carr Reg Reg
Coelf Coefl Coeff Coeff taeff CoeEf Coeff Coelf Caef

VARIABLES

Blacks
Labor un.
Elderly
Enviro.
Business
f. Evangelist

i.

b.
c.
d.
e.

Irl

Ibl

IBI

Irl

Ibl

IBI

Crl

Ibl

IBI

• 14 • •22 I .0911 .le • .2B I .12'1 .12 • .IB I .091
.13 I .41 •• 0911 .07 -.04 -.04 I .15 f .51 •• 111
-.10 I .00 .00 1-.10 I -.05 -.05 1-.10 I .00 .00
.01 .01
-.04
.01 .01 1-.11 1-.02 -.01 1-.01
.09 I .02 .02 I .09 • .07 .06 I .09
.01 .01
-.02 -.05 -.04 :-'02 -.08 -.07 :-'02 -.04 -.03

.11' .32

I

.15'1 .23

I

.35

I

.14'1 .25' .26' .14'

POLITICAL EFFICACY
Say abt gOY
.22' .19 1 .0911 .22'.11 .09 1 .21 1 .20' .091
Off. don't care .17' .02 .02 I .17 I .07 .06 1 .17' .03
.03
Top complex
.24' .26 I .1311 .33' .43 •• 22'1 .20 I .17 I .091
Unadjusted R2
Adjusted R2
I

26%
261

m
30%

STATISTICALLY SISNlf/CANT AT OR BELOY THE .05 LEVEL

26%
25%
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TABlE 29A
SIGHIF ICANT REGRESSION COefFICIENTS OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
AIIONG THE YOUNG
ALL YOUNS
118-391
N=967

YOUNS
118-251

YOUNS
126-391
N=66l

N=304

Unslnd
Slnd
Unslnd
Slnd
Unstnd
Stnd
Corr Reg Stod Reg Corr Reg Sind Reg Carr Reg Sind Reg
Coef Coif Error Coef Coef Coef Error Coef Coef Coef Err Coef
VARIABLES Irl

Ibl

ISEI

IBI

Irl

Ihl

ISEI

IBI

Irl

Ibl ISEI IBI

EducatiDn .30 .06 1.011 .141
1.30
Occupation
b. Prof. spec.
1.18 .38 1.171 .111

.07 1.011 .18

At to til

.55 1.081 .26

.39 .56 1.061 .271.43 .67 1.101 .341.37

Res House .07 .00 !.OOI .061
HOle Ounership
1.11 .14 1.061 .07
a. Uorking
1.10 -.42 1.111-.19
b. Studvnt
1.16 .39 1.161 .121
c. HousMih
-.06 -.41 1.131-.14

a.

.14 .21 1.071 .09 1.1B .2B 1.1lI .121.12 .IB 1.091 .OB
b. Lab Un .13 .41 1.141 .08 I
1.15 .51 1.161 .11

.11 .32 1.061 .15 1.23 .35 1.131 .141.25 .2B 1.071 .14

Say abl gOY .22 .19 1.061 .091
1.21 .20 1.071 .09
Too cOlplel .24 .25 1.061.1lI.33 .43 1.101 .221.20 .17 1.071 .09
Unadjusted R2
Adjusted . R2

261
261

311
30%

261
251

In the neNt Table. a path model of political
participation for the Young (18-39) i5 presented.
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FIGURE 10
SIGNIFICANT PATH ANALYSIS
OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION FOR THE YOUNG
=====a • .:==m=:====;;:I11=========================c=aIlDIIO:;;;;;;=_====••========.==1:=1:
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TABLE 30
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
FOR THE YOUNG
DIRECT
INDIRECT
TOTAL
VARIABLES
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
--------------------------------------via---------(rounded)
Educati on
• 15
.15
Att to camp
.073
Att to cam(say in gov).018
Att to camp (complex) .016
Say in government
.014
Complex
.031
Interest group mem
.036
Id w labor un
-.006
Id w labor un(Att)
.02
Length of residence
.15 + Total
.198 = .35
Attent to campaign

Say in government
Tao complex
Interest group
Closest to black

.27

Say in government
Complex
.27 + Total
.09
.13
.15
.09
.09 +

Closest to labor un .OB
.OB +

.01B
.034

.27
.30
.09
.13
.15

Interest group
Labor' union
Total

.012
.030

.12

Att to campaign

.02

.08
.10

Length of residence .06

.06

The paths fer political participation of the Yaung
were mare complicated than the ather age groups.

Although

attention to the campaign had the strongest direct effect
(e=.27), education had the strangest total effect (B=.35).
To summarize comparisons of significant regression
coefficients across all age sub groups, Table 31 compares
the unstandardized coefficients (b"s).
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TABLE 31
SI6NIFICAtIT
RE&RESSION COEFFICIENTS
A"oN6 THE yoUtl6, nlDOLE AGED, 'YOUNG OLD', 'OLD OLD' AND THE
TOTAL SAr.PLE FOR POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
YOUNG
n=967

mOLE
AGED
n=415

OLD
OLD
n=\32

YOUNG
OLD
n=455

TOTAL
SA"PLE
N=I,9S9

--------_ .. _- ..- .. _------------_ ... ------------ ..- .... _---_ .. _-- .. _-_ ..... -----------_ .. -....fbI
ISEI (bl (SEI
Ibl
Educali on I .06
.011 .05 .021 .04
InCDI\!
I i(l2 .011
Occupation
a. Executive
I .25 .111
b. "ii:hi ne Dper atDr
Harried
.23
,
Att to camp I .56
.06: .68 .101 .49

Res in
Res in cOin
Di sabled

.00

.011 .06

(bl
.OJ: .04

IBI
.01

.OSI .51
.101

hl6
.121-.22
.54

.07
.07
.04

I .26

.11

hl8
I .26
I .53

.07
.06
.11

.13: .30

.04

I .16
I .26

.04
.04

(BI

.00: .00 -.10:
.00
I .62

Elderly
.07 I .31
b. Blacks : .21
.141 .88
c. Labor unl .41
d. Er,vi rDnnerltal i sts

.001

.27:

i.

.111 .51
.211

I 1.90

.32

.061 .20

.OBI

Say abt Gov. I •.19
Too CDlplex I .25

.061
.061 .27

.091 .34

Unadjusted R2
Adjusted R2

26 1
261

.131

321
32 X

.42

26 %
251

.091 .35

.091
32%

30 Z

.64

28%
27 1
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Table 31 suggests that the impact of education was
similar across all age groups.·
predictor for

Being married was a strong

the older age groups, although, baing

married was a stronger predictor of participation for the
"Old Old'

(b=.54) compared to that of the 'Young Old'

Attention to the campaign was a significant
predictor of overall participation for all age groups,
except the 'Old Old'.

The Middle Aged had greater campaign

interest (b=.6B) compared to that of the Young (b=.56) and
the 'Young Old'

(b=.49).

Identification with blacks had the strongest effect
on participation for the 'Young Old'

(b=.51).

This

identification had less of an impact on the participation of
the Middle Aged (b=.31) and the Young Cb=.21).

The Middle

Aged were more strongly identified with labor unions Cb=.BB)
thus affecting their participation.
Interest group membership varied as a significant
predictor of participation across age groups, respectively,
from the youngest to oldest subgroup; b=.32; b=.20; b=.42
and b=.35.
Political efficacy had the greatest impact on
overall partiCipation for the Young (b's=.19; .25).
'Young Old' were

The

efficaCious than the Young, but only

in terms of "politics is not too complicated for a person
like me to understand N

(b=.34).
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The results of the regression on political
participation for the total study sample were consistent
with the findings of previous studies that reported a
significant relationship between education and political
activity (Verba and Nie, 19721 Olsen, 1982).

Income,

however, was not significantly related to overall
participation (Income was only significant for the Middle
Aged).

This was due to the variation in income that

accompany passage through the life cycle.

That is, income

increases in the earlier years, peaks in Middle Age, and
declines during the retirement years.

This relationship did

not hold, however, across all modes of participation.

(see

next section)
Overall, interest group membership was found to be
the most important predictor of political participation
among the total sample and all age groups.

The National

Election Study data were consistent with previous
which demonstrated that voluntary organizations, both social
and political, facilitated political participation.

Thus,

the hypothesis that
was
supported.
The data were in agreement with the findings of
Olsen, 1982, that involvement in voluntary associations was
related to political activity.

Membership in organizations

may be seen by politicians and policy makers as a
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significant source of political demands that necessitated a
response.
Nie et al., using Almand and Verbas' crass-nation
participation data, looked at social class as the major
factor 1n explaining variation in political participation.
They found that organizational involvement was an
alternative to upper class standing to achieve inVOlvement
(Nie, Powell, PreWitt, 1969).
Research by Trela, suggested that alder persons
membership, even in non-political groups, raised the
members' age consciousness.

Additionally, he found that

membership instilled in them the orientation that alder
Americans make up a community of interests and problems that
can be solved through governmental and public policy actions
(Trela, 1976).

Unfortunately, the 1984 Election study data

did not lend itself to a similar analysis.
The analysis of group consciousness and
partiCipation suggested that identification with blacks and
labor unions was a significant predictor for the Young, and
Middle Aged.

The "Yaung Old', also, felt closest to blacks.

The "Old Old' significantly felt closest to only
environmentalist groups.

In contrast to identification with

the elderly, identification with blacks and labor unions
emerged as a stranger factor in predicting total
participation for the aged and all subgroups.

The

unexpected negative participation found among the elderly
identifiers was a function of their deprived socio-economic
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status.
Being married was a significant predictor for the
total Aged sample and each aged subgroup.

This finding

supported Gubrium's (1972) which found that continuity in
marriage there was greater political interest.

When

were queried about why they had lost their
political interest, the second most frequent response was,
"my spouse kept me interested."
The current study findings are also in agreement
with Foner,

(1972) which suggested that women cease their

political participation because they are widowed and that
those activities were done with their husbands.
Internal efficacy variables-- "people like me do
have a say in government" and "politics is not too
complicated for a person like me to understand" were
significant predictors of political participation for the
total sample.

This effect holds within each of the

subgroups, although the strength of effects varied by group.
Thus, the hypothesiS that

was supported.
Findings by Edinger in a study of political behavior
in major liberal democracies showed that in the United
states few paople appeared to be powerless.

However,

feelings of powerlessness were more pervasive among the aged
than the Midde Aged and the Young (Edinger, 1985).

In this
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study, the "Old Old"

less

than the "Young

Old" •
In the next section, through multivariate and path
analysis, the
separately

types
each subgroup.

participation are examined
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IV.

The major concern of this section is to discuss the
results of the multiple regression and path analysis for the
different types of participation: Media. Interest, Political
Interest, Campaign Activity and Citizen Contacting.
Qualitatively different forms of activism were
conceptualized for age subgroups.

Verba and Nie pointed out

that these modes differed in terms of personal and social
implications: the amoLint of initiative each act of
participation involved, the scope of the potential outcome,
the amoLint of conflict entailed by the act and the type of
influence exerted by the act (Verba and Nie, 1972).
The different modes attracted people with different
personal, situational and attitudinal characteristics.
Until fairly recently, however, it was assumed that the
'Young Old' and the 'Old Old' were similar or thought to
belong to a single category, "the elderly."

Too little

attention was paid to the difference between these two
diverse age groups.

This imposition had severely limited

the richness of the concept of political participation.
This new approach reveals important age group outcomes.

The factor Media Interest was comprised of four
variables.
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Did respondent
Did respondent
debat.e?
Did respondent
debate?
Did respondent

watch campaign television programs?
watch the first presidential
watch the second presidential
watch the vice presidential debate?

For the total sample, seven personal and situational
characteristics and one political efficacy variable were
positively related to this factor.

They were: attention to

the campaign of 1984 (B=.29), age (B=.18), education
(B=.11), being disabled (B=.06), home ownership and
identification with blacks,

(B"s=.04).

The significant

political efficacy variable was: "politics is not too
complicated for a person like me to understand" (8=.06).
Variables related to Media Interest but, in a negative
fashi on, were world ng (9=-.09), 1 ength of communi ty
residence (B=-.05) and cOllImunity type; suburb of a city,
(B=-.-46)
For all age subgroups, "attention to the campaign"
was the most significant predictor (b's range from .54 to
.65) in determining Media Interest.

Significant regression

coefficients can be viewed more clearly in Table 32.

TABLE 32
SIGNIFICANT REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
A"ONG THE YOUNG, nlDDlE AGED, 'YOUNG OLD', 'OLD OLD' AND THE
TOTAL 5AnPlE FOR THE FACTOR,
::=====================:1:==================================:;::;:=;:========:;:====
YOUNG
OLD
TOTAL
"IDDLE
yoUNS
AGED
OLD
OLD
5A"PlE
n=132
N=I,989
n=961
n=415

(b)

Age
EducatIon I .04
Intol!
occupition
d. Sal is

(B)

(b)

.121
: .02

(8)

Ib)

IS)

.14:
.22

.29: .56

.29:

.6!

.33:

.65

Resi dE in coam
I .06 -.101
COllunity type
I -.46 -.11 :
a. Suburb of a city
HOle oNnershi p
.30
Elp. status
: -.28 -.111
a. Worting :-.14 -.08:
b. Disabled
li ving arranger,ent
: -.15 -.10:
a. Alone
(Continued)

.18

I .03

.11

: .01

.04

(8)

.09:

"arital status
a. ftarriEd
Att to camp: .54

(b)
I .01

.m

.55

.29

,, .00 -.05
:-.14 -.OS
• ,9: .00 .00

:-.14
,

, .25

-.09
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TABLE 32 ICantinued)
SIGNIFICANT REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
AllONS THE YOUNS, "IDOLE ASED, 'YOUNS OLO', 'OLD OLD' AND THE
TOTAL SAIIPLE FOR THE FACTOR,

=============.all===========_IIII===III1=====a===II.===-=II=============:11111=====111:
YOUNS
n=967

HIODLE
ASED

rDUNS
OLD

OLD
OLD

n=415

8=455

n=132

l-.35 -.181

a. Elderly

.OS

Labar Union
c. Environlental hts
d. Canservatl YB!i
b.

Say Bbt GaY.:.14
Tao co.pler I .12
H2 15.11
Adjushd

H2 14.71

TOTAL
SAIIPLE
N=I,989

.04

: -.41 -.09:
: -.56 -.10:

.08:
.07

I .09

14.61
14.01

17.4:

16.21

20.41
18.51

.05
la.71
18.31

25i

It is interesting to note that those 'Old Old'
identified

the elderly

interested in the Media (B=-.18).

D91 significantly
This finding implied that

group consciousness did not motivate them to learn about
polit..:,·al issues through campaign media programs.
Income was only a significant predictor for the
Middle Aged and

found to have indirect effects as

The original moderate relationship between income and Media
Interest (8=.14) was increased when the effects on Media
Interest were mediated by attention to the campaign (8=.20).
In constrast, however, thet-e was no significant effect on
participation for Campaign Activity and Citizen Contacting
or income, for the Middle Aged.
Although Verba and Nie (1972) also found that
socioeconomic status was not related to Citizen Contactings,
thi s research has shed I i ght on the previ OLiS theor i es
because it eHamined the 75+ age group.
Living in a suburb of a city

found to be

negatively related to Media Interest for the total sample
and the 'VoLmg Old'.

This finding supports the work of

Verba and Nie who found that for each measure of
participati.on,more participation was found in the city than
in the smaller suburbs (Verba and Nie. 1972).
In Figures 11 through 18 indirect effects of Media
Interest for all age subgroups are displayed.
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FIGURE II
SI6NIFICAIH PATH ANALYSIS
OF "EDIA INTEREST FOR THE OLD OLD
.===============111:================:=====================================C====I::
ATT TO CAHPAI6N--------.37 1 .381---) "
E
HOr.E ONNERSHIP---------.19 1 .001---) D
I
CLOSEST TO ELDERLY--- -.18 1-.151---) A

I
N
T
E
R
E
S
T

TABLE 33
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF MEDIA INTEREST
FOR THE 'OLD OLD"
VARIABLES
Att to Campaign
Homeownership
Closest to Elderly

DIRECT
EFFECTS

INDIRECT
EFFECTS

TOTAL
EFFECTS

.37

N

.37

N
E

-.18

. .19

-.18

o

.19

Only direct paths for Media Interest were observed.

It was

surprising tD discover that identification with the elderly had no
indirect effect on Media Interest.

One would hypothesize that those

'Old Old" respondents who identified with the elderly would pay
attenticn to campaign television programs and debates to ascertain
candidates views on issues related to older Americans.

This finding

does not suppcrt the hypothesis that identification with the elderly
would be positively related to participation.

::::61

FIGURE 12
SIGNIFICAtlT PATH ANAL VSIS
OF KEDIA INTEREST FOR THE 'YOUNG OLD'
=1:================================1:1===========1:111===========================a==
-----OCC- SALES-------------.09 I .101--------) "
ATT TO mPAIGN--------.33 I .321--------) E N

Til

LIVE IN SUBURB------- -.11 1-.121-------->

a

1.101

1-).101.101--) NORKIIIS---- -.17 1-.141--------) I
LIVE

E

---------- -.10 1-.091--------) A

CLD TO ENYIRONnENTAL- -.09 1-.041--------)
CLD TO CONSERVATIVES- -.10 1-.071--------)

S

T
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TABLE 34
DJRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF MEDIA INTEREST
FOR THE 'YOUNG OLD·
DIRECT
INDIRECT
TOTAL
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
VARIABLES
---------------------------------------via--------(roundedl
Occ- sales
.09
Working
-.017
Work (sub) =LQQ!
.09 + TOTAL
-.OlB
.07
Att to campaign
.33
-.11
-.11
Live in suburbs
Working

-.17

Live alone
Closest to envior
Closest to conser

-.10
-.09
-.10

+

Suburb

-.02

=

-.lB
-.10
-.09
-.10

-------------------------------------------.---------------Table 34 indicates that those 'Young Old'

respondents who held sales occupations had indirect effects
on working (-.017).

Indirect effects were also noted

between working respondents and living in the suburbs, with
a total effect on Media Interest of (8=.07).
Lille the 'Old Old', identification with the elderly,
also, had no indirect effects on Media Interest for the
'Voung Old'.

FI6URE 13
SI6NIFICANT PATH ANALYSIS
OF mlA INTEREST FOR THE "IODlE AGED
====:===============_=z============r:===========================:;::;============
INtOftE--------------------------------.14 I .221-------)" I
:.19

1.2lJ-) ATT

A

E N
TO CA"PAI6H---------.29 I .J41-------) D T

I E

,-.12 1-.151

A:

lEN6TH OF RESIDENCE--- -.10 1-.17J-------)

S
T

TABLE 35
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF MEDIA INTEREST
FOR THE MIDDLE ABED
DIRECT
INDIRECT
TOTAL
VARIABLES
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
-----------------------------------via------------(roundedl
Income
.14 +
Att to camp .06
.20

Attention to campaign .29
Length of residence

-.10

.29
+

Att to camp -.03 =

-.13

Income was found to have an indirect effect on
attention to the campaign (B=.06), with a substantial total
effect of (8=.20) for Media Interest.

Length of residence

also has an indirect effect on attention to the campaign,
but, in a negative direction.

FI6URE 14
SI6111FIWIT PAiH ANALYSIS
OF mlA INTEREST FOR THE YOUNG
===.I:===================================II==========I:Z,I;=====:1=====_============:1:
ED!JCATlON-------------------------------.12 1 .221-------) 1\

I
1 .35)------) E N

.21 I .271--) All TO

E

.23 ( .23)--}

------- -.08 1-.021-------) D R

.20 1.:5)
.110 1 .221--) SAY IN GOV---- -------.OS ( .IS)-------) I

E
5
T

.!2 1.18)
.24 1 .271--) CDHrLEX-------

-------.07 ( .161-------) A

TABLE 36
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF MEDIA INTEREST
FOR THE VOUN6
DIRECT
IND!RECT
TOTAL
VARIABLES
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
----------------------------------via--------------------Education
.12
.12
Att to camp
.061
At to cam (say)
.003
At to cam (complex) .002
Working
-.018
Say in government
.013
CompleN
...
.12 + TOTAL
.081
.20
Att to campaign

.29

Say in government
Compl e)1
.29 + TOTAL

.29

.016
...QQ!i!
.024

.31
-.06

Working
-.06
Say in government .07

• (17

For the Young, attention to the campaign was
mediated by political efficacy.

This variable had the

greatest direct (8=.29) and total effect (B=.31).

Amount of
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education was also found to have an indirect effect on Media
Interest.
Attention to the campaign had the strongest total
impact for all age subgroups for this factor.

The factor Political Interest was comprised of four
variables:
Has respondent been interested in the political
campaigns so fat-?
Did respondent read about the campaign in any
magazine?
Did respondent read about the campaign in any
newspapet-?
Does respondent discuss politics with family or
friends?
For the total sample, attention to the campaign,
(8=.38), and education (B=.21) were the most significant
predictors followed by ·say in

(8=.11).

·politics is not too complicated for a person like me to
understand"

(8=.09), income (8=.(18), interest group

membership and "feeling closest" to labor unions (8's=.07).
Having children was negatively related to Political Interest
(8=-.07).

Other less impo .... tant predictors were: marital

status, occupation, employment status and living
arrangement.

TABLE 37
SIGIIIFICANT REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AHDNS THE YOUNG, mDlE ASED,
'YOUNS OLD', 'OLD OLD' AIID THE TOTAL SAHPlE FOR THE FACTOR,
=====;::===C=====::I===========lIa==============:III:====C••I::==_==1:=========1:========
YOUNG
OLD
TOTAL
"IDDlE
YOUIIG
A&ED
OLD
OLD

n=967

Education

I .06

n=415

.181 .03
.Obl .Q2

Incose
I .01
Dw:pat i on
a. Prof. spechl
1 .18
t. Ser et. 1-.12 -.Obl
1-.85
c. nilitarv
i Pvt. haL'sehald
j. Transp. otC

n=4S5
IBI Ibl
.171
.171 .01

n=t32

IBI Ibl
.191 .07
.101

N-I,969
. IBI Ibl
.411 .05
I .01

(BI
.21
.09

.14

.04

: .09
-.2! i

.06

.09:
-.091
l-.ll

-.081

Sex

"aritil stitus
i. Harried
b. UidaMed

1-.31

1-.1(- -.0;

Children
Ethnicity
AU tD wop I .70

.421 .58

,371 .58

.34: .35

Anide in ccme.
Calmun:ty type
I.

I .01

City

ElF statu.
a. Student I .24 .061
b. House Ni fe
Li ving arrangulnt
a. AIGne

1-.15 -.08:
1-.17 -.11 I

ICantinuedl

.191 .63

.38

-.ISI
I .06

.04

,, .22

.04

TABLE 37 IContinued)
SIGNIFICANT RE&RESSIOII COEFFICIENTS A"ONS THE YOUNG, mDlE ASED,
'YOUNG OLD', 'OLD OLD' AND THE TOTAL SA"PlE FOR THE FACTOR,
11:1::====:1::-===================================:;::;=;:11====:;;:;:======================
mDlE
OLD
YOUN.6
TOTAL
YOUNS
AGED
OLD
SAMPLE
OLD
n=967
n=415
n=132
N=I,969
n'455

a. LabDr unions

:.13

I .49

.071

.141

.29

.07

: .17

.1II

• II

.07

I .17
: .14

.11

Say ab
I .23
Too complel I .12

.141
.OSI .16

I .2f'

.131

. II: .14

.09:

Ur,adjusted R2
Adjusted R2

40.6t
40.1%

38.6%

40.4%
39.2%

34.51
32.5%

.09
38.B'
3&.41

It is important to point out that education and
attention t.o the campaign were significantly related to
Political Interest among age subgroups and the total sample_
Education, also, had indirect effects for all age subgroups_
Additionally, income was an important variable for this
factor but, it was not significant for the 'Old Old".

These

findings suggest that respondents in the sample who had more
years of formal education were more likey to be interested
in the political campaign of 1984, and discussed the
. _el.ecti.on_mor-.e_openl.y.,. with family and friends.

They also

made accessible to themselves printe·j materials which
affected their perception of the political process.
in the city was confirmed as a significant predictor.

LivinG
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In Figures 15 through 18, relevant predictor
variables

combined into separate path models for each

age group in order to identify alternate routes to Political
Interest.

FIGURE 15
SIGNIFICANT PATH ANALYSIS
OF PDLlTICAL INTEREST FOR THE 'OLD OLD'
:1;:==1::====================_===================11===========_=====::============:

P
EDUCATION-----------------------------.41 (.4.1-------}D I
L N
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TABLE 38
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF POLITICAL INTEREST
FOR THE 'OLD OLD"
==========================================================
DIRECT
TOTAL
INDIRECT
VARIABLES
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
-------------------------------------via-----------------Education
.41
.41
.41
+
.06 Att to Cam = .47
Widowed
Att to Campaign
Length of Resid

-.21

-.21
.19
-.18

.19

-.18

The findings in Table 38 suggest that the effect of
education had two distinct routes:

(a) it had a direct

effect (B=.41) and, it has an indirect effect via attention
to the campaign (8=.06).

Thus, education had the greatest

total direct plus indirect effect on Political Interest for
the 'Old Old",

(8=.47).
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Identification with the elderly had no direct or
indirect effects for the 'Old Old".

2iu

FIGURE 16
SIGNIFICANT PATH ANAlYSIS
OF POLITICAL INTEREST FOR THE 'YOUNG OLD'
======C= __=====II====.=======I:&lII===a===========c:a:o====;;===&I-===OI====••&;;U::::."
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.25)--------) L
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Although feeling "-closest" to the elderly did not
have a significant direct effect an Political Interest, a
significant indirect effect was found.
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TA8LE 39
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF POLITICAL INTEREST
FOR THE 'YOUNG OLD'
DIRECT
TOTAL
INDIRECT
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
VARIABLES
---------------------------------------via---------(rDunded)
Education
.19
.19
Oc:c:-pvt house .01
Att to camp
.07
Att (say)
.01
Int group
.02
Say
.02
Complex
.19 +
TOTAL
.34
.15
Income

.10

.10 +
Oc:c- pvt house
Att to c:ampaign
Housewife
Live alone
Int g..-oup mem
Say abt gov
TDo complex
Clo to elderly

-.08
-.08 +
.34
.34 +

-.08
-.08 +

.10
Att to camp
Live alone
Say
Complex
TOTAL

.04
.04
.02
.11

.21

-.02

-.08
-.09

Say

.02

.34
.36

Live alone

.01

-.08
-.07

Inc:ome

-.11
.11
.13

.09
-.06

-.11
.11

Complex

-.01

.13
.09
-.07

In addition to its considerably large effect on
Politic:al Interest, attention to the campaign, also, had
_Jndir:'_ecJ:

on educ:ation (S=.07), and income (8=.04).

The total effec:t of income (B=.21) was high but, was quite
small in comparison to the total effec:t of education,
(8=.34).
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Identification

the elderly had a indirect

effect (B=-.13) on Political Interest via the variable
"politics is tOD cDmplicated for a person like me to
understand."

FIGURE 17
SIGNIFlCAtlT PATH HODEL
OF POL meAL IlITEREST FOR .THE HIDOlE ABED

EDuCmDtl-------------------------------.17 I .43) -------;

.49 I .471- )---- INCOI:.----------------.17 I .36)

-------)f

o

l

.31 I _34H----ATT TO CAHFA1GIi-------.31

N
T

T E
I R
.41 I _411-- -)-DCC- PROF

( .261-------;C E
A 5

l T
OCC- MILITARy------- -.09 (-,06)-------)

CLOSEST TO lA90R Ufi---.14 ( .141------->
.10 1.20)-)

.2a ! .311--:-)

COHPLH---------------.II I • 2BI -------)

TABLE 40
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF POLITICAL INTEREST
FOR THE MIDDLE AGED
=======================================================
DIRECT
INDIRECT
TOTAL
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
VARIABLES
---------------------------------via-------------------Education
.17
.17
Income
.083
Att to camp
.11S
Att (complex)
.004
Prof spec
.037
Complex
...
.17 + TOTAL
.270=
.44
.17

Income
Att to campaign
Dcc- prof spec.
Occ- military
Clo to labor un
Complex

.37
.37 +
.09
-.09
.14
.11

.17
Complex

.01

.37
.38
.09
-.09
.14
.11

Once again, attention to the campaign was found to
have a indirect, as well as, a direct effect on Political
Interest.

Although the total effect of education was quite

high (8=.441, the direct effect of attention to the campaign
for the Middle Aged was also considerable.

(8=.38).

2;'4

FIGURE 18
SIGNIFICANT PATH AUAtYSIS
OF POLITICAL INTEREST FOR THE YOUNG
=====:r=============-=========================::;===========-====&;;==_-==:1;:==
P
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TABLE 41
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF POLITICAL INTEREST
FOR THE YOUNG
DIRECT
INDIRECT
TOTAL
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
VARIABLES
EFFECTS
------------------------------------via----------------Education
.IS
.18
Income
.022
Inc (say)
.004
Inc (sev ex)
.004
Service ex
.009
Se EX Cint gp) .001
Att to camp
.113
Att (say)
.008
Att (complex)
.000
Att Cint gpl
.001
Interest gp
.014
Say
.01S
Complex
...Q!2
.18 + TOTAL
.213
=.39
Income

.06
.06 +

Occ- ser e):
Att to camp

-.06
-.06 +

.42

Say

.01

Interest gp

-.005

Interest gp
Say
Complex

.005
.03

Student

.42 + TOTAL
.06
Say
.06 +

lnt gp memb
Say in govt
Comple):

.07
.14
.OS

.06
.07
-.06
=-.07

.42

...QQ2
.044

.OOS

.4':'
.06
.07
.07
.14
.OS

·"According to this model, the amount of education had
direct and indirect effects on Political Interest for the
Young, with a total effect of (B=.39).

Attention to the

campaign also had considerable total effect on the Young
(B=.46).
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The factor Citizen Con'tacting ...as comprised of three
variabi'es:
Did respondent meet representative personally?
Did respondent attend meetings where he/she
spoke?
Did respondent speak to staff of representative?
Interest group membership was significant among the, total
sample and among all subgroups for Citizen Contacting.

This

finding implied that those citizens with organizational ties
were mast likely to approach a powerful political individual
for assi stance.

In regard to the total sample,

identification with blacks (8=.18), and education were the
most significant predictors (8=.15).

- -_.- -- -. ---

TABLE 42
SIGNIFICAtn REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS A"ONG THE YOUNG, HIDDLE AGED,
'YOUN6 OLD', 'OLD OLD' AND THE TOTAL SAHPlE FOR THE FACTOR,
=====================:==================================::.===================:c=
HIDDlE
YDUN6
OLD
TOTAL
YOUNG
AGED
OLD
OLD
SAHFLE
n=967
n=415
n=455
n=132
N=I,969

Ibl
181 Ibl
Age
.13: .04
Education I .04
Occupation
g. EXf[uti ve
J .25
Li ving arrangement
1-.30
a. Alone
b. Spouse

Res in [01: .01
Enp. status
a.

.141 .21

IBI

181
.14
.11

1 .09

.oa

I .00

.07

1-.51 -.26 '''',15
I
.23:
.09:
: .61
11.1
.23
.27
12.3

.13

.23 : .27

.15

I .14

.OS

.101

.131

-.131

.20: .64
.1BI

.11 I .35

.26
1G.6%
10.2%

Ibl

-.141

I .CI

f ....

Ibl
: .01
I .03

IBI

.101

camplex
Unadjusted R2
Mjusted R2

Ibl

.13: .02

.OSI

a. Elderl y
.14 : .49
b. Blacks I .26
c. lab unl .58
.ISI .Bi
f. bn
g. Environlentali sts

: .25

181

17.21
15.82

.IS: .40

.141
17.4X
16.2%

26.3%
23.41

.Ie

13.5%
13.1%

Leeking mere closelv at the data, it was net
surpriSing to

that inceme was not a

predicter ef Citizen Centacting.

These findings were

similar te those ef Verba and Nie (1972) and Jenes (1977).

-_._----
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Using the SES madel, Verba and Nie found virtually no
relationship between SES and this form of participation.
Jones et el., breaking from the SEa madel, found that need
was an important determinant of Contacting.

(Unfortunately,

these data did not lend themselves to a similar analysis).
Contacting was a curvilinear function of SES level, with
middle SES citizens having the highest rate of contacting
(Jones et al., 1977).

Thus. the hypothesis that

was confirmed.
It was surprising to find that attention to the
campaign was not a significant predictor of Citizen
Contacting.

Once again, identification with the elderly was

negatively related to Citizen
In Figures 19 through
Contacting are displayed.

p ...t:h models for Citizen
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FIGURE 19

SISNIFICAIIT FATH ANALYSIS
OF CITIZEN CONTACTING FOR THE 'OLD OLD'

=====================================;;=====================================r.===
CLOSEST TO ELDERLY------- -.26 (-.21----)C C

I 0

1-. 27 (-.241
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E I
N
INT SF nmER;HIP-----------.23 ( ,24I---)N 5

TABLE 43
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF CITIZEN CONTACTING
FOR THE 'OLD OLD"
===========================================================
INDIRECT
DIRECT
TOTAL
VARIABLES
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
-------------------------------------via----------(rounded)
Closest to elderly
-_26
-.26

Closest to men

.23

.23 +

Clo to environment
Int gp membership

Clo to elderly

.06

.27
.23

.23
.29

.27
.23

For the 'Old Old", only one indirect path was found
for Citizen Contacting.
indirectly related to

Feeling closest to men was
closest to the elderly with a

substantial total indirect effect of B=.29.

FI6URE 20
SI6NIFItAtlT PATH
OF ClTllEtl CONTACTItIG FOR THE 'YOUN6 OLD'
=======:UI.======:zs====;;====sa=::===_=================ii:lCII:===DII============II===I:.=

Dtu:ATlON------------------------------.IO , .191---------)C

LElliiTH OF RES -------.13

'.111--------->1

t

o

N
.15 I .151---) CLOSEST TD BLACr.S----.23 '.271---------)1 T
A
C
T
CLOSEST TO LABOR Utl--. 09 , .16! ---------) 1 I
.19 , • m---) INTEREST SP "91------.18 , .221---------)1

6

CDr.PLEX--------------.14 I .1 BI---------)E

A
1.-.151-.m
CLOSEST TO

-.05 1.-I2)------N5-)N

Although feeling closest to thm elderly was not a
significant predictor of Citizen Contacting (once other
variables were controlled), this important variable was
entered into the path model to test if indirect effect were
operating_
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TABLE 44
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF CITIZEN CONTACTING
FOR THE 'YOUNG OLD"
==================================================-========
DIRECT
INDIRECT
TOTAL
VARIABLES
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
-------------------------------via----------------(rounded)
Educati on
.10
.10
Clo to blacks
.04
Interest gp mem
.10 + TOTAL
.07
.17
Len of residence
Clo to blacks
Clo to labor un
Interest gp mem
Complex
Clo to Elderly

.13
.23
.09

.18
.14

-.05
-.05 +

-.05
Complex

-.02 '" -.07

Feeling closest to the elderly was mediated by,
"Politics is too complicated for a person like me to
Llnderstand", and had a total'effect of (8"'-.07).
Education had indirect effects via feeling closest
to blacks and belonginQ to interest groups ",ith a total
e-ffect of (B"'. 17) •

FIBURE 21
SI6NIFICANT PATH ANALYSIS
OF CIII ZEN CONTACT! NB FOR THE mOLE ABED
================';::==IIIIII:====I:II:_=======al;==I:CII.===================a.==II====IIIU;:-===
EDUCATIDII------------------------------.13 I .161---------)C

.17 I .171----) OCC- EXECUTlVE-------.IO I .111

-------->1

LIVE AlONE--------- -.14 1-.131-------->1

tiS

1-.191

-.14 1-.161--) HOUSEWIFE----------- -.Il 1-.121---------)1
CLOSEST TO

119

I .25)--------->1

1.201

CLOSEST TO

UlI--.Ja I .21!---------)E

.Ib I .161----) INTEREST 6P----------.1I , .17)--------->11

c

o
N

T
A
C
T
1
N
&
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TABLE 45
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF CITIZEN CDNTACTINB
FOR THE MIDDLE ABED
===-==========================================-============
DIRECT
INDIRECT
TOTAL
VARIABLES
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
----------------------------------a---------------Crounded)
Education
.13
.13
Dcc- executive
.02
Houswife
.02
Interest group
.13 + TOTAL
.08
.21

=

Occ- exacutive .10
Live alone
-.14
-.14 +
House wife
Cia to blacks
Clos to lab un
Interest group

Houswife

.02

-.13
.20
.20 +

.10
-.14
-.12
-.13

Clo to labor un

.04

.18
.11

.20
.24
.18
.11

The effect of "feeling closest" to blacks was
mediated by "feeling closest" to labor unions for the Middle
Aged.

The total effect of identifying with blacks CB=.24)

were twice as large as belonging to interest groups.

They

were also large compared to having an executive occupation.
This finding suggested that the relationship between group
feelings and Campaign Activity seemed to be independent of
the influence of occupational factors.

FIGURE 22
SIGNIFICAIIT PATH ANALYSIS
OF CI11lE11 CONTACTING FOR THE YOUNG
================:a:=======================a=====a============_===========:__==_

EDUCATION

---------------------------.13 I.141----·----)C
LENGTH QF RESIDEHCE--.OB C .071--------·>1
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TABLE 46
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF
FOR THE YOUNG
===========================================================
DIRECT
INDIRECT
TOTAL
VARIABLES
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
------------------------------via-----------------(rounded)
Education
.13
.13
Length of res

.08
.08 + TOTAL

Clo to blacks
Clo tD labor
Int Gp Memb

.14
.14 +

.08
Clo to blacks
Clo to bl (1 un)

Clo to labor un

.13

.14

.01
.01 =

.09

.03 =

.14
.17
.13
.14

Once again, identification with blacks had indirect
effects through identification with labor unions, with a
moderate total effect of (B=.17)
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To summarize, education had direct, as well as,
indirect effect on Citizen Contacting for the 'Young Old",
Middle Aged and the Young.

Income had no significant effect

for all subgroups.
Identification with the elderly had significant. but
negative, total effects for the cIder age groups.

Other

group identification variables; blacl:s and labor unions had
noticeable indirect effects on Citizen Contacting.
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The

Campaign Activity was

of four

variables:
Did respondent wear a
button or
bumper
on
Did the respondent attend political meetings or
rallies?
Did respondent work for a party or
Did respondent
money to a party,
candidate or issue?
The least amount of
1107.).

was eY-plained by this

This implied that a number of other variables not in

the study

for Campaign

Interest group membership, once again, demonstrated
among all subgroups and the total sample.
Political

is not too

person like me to understand" was also a
for all subgroups and the total sample.

for a

TABLE 47
SI&NIFICA.1T RE&RESSlo.r COEFFICIENTS AKONG THE vou.rs,
AGED,
'YOUNG OLD', 'OLD OLD' AND THE TOTAL SAKPlE FOR THE FACTOR,
1:::===================================1::====;::=========:==========11=':=

KIDDlE
AGED
n=415

you.re
n=967
Ib)
Educal i Dn :-.11
Occupation
e. Adm Sp:-.17
f. Pr Ser: .56
Ser Ex:-.15
h. Eutulive
i.
Race
Har Stal I ".lD
Alia Caa: .16

IB) Ib)
-.11 •

IB)

-.OB:
.Obl
-,061
: .3i

YDU.IG
OLD
n=455
Ib)
: .02

OLD
OLD
n=132

(B) Ib)
.111

TOTAL
SAKPLE
N-I,969
IB)

.171
:-'59

-.20:

:-.53

-.261

-.10:
.051

Call. TYti
a. Suburb of a CiI)'

.;;1

Ibl
.01

IB)

.39

.06

.22

.09

.12

.07

.05

.10:

§ggyt!H
i.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Elderl r
Blacks: .25
.12:
I .S}
labor Uni ons
Fuins: .44
.071
Busine£s
UOI.n
Conur val i ves

.

: .36
.)3:
:I.S

:-.12 -.05
: .18 .09
, .21 .05
: .37 .05
:-.19 -.05
.32:

.

.15:

.161

.5.

:1.9
.10:

.40

.221 .22

.13: .21

.12: .26

.22: .28

.16

Taa Caropl! .14

.05: .17

.W .IS

. III .23

.IS: .16

.10

fPkmm __

Unadjusted R. 0.8%
Adjusled R2 6.2%

10.3%
9.2%

12.61

26.9%

10.1%

11.41
24.0%
9.61
------_ .....------------------_.._----------_ .. _--------_ ..------------_ .. --
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In Figures 23 through 26 causal path mDdel& of
Campaign Activity are analyzed.

The path models for age

&ubgroups reveal how strongly each predictor variable
effects other variables located subsequent to it in the
model.

FIGURE 23
SI6N!FICAIIT PATH

OF

ACTlVm FOR THE 'OLD OLD'

=============================;:================================a.===========:.==:
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In this model race was designated as an exogenous
variable, since it was not influenced by the other
predictors.
Although identification with the elderly was not a
significant predictor of Campaign Activitiy, this very
important vari abl e was enter"ed into the path mod!!l.

It wa.s

found to have a significa.nt indirect effect on internal
e.fficacy.
TABLE 48
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF CAMPAIGN ACTIVITY
FOR THE 'OLD OLD"
m=========================================================
TOTAL
DIRECT
INDIRECT
EFFECTS
VARIA8LES
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
-------------------------------------via---------(rounded)
Race
-.26
-.26
-.26 + Occ-Pvt household .08
-.18
-.20
.32
.22
.18

Occ- pvt household-.20
Close to women
.32
Interest gp mem
.22
Complex
.18
Clo to elderly

-.14 +

Comple::

-.04

-.18

For the 'Old Old" being black not only was
significantly related to decreased Campaign Activity but
also, had indirect

Race was mediated by the

occupation of private household with a total negative effect
of (8=-.18).

That is, those blacks who held domestic

positions were less likely to particpate in campaign
activities.
Feeling closest to the elderly mediated by low
political efficacy resulted in a moderate negative effect on
Campaign Activity.

This finding implies that it would be
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very difficult to motivate these 'Old Old" individuals to
participate in campaign activities.

strategies would have

to be developed to raise their sensa of efficacy in order to
increase their participation in this mode of activity.

FIGUPE 24

SI6NIFICh,n PATH A11"LYSIS
OF

ACTIVITY FOR THE 'YPUlle OLD'
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TABLE 49
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF CAMPAIGN ACTIVITY
FOR THE 'YOUNG OLD'
==========================================================
DIRECT
INDIRECT
TOTAL
EFFECTS
VARIABLES
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
------------------------------via----------------Crounded)
Education
.11
.11
CI to blacks
.02
Interest gp mem .02
Complex
....
.11 + TOTAL
.17
.06
CIa to blacks
.15
CIa to feminists .16
.16 +

Int Gp

CIa to conser vat .10
.10 +

Complex

Interest groLlp
Complel:

.12
.11

Clo to elderly

-.07
-.07 +

.15
.16
.17
.10
.11

.01 +

.12
.11

Complex

-.02

-.07
-.09

Identification with the elderly mediated by internal
efficacy, had a small negative effect on Campaign Activity
for the 'Old Old",

(8=-.09).

Amount of education had positive indirect effects cn
feelil1g closest to blacl:s (B=.02) , interest group membership
(8=.02) and "politics is not too complicated", with a
moderate total effect of (B=.17).

Fl6URE 25
SJSNIFICAIlT PATH ArlAlVSIS
OF CA"PAISrl ACTIVITY FOR THE "IDDlE AGED
=======c:=:u=_==========allC:==;':==============================c:=============;:====
OCC-

I .211---------) C A

A C

: .ZO I .201-) SUBURBS--------------.l0 I .15) ---------) "
I
P
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In this model occupation was designated as
e);ogenous, since it was not affected by other variables in
the model.
TABLE 50
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF CAMPAIGN ACTIVITY
FOR THE MIDDLE AGED
DIRECT
TOTAL
INDIRECT
VARIABLES
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
----------------------------------via-------------Iroundedl
Occ- executive
.17
.17
Suburbs
.02
Complex
.:.21
.03 =.20
.17 +
TOTAL
Suburbs

.10
.10

Clo to labor un
Interest gp mem
Complex

.13
.13
.11

+

Comple);

.01

.10
=.11
.13
.13

.11

Table 50 shows that having an executive occupation
had positive indirect effects an living in the suburbs and
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internal efficacy.

The direct plus indirect effects for

this variable were (8=.20).

FIGURE 26
SI6NIFICANT FATH M:ALYSIS
OF
Acmnv FeE THE YOUII6

=====0:===============================================================
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· TABLE 51
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF CAMPAI6N ACTIVITV
FOR THE VOUN6
=============================================-=============
DIRECT
INDIRECT
TOTAL
VARIABLES
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
EFFECTS
Education

-.11

-.11 +

-.11
Att to camp
Occ- adm support
Occ- ser Em
Interest gp mem
Int gp mem (att)
Complex
TOTAL

.013
.005
.012
.046
.001

...

.09 ..-.02

Occ- adm sup -.08
Occ- prof ser .06
.06 +

-.08
.06

Clo to bl acl(s

.01

=.07

Occ- 5er ex

-.06
-.06 +

Interest gp mem

-.06
-.02 =-.07

Married

-.08
-.08 +

Clo to blacks

-.08
-.01 =-.09

AU to camp

.(15

.05 +

Clo to blacks .12
.12 +

Clo to fern

.07

Int gp marn

.22
.22 +

Complex

.05
.06

Complex

.01

Int group mem

.12
.02 = .14
.C17

Att to campaign

.OOll· =.22

.05

:'ti:t"

Education had a minor negative total effect on
Campaign Activity for the Voung.

This was the only factor

that had a negative beta weight for education.
this study, the effect of education was
all forms of participation.

Thus, in

uniform across
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In order to view more

the

between the 'Young Old' and the 'Old Old' on the
b's are reported in Table 52 and

the
53.

For the 'Young Old'

to

relationship with

Interest, Citizen

Contacting, and Campaign

For the 'Old Old',

however, education was only
Political Interest.

related to

In

(b=.Ol) was

minimally significant for

Interest for the 'Young

Old' on this one factor and was not
other three factors.

a

for" the

Nor was income a significant

for the 'Old Old' on any of these

Being widowed

was once again confirmed as a
for the 'Old Old'.

(b=-.31)

It was surprising, however, to find that

being widowed was a significant
Intl?rest onl y.

of

(Discriminant Analysis portrayed more

clearly the effect of this variable.)
Attention to the campaign was seen as highly
important as a

for Media Interest and

Interest for both age groups.

Addltionally, interest group

memberShip was a strong predictor in this
analysis for Citizen

and Campaign Activity

factors, for the 'Young Old' and the 'Old Old'.
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TABLE 52
RESRESSIOII

SIGNIFICANT

AnON6 A6E SUB6ROUPS
======:==============:r:==============:.==========:;=;::====;::==a
nlDDLE YOUNS OLD
YOUNG ABED OLD OLD
n=967 n=415 n=455 n=132

Educatior.
Incole
Sales-occupation
Attention to caapaign
Reside in cO.lunitv
HooeoNnership
in the suburbs
Marking
Living alone

.04

I .02 I
1 .22 I
I .54 I .56 I .61 I .65:
: .00 :
.301

1-.46 :

:-.14

:-.28 :
1-.15 1

Elderly
b. Environm.tal ist
c. CDnser •• tives
a.

Say abt governlent
Tco cOlpieK

Education
lncoae

Pro! speciality-occ
Service eucutive-ccc
nilitary-occ
Private household
widoMed
Att to Caepaign
Student

1-.35 :

:-.41 :
:-.56 :

I

J .14

I ,12 I

I .06 : .03 : .04 I .07
: .01 : .02 I .01

: .IS :
:-.12

1-.85 :
1-.31

1-.31
.70 : .58 : .58 I •i5 I
.24 f
• i-.IS

COllunity residence
Li vi ng alone
Labor unions

.011

:-.17

t .49 I
I .13 i

Say in government

Tao Complex

; .17

) .23 I
, .20
: .12 : .16 I • \4

TABLE 53
RE6RESSION COEFFICIENTS

SIGNIFICANT

AHDNS AGE SUBBROUPS

=================================================a=========
"IODlE YOUNG OLD

YOUNG

n=967

ABED

OLD

OLD

n=415 n=455 n=132

Education
Executi ve-occ
Li ve alone

I .04

Reside in cOlunity
Housewi fe

I .01

a. EI derl)
b. Blacks
c. lab unions
d. Ken
e. Environm;;nlilists

:-.51 :
I
I .49
.64:
: .5S : .87 1.62 J
11.1
12.3 I

I .04 I .02 1 .631
: .25 :
.01

1-.39 :

: .25 I .2J

Too cOlplex

Education
Occupation
a.
support
b. Pr service
c. Ser executive
d. Encutlve
e. Pyt. Household
Race
Kirital Status
At t to Calpaigr:
of a ti ty

a. Blacks
b. labor uni ons
c. Feainst
·d. - ·Uolen·
e. Con&lrYati ves

I .35 I .401
I .26 :

:-.11

: .02 I

1-.17

: .50
1-.15
: .37
1-.59 :
1-.53 I
! -.16 I
: .16 I

: .31 :
.25 r
.53 I
.44 I

: .3b I

11.8

: .40 I .22 I .21

Tao COlplex

:1., :

I .56

I .261

: .14 I 17 : .18 I .23
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In order to conlpare effects across subgroups, Table
52 and 53 present the unstandardized beta Meights.
The results of group identification Mere mixed for
the "Young Old", Mith feeling closest to environmentalists
(b=-.41) and conservatives Cb=-.56) negatively related to
Media Interest.

Identification with blacks Cb=.64) and

labor unions Cb=.62) was positively related to Citizen
Contacting.

Identification Mith conservatives (b=.56) was

strongly related to Campaign Activity. as well as,
identification with blacks (b=.36) and identification with
feminists (b=.18).

The "Old Old', on the other hand, were

more consistent in that identifying with the elderly was
related negatively to Media Interest (b=-.35) and Citizen
Contacting (b m -.51).

The highest regreSSion coefficients in

this study were noted amor'g feeling closest to men (b=l.!)
and

(b=2.3) for Citizen Contacting and.

identification with blacks for Campaign Activity (b=1.9).
To summario:e 'rable 52 and 53, for the 'Young Old".
education had the most influence across all dimensions of
participation, and attention to the campaign, then, in
decending order, interest group membership, feeling closest
tu blacks, conservatives. labor unions and feeling
politically

For the "Old Old", attention to

the campaign, interest group membership, and identification
wi th envi ronmental i sts, bl aclcs and men had the most
influence.
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Three aspects of the path analysis were especially
noteworthy.

First, for the 'Young Old' and the 'Old Old'

negative indirect paths were observed for Political
Interest, Citizen Contacting and Campaign Activity with
regard to identification with the elderly.

This finding

implied that identification with the elderly significantly
hampered these types of participation for the elderly
respondents in the study sample.
Second, identification with the elderly had a
significant (negative) direct effect on Media Interest for
the 'Old Old'.

No direct or indirect effects were found for

the ·Yol.lng Old'.
Third, education h ... d direct, as well as, indirect
effects for all age subgroups for Politic:al Interest and
Citizen Contacting factors.

For the other two factors,

however, mil<ed influence of education on participation was
observed.
For Media Interest, edLlcation had moderate total
effect fClr QOll! the Young.

No indirect paths were observed

the other age groups.
For Campaign Activity, education was a significant
positive predictor for the 'Young Old', and was minimally
(negatjye!y).

for the Young.

Thes ... findings implied

that although the amount of education emerged as one of the
most powerful predictors of participation, this relationship
did not hold for elderly Media Interest nor Middle Aged and
'Old Old' Campaign Activity. This analysiS provided a more
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refined typDIDgy Df

ThrDughDut the literature, an emphasis Dn sDcial
as the most important
political

explaining variation in

pervades.

Dahl's work,

One notable

is

He found that the "better off"

participated more extensively in noncampaign forms of
activity, but, not in election politics (Dalh, 1961).

In

this study, income was significantly related to Media
Interest, for the Middle Aged only, and Political Interest,
for the Young, Middle Aged and the 'Young Old'.

Education,

attention. and interest group membership was a more
important determinant Df participation for all modes of
activity.

Thus, income itself was a gross indicatDr Df

particpation.
This investigation has shed more light Dn theories
Df political participatiDn as it suggested that age group
differences in types Df activity existed.

These personal,

situational and efficacy differences have qualitatively
different implicatiDns fDr the political system.
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CHAPTER X

The results of the regression enelyses on political
participetion for the totel study semple were consistent
wtth the findings of previous studies thet reported a
significent relationship between education end political
activity (Verbe and Nie, 1972; Olsen, 1982).

Income,

however, wes not significantly related to participation
(Income was only significant for the Middle Aged).
Overall, interest group membership wes found to be
the most important predictor of politicel perticipation
among the total sample and all age groups.
indirect effects were found.

Direct end

Thus, the hypothesis thet

was supported.
The data were in egreement with the findings of
Olsen, 1982, thet involvement in voluntary essociations was
releted to political activity_

Membership in organizations

may be seen by politicians and policy makers as e
significant source of political demands that necessitates e
response.
Nie et al., using Almond and Verbas" cross-nation
participetion date, looked at sociel class es the major
factor in expleining variation in political participation
for citizens of all ages.

They found thet organizational

involvement was en alternative to upper class standing to
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achieve t"nvolvement (Nie. Powell. Prewitt. 1969).
Research by Trela. suggested that older persans
membership. even in non-political groups. raised the
age consciousness.

Additionally. he found that

membership instills in them the orientation that older
Americans make up a community of interests and problems that
can be solved through
!Trela. 1976).

and public policy actions

This was confirmed by the current study by

the finding that group membership was significantly related
to participation.
The analysis of group identification and
participation suggested that identification with blacks and
labor unions was a significant predictor of participation
for the Young. and Middle Aged.
closest to blacks.

The 'Voung Old". also. felt

This might be due to their shared

feeling of being part of a economically disadvantaged group.
The ·Dld Old" significantly felt closest to only
environmentalist groups.

This identification could be just

a mere coincidence. a statistical fluke devoid of any
meaning.

This study could not eKplain or establish any link

between this finding and previous empirical studies.
In contrast to identification with the elderly.
identification with blacks and labor unions emerged as a
stronger factor in predicting total participatian for the
aged and all subgroups.

The uneKpected negative

participation found among the elderly identifiers ...as
probably a function of their deprived socia-economic status.
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This finding suggested that elderly participation will be
enhanced by improved social and economic conditions and a
greater sense of efficacy.
Being married was a significant predictor for the
total elderly sample and elderly subgroups.

Gubrium (1972)

also found that with continuity in marriage there was
greater political interest.

When respondents were queried

about why they had last their political interest, the second
most frequent response was, "my spouse kept me interested"
IGubrium, 1972).
Foner suggested that women cease their political
participation because they are widowed and that those
activities were done with their husbands.
contended that the
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terms of transportation.

She also

of a husband fosters dependency in
Therefore, they were less likely

to get out and participate in the political process (Foner,
1972).
Internal efficacy variables-- "people like me do
have a say in government" and "politics is not too
complicated for a person like me to understand" were
significant predictors for the total sample.

This effect

held within Bach of the subgroups, although the strength of
effects varied by group.

was supported.

Thus, the hypothesis that
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Findings by Edinger in a study of political behavior
in major liberal democracies
States

that in the United

people appeared to feel

feelings of

were more pervasive among the aged

than the Midde Aged and the Young (Edinger, 1985).
The selection of Personal, Situational, Group
Identification and Political Efficacy variables to predict
political participation has been predicated on the
availability of the 1984 Michigan Election Study data.

It

is unlikely that all relevant variables have been identified
and measured.

Some relevant variables undoubtly were

excluded, while others that were included were not important
determinants of political participation.

Also, the

questions used to measure the four modes of participation,
unfortunately, did not explicate whether each participatory
act was done recently or in the past.
Since unexplained variance

attributed to missing

independent variables (as well as measurement error),
independent variables, such as health status, prior
political participation and frequency and type of parental
participation, should be considered, to better understand
political partiCipation.

An assumption involving most

discussions of generations is that, according to Foner, the
experience in the formative years or the first experience
politics was the key to the character of a given
political generation.

The study of subgroup participation

in later years required an understanding of that group's
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experiences across the life cycle (Foner, 1972).
A theoretical rationale which determines the
significance of parental political participation was found
in the idea of the politicized family,

"in which political

matters receive both substantial and sustained attention,
and in which skills in the analysis of public issues are
supplemented by examples of adult political participation"
(Marvick and Nixon, 1961, p. 209).

A child reared in an

environment where parents show active interest in political
matters will be well-informed.

According to Olsen, by

internalizing the norm that political activity is important,
they inherit social skills that serve to increase their
political involvement (Olsen, 1976).
Also, more restrictive measures of interest group
membership and community participation should be considered.
Verba and Nie argued that active participation in'
organizations was more important than passive membership,
although the very act of membership did raise participation
scores (Verba and Nie, 1972).
In determining the effect of community involvement
on participation, Olsen utilized three measures: length of
reSidence, participation in community events and projects
and frequency of informal interaction with neighbors,
friends, and relatives in the community (Olsen, 1982).
Additionally, questions that considered the circumstances of
old age thrt hinder or advance participation need to be
addressed.
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Since the natianal sample studied included anly 132
"Old Old' citizens, same cautian is necessary when
attempting ta generalize the findings ta the entire elderly
papulatian.

It must alsa be remembered that we are dealing

with anly ane slice in time.

Past and future age caharts

would undaubtly exhibit different patterns.

Unfortunately,

this makes it difficult ta explain the measurement af age
graups in precise, analytical farm.

For example it is

impassible ta separate maturational, and cahart effects in
this crass-national survey.

That is, does palitical

participatian change as ane graws older or are age related
differences in participatian accounted far by the unique
histarical experiences of the "Young Old' and the "Old Old'?
From a palicy perspective, it is

to

relate the findings to the debate aver aging and the life
cycle.

Yes, the "Yaung Old' and the 'Old Old' in 1984 did

significantly participate in palitics.

The data disclased a

gelleral increase in participatian assaciated with age.

What

influenced their participation was the same factars that
have been found ta influence the participation af the Middle
Aged and the Yaung; education, attention to the campaign
and, "palitics is nat tao complicated for a person like _
to understand."
Hawever, this study improved an previous studies
because it divided alder Americans into twa categories; the
'Yaung Old'

(55-74) and the "Old Old' (75+) and did not

treat them Simply as a residual category used for comparison
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purposes only.

This examination was especially effective in

explaining the different predictors of subgroups so that
target groups of older citizens, who are concerned enough
with public issues to take steps and participate, can be
identified.
Politicians who rec"ognize this difference can
develop special appeals to the 'Young Old" and the 'Old Old"
as central issues for their campaign.

For example, by

encouraging older Americans to join voluntary aSSOCiations,
regardless of the political or non-political nature of these
organizations and then finding potential activists among
these participants is just ana possible strategy employable
by a policy maker and intarest group organizers.
In a cross-sectional study by Kasschau ana of the
major resaarch questions was, "How much are politicians
sensitive to the emergence of a special interest group-- a
political or social constituency of those above 60 or 65?"
She found that 52% of the politicians intarviewed professed
a concern and were more optimistic and likely to see older
Americans as forming a political block than directors of
senior clubs and multi-purpose centers (Kasschau, 1978).
Another noteworthy study finding was the lack of
accurate information by decisionmakers concerning the
of the aged (Kasschau, 1978).

Verba and Nie

contended that community leaders were more responsive to or
at least were in agreement with the public in those
communities where the public was more active (Verba and Nie,
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1972) •
According to Kasschau, in contrast to researchers
and political analysts, decisionmakers affirmed that
conditions did exist to endorse an age-based political
movement.

They saw older Americans as sharing mutual

experiences, interests, and problems bV just being old.
These commonalities reach differences caused bV sex, race or
social class distinctions.

Thus, the origins for an aged

based interest group existed for these decisionmakers
CKasschau, 1978).
The principal findings of this dissertation are the
social characteristics that differentiate those 'Young Old"
and 'Old Old' who were more likely to support or participate
in organized and unorganized political activities.

For the

'Young Old' the significant characteristics are; being
married, educated, paying attention to the political
campaign of 19B4, community residence, feeling closest to
blacks. belonging to organizations that take part in
activities that represent the interests and viewpoints of
(groups named) and having a strong feeling of political
efficacy.

For the 'Old Old" the characteristics are. also.

being married, educated, belonging to interest groups, and
in addition, "feeling closest" to environmentalists.
Regardless of which significant characteristics "ere
uncovered. social workers are armed with more and better
detailed information than they had prior to this study.
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Knowing

unique

of

'Young

Old' and 'Old Old', which make for
working in senior or
multi-purpose centers, churches, neighborhood
and other associations designed for

aged, have a natural

forum for advocacy training and political involvement.
These growing facilities serve as a base for advocacy, as
well as, recreation and education.
The first task for the social worker would be to
choose an issue that is most pressing and will profit the
greatest number of participants.

People with similar

problems or mutual needs are the source from which
individuals begin to recognize that they all have common
concerns and that they can better their lives by using the
power which is potentially theirs through organized
collective action.

Then, using the significant

characteristics uncovered in this study, social workers can
approach individuals who have these characteristics and
motivate them to become the team Dr committee leaders.

For

example, channeling the knowledge and experience of the
educated or retired professionals who are not dissuaded by
the intricate network of regulations and bureaucracies would
be an essential step toward establishing a group goal.
social worker can then

The

as an advisor and work toward

increasing membership knowing what characteristics to look
for in choosing future leaders.
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In determining a course of action, members can work
in teams, involving the mare willing with the less willing
participants.

The newly widowed. for example, can be paired

with ather widowed.
'Young Old" members.

The less mobile "Old Old" can work with
Long time community members can survey

ather community organizations about the problem at hand with
the goal of obtaining information or directing sympathizers
into a commitment of action.
The first advocacy issue chosen should be one where
the outcome is achievable.

Success on an issue of less

importance can build power and confidence. for the
organization as well as each partiCipant.

It can also

assist in involving the older persons in their own advocacy.
What this suggests is that. while group advocacy attempts of
elderly are heightened. they will learn the skills necessary
for political participation/advocacy and will stimUlate the
likelihood of becoming more demanding and involved
politically. on a regular basis.
In the area of social policy. social workers in the
aging field have a number of roles to play.

First they have

the responsibility to improve their outreach to all
decisionmakers and to communicate an accurate picture of the
special needs of the 'Young Old" and the "Old Old", and
possible solutions to meet these needs.

Kasschau"s study

highlighted the well-known fact that decisionmakers are
dependent on information which is often inacurate or very
selective.

When asked how they received their information
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about the elderly, the majority of their sampled
decisionmakers said that direct contact with senior citizens
or through people in their own family was their major source
of information (Kasschau, 197B).
The reciprocal nature of sDcial wDrk roles of
broker. advocate. teacher, and enabler, allows social
wDrkers to use a variety of intervention techniques to
effect change in the area of social policy.

In the role of

advocate/practioner, the social worker engages older persons
tD i.nfluence legislatiDn or programs to benefit them and,
nDt only helps them to achieve an immediate sense of
self-worth, but, also. will better the standard of living
fDr themselves and the future aged.

For eHample, the

Public Affairs Committee for Older Adults sponsored by the
Jewish AssDciatiDn for Service for the Aged (a social
service organization) had been actively involved in
Drganizing its members.

The functiDn of the chairperson

(usually a social worker) was to organize its members in
their senior centers for social action (through the
formulation of Social Action Committies) and to advocate for
improving services to older people.

The chairperson also

served as the liaison between his/her senior center and the
larger community involved with issues of older Americans
(Japac, 1984).
Kasschau pointed out that political decisions and
policy choices were not made directly through the election
of candidates.

It is what those leaders and representatives
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actually do in their executive offices. that results in
policy CKasschau. 1978).

Therefore. it is imperative that

these legislators be contacted and kept informed an a
regular baais of Mhat the elderly really think about certain
issues.
This source of political influence should be the
prime consideration for the aged and aging advocates.

It is

the role of advocate or broker to function as a
representative of his clients' group interest.

The social

Mork advocate is the one Mho influences the decisionmakers
to become responsive to the clients needs'.

To guide the

aged in this direction. the SOCial Morker is obliged to
furnish strategies and techniques for action.

If they are

to help the aged help themselves, they must uphold the
conviction that they Mill not dominate the elderly, but,
transfer the conviction that the liability for policy
decisions are in the hands of the people CLOMY, 1985).

The

social Mork professional must be ready to identify issues
and assess difficulties. select expedient tactics. and act
in concert with others.
LOMY painted out that it Mas, also. through
leadership roles that social Morkers must assess the degree
to Mhich agencies that employ them satisfy the criterion of
'adequacy. availability. acceptability. and accountability'
in the services they provide to the aged in the community
CLDMY. 1985).

Additionally. social Mork professionals must

bring forMard and actively influence alder Americans in
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coalition partnerships to procure the "bicentennial rights"
pledged to alder Americansl
III.

II.

III.
IV.

v.

VI.

VII.
VIII.
IX.

The right to freedom. independence,
and the free exercise of individual
initiative.
The right to income in retirement
Nhich Nill provide an adequate
standard of living.
The right· to opportunity for
employment free from discriminatory
practices because of age.
The right to an opportunity to
participate in the Nidest range of
meaningful civic, educational,
recreational, and cultural
activities.
The right to suitable housing.
The right to the best level of
physical and mental health ser-vices.
The right to ready access to
effecti ve soci.al services.
The right to appropriate
institutional care Nhen required.
The right to a life and death Nith
dignity" (LONY, 1985).

Using the information uncovered by this
dissertation, along Nith current knoNledge, the social
Norker can mare accurately utilize the strengths of the
elderly to their best advantage.
Torres-SilOs 1982 study of the political
participation of the Hispanic Elderly distinguished elements
for people of any age to be motivated for political
activity: "I. A person must feel that he or she is a member
of society Nith a personal stake in the political system; 2.
A person must have a sense of efficacy; he or she must feel
that his or her actions Nill make a difference; 3. An
individual must have access to the political system he or
she Nishes to participate in" CTorres-Sil, 1982).
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In expanding on his findings i t should be
highlighted that these bicentennial rights are the very
"personal stakes" to which Torres-Gil·referred.

This study,

also, found that the 'Voung Old' were efficacious and the
elderly have access to the political system bV their vote
and vast membership in voluntary organizations.
Social Work leadership must begin now. to learn ta
recognize these characteristics, to encourage and develop
them in their older clients.

Using their spacial knowledge

and skills ta create pathways between older Americans and
the political system, social workers must have the
professional committment to promote social change in the
BO·s.

This leadership is assential in the development of

better sacial

for the Aged.
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The primary rationale for the present study was the
need for more detailed, systematic analysis of the sources
of variation in political participation for the aged.

Thus,

this study assessed the relationship between participation
and personal, situational, group identification and
political efficacy variables.

Using a large national

probability sample that was representative of the 1984
population, multiple regression and discriminant procedures
were used to measure the impact of these variables on
participation among age subgroups with particular emphasis
on the Middle Aged, the 'Young Old" and the 'Old Old".
Of the 18 predictors, interest group membership,
education, and attention to the campaign were the most
important (direct and indirect) predictors of participation
for all subgroups, followed by the political efficacy
variables-- "people like me do have a say in government" and
"politics is not tao complicated for a person like me to
understand."
When discriminant analysis (see APPENDIX E) was
employed to separate the active age groups and to answer the
research question, "Who were the politically active aged?",
being retired, length of residence in house/apartment,
marital status, and "politics is nat too complicated for a
person like me to understand", were the significant
discriminatory variables.
there

Thus, the research concluded that

exist a difference between the 'Young Old" and the
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'Old Old" and the Middle Aged in political participation.
a.

b.

c.

the active 'Old Old" were widowed,
retired, had no children in the home,
felt closest to the elderly and, were
least efficacious, in terms of say
about government.
the active 'Young OldY lived in the
community the longest, were married
and live with their spouse,
identified with the elderly, and felt
efficacious in terms of say about
government
the active Middle Aged were working,
married and lived with their spouse
and felt efficacious in terms of say
about government.

The three active age groups all had mean total family
incomes from $20,000 to $23,000, had 12 to 14 years of
education, paid attention to the 1984 political campaign,
and owned their homes.
With this knowledge the social worker can approach
each age group knowing what characteristics to look for
and/or develop to encourage political participation.
Important implications followed from this analysis.
The study findings were in partial agreement with
Schmidthauser.

He found that alder persons ranked lowest in

sense of political efficacy CSchmidthauser, 1968).

By

placing all of the aged in this residual category he
concealed what are major differences in political
orientation between the 'Young Old" and the 'Old Old" as
demonstrated by this study findings.
According to Neugarten, the politically active
'Young Old" speak nat only for themselves but, also, for the
frail elderly whom they see themselves soan becoming
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(Neugarten. 1982).

Hudson too. believed that the able

elderly population will concentrate political efforts to
secure benefits for the frail elderly.

He stated: "the

wisdom of fostering a political separation between the able
and less able elderly is subject to question" (Hudson, 1987
405).

Also. much of the legislation and governmental

programs that provide for the elderly, has advanced with the
powerful support and endorsement of the Middle Aged who
strongly believed in the consignment of responsibility for
family members of advanced ¥ears away from themselves and on
to the government (Cox, 1984).

Cook maintained that the

Middle aged and or,ganizations acting on behalf of older
Americans were as much a factor in the establishment of
federal programs as the elderly themselves.

Evidence

indicated that it was not only the elderly who were
responsible for the Social Security Act but, also, the
Middle Aged and the Young.

Labor unions throughout the

postwar period, also. were advocates for the expansion of
Social Security benefits (Pratt, 1976. 1982).
A survey conducted for the National Council on the
Aging showed that American workers did not protest the rise
in Social Security taxes and held the preference of a
stronger Social Security system rather the alternative of
placing the financial burden for older people on the family
(Harris, 1981).

Moreover, 39X to 59X supported raising

Social Security taxeR if necessary to provide adequate
income for older Americans.

According to the survey,
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"respondents ages IB to

were more closely divided on

raising taxes, but those in both the 1B-24 and the 65 and
over age groups supported this solidly" (Harris, 198U.
This dissertation's findings also show that
socio-economic variables alone were insufficient to account
for political partiCipation of the aged.

Education and

voluntary organization membership were bette," predictors of
political participation.

While a large proportion of the 'Voung Old" and, in
particular, the "Old Old', were disadvantaged in terms of
education and income, were foreign born, and spent their
lives as unskilled workers, future generations may be
different.

They will be better educated, healthier,

wealthier and will live longer.

Additionally, their work

will be in higher occupational levels.

They will, also.

have reached a milestone period in world history as they
have been subjected to rapid post-industrial social and
economic change.

The older population of tommorrow will be

those born in the 1940's and raised in the turbulent
political times of civil rights, Vietnam. Watergate, gas,
and water shortages, and will be dissimilar personally and
politically from the 1984 sample.
Women, in particular, in the year 2000 will have
been raised in a period during which active work involvement
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in all sectors of society, has been encouraged.

Thus, for

all these reasons we should anticipate increased
participation of older Amerticans in future years.
The decisionmakers in Kasschaus" study felt that it
was only a matter of time before they would have to contend
with an organized and articulate elderly constituency.

This

researcher strongly agreed with one of the comments made by
a district health officer reported in her study I

"The

elderly today don"t think about forming a political bloc.
But the senior citizens of tomorrow will have the knowledge
to put together a powerful block" (Kasschau, 1978 p. 349).
Another significant future trend is the decline in
partisanship and the salience of issue voting and
participation.

Unlike the 1950"s when issues were not

salient in political campaigns, the 1970's and 1980"s have
witnessed the importance of older-aged issues.

Cutler

argued that the decline in partisanship reflected
generational cohort changes in the American political
system.

He asserted,
"If future cohorts of elderly do not
organize their political tendencies in
partisan terms, other forms of political
orientation, both psychological and
organizational are likely to emerge"
(Cutler, 198p.

He further stated,
"any rebirth of partisanship that does
take place in the next twenty years will
do so within the context of a relatively
weak level of partisanship within the
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younger population ••••• It may be
reasonably argued that forms of
political orientation such as age, other
than traditional party structures may
well emerge in the early decades of the
next century" (Cutler, 19B1).
Kerschner saw this as a resource for senior
advocacy.

He claimed that substantial numbers of older

voters will support candidates whose policy positions
represent the observed needs and requests of the elderly
(Kerschner, 1976).

This, no doubt, represents self-interest

which allows citizens to be more forceful in their appeals.
As politicians come to recognize that older voters· in
particular, the 'Voung Old', are not significantly different
from the Middle Aged, policy, instead of partisan
considerations, will become more prominent.
One policy area that deserves attention is National
Health Insurance. The United States-- unlike the majority of
European countries-- is deficient in anything that resembles
a comprehensive National Health Insurance.

For example the

August, 19B7 edition of the SENIOR CITIZEN NEWS contained a
petition informing their readers that 37 million Americans
have no health insurance protection whatsoever and how
medical care costs have risen in the last six years, a
crisis which threatened young and old alike with the loss of
access to health care services (National Council of Seniar
Citizen&, 19B7).

The petition concluded with, "therefore be

it resolved, that the undersigned Americans are committed
to, and will work aggressively for, the enactment of a
universal, comprehensive, nation health care plan for all
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Americans" (National Council of Senior Citizens, 1984).
This is only one example of the numerous petitions that have
been originated by aging advocacy groups.
In bridging the gap between old age and political
issues research has demonstrated that age is an important
predictor of agreement or consensus on aging issues.
Schreiber and Marsen assesed the relationship of opinion on
a government program of medical aid using data from National
probability samples (1956. 1960, 1964, 1968).

They found

that in all four samples respondents age 65 and over were
more inclined to favor such an aid program than younger
people (Schreiber and Marsden, 1972).

However. when the

1984 sample respondents were asked their opinion on federal
spending on Medicare and Social Security. respectively, 50X
and 47X of the respondents 55 years and over favored an
increase in federal spending compared to 50X and 54X of the
Middle Aged and the Young.

This finding implied that the

younger age groups were just as likely to favor an increase
in such programs.

Thi5 might indicate that the Middle Aged

and Young will realize that this issue nat only benefits the
elderly but themselves as well.
To further examine the relationship between age
subgroups and policy preferences the "active" and
"nonactive" of all subgroups were compared on their
preference of federal spending for Medicare and Social
Security.

The "active" Young, Middle Aged,

'Young Old" and

'Old Old" were mare inclined to prefer spending to
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for Social Security (46X. 31X. 62X. 67X) than the
inactive subgroups C3SX. 2970. 4470. 5170).

Respectively. for

Medicare ( 47X, 4BX. 54X. 5770) of all the active subgroups
and C43X, 3BX, 41X. 5370) of the inactive subgroups wanted
benefits to remain the same.

Unfortunately the data did nat

lend itself to further inquiry about the basis for such a
preference.

This researcher hypothesized that given the

1984 conservative adminstration, the repondents were nat
willing to see alterations in the benefits provided at this
time.

In general, the study sample, were in apposition to

measures that would reduce benefits.

Only 3.97. of the

activists and 3.370 of the inactive political partiCipants
wanted to decrease federal spending in these programs.

For

those respondents who favored a increase in Social Security
and Medicare, the data consistently showed that it was the
inactive subgroups who responded in this fashion.
Respectively, for Social Security. 587., 677.. 537., 4970 of the
subgroups compared to the active subgroups. 4970,
43X, 387.. 33X wanted an increase in benefits.

The responses

for Medicare were similar. Respectively, 527.,

54X, 46X,

of the

sample respondents and 46X. 447.. 44X, and

37X. of the active respondents desired an increase spending.
Based on the data uncovered from this study regarding the
signifcant predictors of participation, the inactive
respondents were mare likely to be less educated. did not
pay attention to the campaign. did nat belong to interest
groups and lacked a strang sense of efficacy.

It could be
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hypothesized that this group of inactive respondents were
not aware that if Social Security and Medicare expenditures
were increased, other programs would have to be cut or taxes
raised.

The active participants, on the other hand, were

more politically aware of the trying economic times. It
could be further hypothesized that the political activists
felt that a position of maintaining their benefits while
government was attempting to cut them, was most important
and realized that a position of maintaining the status quo
was more realistic.
The positions of the "Young Old' and the "Old Old'
in

will be greatly affected by the amount of power

they possess.

This is, to a considerable extent, a function

of their numbers but, it also will be affected by how
effectively organized they are.

If older Americans

distinguish themselves as a political force and unite on the
basis of their age to further social programs, like Social
Security and Medicare, with the help of aging advocates,
they will be effective.
Additionally, the need for effective age-based
organizations will be more salient as the aged population
expands.

Historically, those aged who became incapacitated

or retired remained in the extended family.

Now more

individuals survive beyond retirement, live outside the
family and have only the government to turn to for Bupport.
Thus, Social Security and Medicare provide a large portion
of their income.

This dependency has fostered
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self-consciousness and the growth of interest groups.

The

American Association of Retired Persons claimed DYer 27
million members ages 55 and over as of 1987 (National
Journal, 1987); the National Council of Senior Citizens 3.5
million and the National Council on Aging reported 1,400
affiliates (Foner, 1985).

These interest groups give their

members a sense of identity.

In a survey conducted in five

of siK states where AARP sponsored a project to help persons
age 50 years and over to identify issues important to them,
it was found that AARP members Mere more likely to be
involved in recent political activities.

The data indicated

that more members have written letters to an elected
official on an issue concerning them than nonmembers.

Also,

more members have contributed money to a political candidate
than had the others (Modern Maturity, 1987).
These old age organizations have access to policy
makers and have become an established part of the political
scene.

They are more effective than earlier organizations

(Ward, 1984).

Also, they have become bureaucratized.

They

are less dependent on charismatic leadership (as with the
Townsend Movement of the 1920'5 and 1930'5) and have greater
financial resources.

They have represented the elderly

before Congress, the eKecIltive branch of government, and
state legislatures and governments.
According to the

these active

groups have engaged in at least one of these activities:
lobbying, educating their membership during and after
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political campaigns, and capitalizing an the media to inform
the general populace about the concerns of alder Americans
1982).
base on

These organizations also have a

to build political

They favor the

establi.shment of a National Health Insurance program and
according to Decker, "the fight for this legislation
test their strength" (Decker, 1980).
Consequently. the Middle Aged, the 'Young Old",
family members and organized groups

an behalf of the

aged exert as much an influence an programs benefitting the
elderly as the efforts of the elderly themselves.
The Middle Aged in this study identified strongly
with labor unions.

As this group ages they, also, may gain

with the help of the unions.

Crandall painted aut

that mare unions were becoming concerned with what happens
to their members fallowing retirement.
money.

Unions possess the

and effective organizations to bring about

change for the aged (Crandall. 1980).

For example. the

National Council of Senior Citizens represents 4.5 million
alder Americans, particular union retirees. and was a leader
in the fight to establish Medicare
1987).
Because of early retirement plans of many unions,
Crandall discussed how the aged will be a large.
and vocal segment of retired union

urging their

union to obtain benefits for them (Crandall, 1980).
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Also. a growing group of service providers,
and

in

whose

professional careers are dependent an
resources. are
Trained
in
have

programs and

for older Americans.

have a considerable
of designing policies on behalf of
access

data

means to direct programs

aged.

They

older people and have the
are in

developmental stage

at various agencies (Crandall, 1980).
The Townsend Movement of the thirties reminds one
that alder Americans do have the ability to connect and
engage in planned action surrounding problems that affect
their daily lives.
consequence of

Significant political change may be a
continued

action of alder

Americans and organized groups

on their behalf.

This study is the only one of its kind that has
explored the comparative political participation of the
"Yaung Old" and

"Old Old".

The research demonstrated

how diverse literature on political participation can be
organized and
age stratification.

findings extended within a framework of
Examining political participation in

of age stratification can enlighten eXisting political
theorists regarding age-related behavior.
could help to expand the
Many questions, however. emerge for

This approach
of such theories.

future from this
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of age and

an

Mare research is needed

clarify

'Young Old" and

'Old Old" and

policy and

issues.
aver sampling for

age

groups). specifically designed
personal

care behavior. issue preference for
regarding

this

service

and how

political partiCipation. should be
Also.

information about

Old" and 'Old Old";

'Young

in congressional

need to be considered.

Additionally. who are

Old" and 'Old Old"

belong

non-political organizations?

'Young

and
is

degree of

participation in these organizations?

And does

participation lead to further political participation?

In

terms of local issues, to what degree do the 'Voung Old" and
'Old Old" participate?

Do they confine

to only

local levels or are they involved in nationwide politics?
The investigation of the social environment in which
the political participation of older Americans is best
carried

and of the present day situation in which the

elderly find reinforcement for their participation. are also
important areas for future research.

Also. to what degree

do the elderly consider their participatory acts successful?
To address these questions it is necessary

consider

these acts are individual or whether the acts are of
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an aggregration of individuals. such as a community group or
senior center.
Gerontological research has devoted considerable
attention to the social networks of older persons. in terms
of describing the characteristics of those networks and
exploring their implications for personal well being and the
quality of later life.

It is suggested that this approach

continue but. that it also examine the link between social
support and political participation.
Finally. since the data and analysiS showed that age
group differences were present. variations could perhaps be
attributed more to cohort than life-cycle or aging effects.
Therefore. longitudinal analysis is needed to better
understand the future role of the 'Young Old" and 'Old Old".
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APPENDIX A
CORRELATION AMONG FACTORS

34..

As a result of the zero-order correlations with all
Factor I variables. the following variables were excluded
from the hypothesized factor, Political Interest and
Inactive Campaign Activities, because they are not related
td other variables in the matrix:
How often does respondent discuss politics per week?
How often did respondent discuss politics in past week?
How many campaign radio programs did respondent listen to?
How many
articles did respondent read about the
campaign?'
How many newspaper articles about the campaign did respondent
read?
How many tv programs about the campaign did respondent watch?
Thus, factor I was comprised of:
.Does respondent discuss politics with family or friends?
How often does respondent watch national netwDrk news?
Has respondent been interested in'the political campaigns
far?
Did respondent listen to campaign radio programs?
Did respondent read about the campaign in any
Did respondent read about the campaign in any newspaper?
Did respDndent watch any campaign television programs?
Did respondent watch Oct. 7th Reagan-Mondale debate?
Did respondent watch Oct. 21th Reagan-Mondale debate?
Did respondent watch the Bush-Ferraro debate?
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DISC
POll
DISC
POll
WATCH
TV
INTR
CAMP
CAMP
RADIO
CAMP
MAG
CAMP
PAPER
CAMP
TV
DEBATE
1 ST
DEBATE:
2 ND
VICE
PRES
DEBATE

WATCH
TV

1.0 -.16
1.0

INTR
CAMP

CAMP CAMP CAMP CAMP DEBATE DEBATE DEBATE
RADIO MAG PAPER TV 1 ST
2ND VICE PRES

.41

.13

-.39

-.07

1.0

.30
1.0

.25

.27

.23 .4

-.15 -.22 -.27 -.30

.20

.14

-.2B

-.26

.41

.46

.4B

.47

.54

.44

.16

.16

.1B

.13

.12

.09

.28

.16

.12

.17

.16

1.0

.25

.22

.26

.24

.37

.39

.32

.41

.41

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

.44
1. (I

Hi gh correl at ions were found among interest i

II

pol it 1 cdl

campaigns and discuss politics with family and friends (.41). reading
about the campaign in magazines (.41), reading about the campaign in
the newspaper (.46), watching campaign television programs (.4B),and
watching the presidental and vice presidential debates (.47,

.44) ,.

.54,

POSii ti Vi: ,":orr"el atj ons of .41 were al se seen between watchi ng

the first and second debate and, watching the first presidential
debate and the vice-presidential debate.

Watching campaign television

Pi" ograms was negati vel y rei ated to all dependent vari abl es.
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Active Campaign Activity includes:
Did
Did
Did
Did
Did

respondent
respondent
respondent
respondent
respondent

try to influence others" vote choice?
wear a button Dr put a sticker on the car?
attend any political meetings Dr rallies?
work for a party or candidate?
contribute money to a party/candidate/issue?
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INFLUENCE
VOTE
INFLUENCE
VOTE
WEAR
BUTTON
ATTEND
MEETINGS
RALLIES
WORK FOR
PARTY OR
CANDIDATE
GIVE MONEY
TO PARTY
CANDIDATE
OR ISSUE

1.0

WEAR
BUTTON
.18
1.0

ATTEND
MEETlN6S

WORK
PARTY

GIVE
MONEY

.20

.19

.22

.33

.31

.25

.31

.23

1.0

1.0

.26
1.0

The correlations were low among these variables.

The highest

correlation was found between attending political meetings or rallies
and wearing campaign buttons or placing stickers on your ce.r,

(.33).
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Cooperative Activity refers to the question. "In the last silC
did respondent join an organization to solve national
problems?"
was

Because this facto: was comprised of only one variable, it
with Factor I. FactDr II. and Factor IV.

indicated that Factor III is higher

The data

with Campaign Activity.

Therefore, CODperative Activity was combined with Active Campaign
Activity.

COOPERATIVE
ACTIVITY

COOPERATIVE
ACTIVITY

CORP
ACTIV

DISC
POLIT

1.0

.11

CORP
ACTIV

INFLU
VOTE

1.0

.23

CORP
ACTIV
COOPERATIVE
ACTIVITV

1.0

CONTACT
REP
-.16

INTR
CAMP
.16

CAMP
RADIO

CAMP
MAG

CAMP
PAPER

.12

.17

.11

WEAR
BUTTON

ATTEND
MEETING

.18

.18

MET REP
PERSONAL
-.10

WORK
PARTY
.18

ATTEND
MEETINGS

-.07

-.16

GIVE
MONEY
.24

CONTACT FAMILY
STAFF
CONTACT
-.15
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In Factor IV, the information was obtained via districts
regarding:
Contact with u.s. House incumbent
Contact with U.S. House candidate-district with running
incumbent
Non-campaign contact with U.S. incumbent
Contact wi th U. S. House candidate-d'i stri ct wi th no incumbent
representative
The Citizen Contacting variable was comprised of four
different questions which ask about each type of district:
Have
Have
Have
Have
Have

you
you
you
you
you

had contact with your representative?
met him/her personally?
attended meeting where he/she spoke?
had contact with his/hse staff?
family or friends had contact with him/her?

In order to condense these variables into four pertinent
categories-- Contact, Personally, Meeting, Staff and Family/friend
Contact-- they were recoded by district and question.
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HOUSE
INCUMB
HOUSE
INCUMBENT
HOUSE
CANDIDATE
RUNNING INCUMB
NON CAMPAIGN
CONTACT
HOUSE .
CANDIDATE NO
RUNNING INCUMB

HOUSE
INCUMBENT
HOUSE
CANDIDATE
RUNNING
NON CAMPAIGN
CONTACT
HOUSE [.AIIIDIDATE
NO INCUMBENT

1.0

NON CAMP
CONTACT

HOUSE
CANDIDATE
NO INCUMBENT

.33

.00

00

1.0

.00

.00

1.0

.47
1.0

HOUSE
INCUMB

HOUSE
CANDID
RUNNING

NON CAMP
CONTACT

1.0

.15

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1. (J

1.0

HOUSE
CANDI-DATE
NO INCUMBENT

.16
1.0

HOUSE
INCUMB
HOUSE
I NCUI1BENT
HOUSE
CANDIDATE
RUNNING
NON CAMPAIGN
CONTACT
HOUSE
CANDIDATE NO
INCUMBENT

HOUSE
CANDID
RUNNING

1.0

HOUSE
CANDID
RUNNING
.24

NON CAMP
CONTACT

1.0

HOUSE
CANDIDATE
NO INCUMBENT

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

.43
1.0

(Continued)
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HOUSE
I NCUMB
HOUSE
INCUMBENT
HOUSE
CANDIDATE
RUNNING
NON CAMPAIGN
CONTACT
HOUSE .
CANDIDATE NO
INCUMBENT

1.0

HOUSE
CANOl
RUNNING
.17
1.0

NON CAMP
CONTACT
0.0
0.0
1.0

HOUSE
CANDIDATE
NO INCUMBENT
0.0
0.0
.21

0.0
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FIGURE 2
CONDENSED CORRELATION MATRIX
CITIZEN CONTACTING
CONTACT
CONTACT
PERSONAL
MEETING
STAFF
FAMCON

1.00

PERSONAL
.10
1.00

MEETING
.07
.53
1.00

STAFF

FAMCON

.16
.43
.'39

.23
.39
.34
.34

1.00

1.00

. The matrix in Figure 2, shows the correlations among the
contacting variables.

A high correlation can be seen betNeen "Meeting

the representative personally" and "Attending meetings Nhere he/she
spake." This could be due to the fact that personal contact occurrs a1..
the meeting.
A moderate correlation Nas found between "Meeting
representative personally" and" Contact Nith the staff of the
representative".

The correlation betNeen "Contact Nith a

representative and "Attending meetings where he/she spoke," is the
lowest correlation in the matrix.
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APPENDIX B
FACTOR ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL FACTORS
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In the first factor run, using all 21 participation
variables, the results of the pattern matrix indicated that
five factors could be extracted (which were different from
the hypothesized factors). They included new factors which
were deemed: Political Interest, Media Interest, Campaign
Activity. Contacting and General Contacting.

Factor I - Political Interest was comprised of:

*
*

Did respondent read about the
campaign in any magazine?
Does respondent discuss politics with
family and friends?
Has respondent been interested in
the political campaign so far?
Did the respondent read about the
campaign in any newspaper?
Did respondent listen to campaign
radio programs?

.5193
.4699
.4314
.4185
.2653

DUE TO A LOW LOADING THIS VARIABLE WAS DELETED FROM
THE FINAL RUN
The new factor, Media Interest, was made up of four

variables concerning the viewing of the political process
via television

Factor II - Media Interest was comprised of.
Did respondent watch the Oct. 7, Reagan-Mondale
debate?
.6584
Did respondent watch the Bush-Ferraro debate?
.6538

*
*

Did respondent
Reagan-Mondale
Did respondent
programs?
How often does
network news?

watch the Oct. 21,
debate?
watch any campaign T.V.

.6483
.4837

respondent watch national

DUE TO A LOW LOADING THIS VARIABLE WAS DELETED FROM

.3924
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THE FINAL ANALYSIS
The next factor, Contact did meet the expectations.
however, it differentiated Contacting from General
Contacting.

Factor III - Contacing was comprised of
Did respondent meet representative personally?
.7923
Did respondent attend meetings where he spoke?
.6654
Did respondent talk to staff/office of the
representative?
.5083
* Did respondents family or friends have contact
with representative
.4505

*

THIS VARIABLE ALSO LOADS ON CONTACTING, At4D THUS,
WAS DELETED FROM THE ANALYSIS
As a result of this first factor run Cooperative

Activity was not singled out as a factor but instead, was
combined with Active Campaign Activity.

Factor IV-Active Campaign Activity was comprised
of:
Did respondent wear a button or put a sticker
on the car?
.5619
Did respondent attend political meetings or
rallies?
.5180
Di d respondent
for a party or
candidate?
.5512
Did respondent contribute money to a political
party/issue /candidate?
.4189
* In the last six months did respondent join
--a:n-or-g-a:nTzat-ion to solve national problems? .3112
* Did respondent try to influence others'
vote choice
.2694

*

INFLUENCE OTHER'S VOTE CHOICE LOADES ON FACTOR I
POLITICAL INTEREST AND IS ALSO TOO LOW THUS. IT WAS
DELETED FROM THE FINAL ANALYSIS

._--------358

*

DUE TO A LOW LOADING THIS VARIABLE WAS DELETED FROM
THE FINAL ANALYSIS
The last *actor, Factor V, General contacting was
comprised of only one variable:
Did respondent have contact with a representative?
.4759

The actual question read:
There are many ways in which U.S. representatives
can have contact with the people from their districts. Think
of (NAME) who has been a U.S. representative in Washington.
Have you come in contact with or learned about him/her
through any of these ways?

*

FACTOR FIVE WAS DELETED FROM THE FINAL ANALYSIS BECAUSE:

IT IS COMPRISED OF ONLY ONE VARIABLE AND IT WAS REDUNDENT
WITH THE QUESTION, "HAVE YOU MET THE RESPONDENT PERSONALLV"
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APPENDIX C
INTERCORRELATION OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
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Figure 3
CORRELATIONS OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES AMON6 SUB6ROUPS
AND THE TOTAL SAMPLE
_===============================================m==========
. VARIABLES
YOUN6
MIDDLE
YOUN6
OLD
TOTAL
OLD
SAMPLE
OLD
A6ED

Prof spec
Edu and occ .459*
Edu'and inc:
.367
Home and inc .434*
Mar and sex
.050
Rac:e and clo -.243
to Blacks

.410*
.471*
.313
.125
-.187

.400*
.384
.317
.235
-.137

.370
.454*
.317
.513*
-.430*

.386
.419*
.337
.143
-.213

Say in gov and officials don't care about what a person like
me thinks.502*:
.440*
.419*
.420* I .471*
As shown in Figure 3 the highest intercorrelation
of independent variables; correlations of .40 or higher.
were found among education and occupation (for the Young,
Middle Aged and 'Young Old'); education and income (for the
Middle Aged. the 'Old Old'and the Total Sample);
homeownership and income (for the Young); marital status and
income (for the 'Old Old'); race and identification with
blac:ks (for the 'Old Old'); Political Efficacy variables-"say in government" and "offiCials don't care" (for all the
subgroups and the total sample). Thus, each independent
variable was regressed on all other independent variables.
The R2's were small, rangining from .18 to .29.
Thus. no symptoms or multic:ollinearity were present.
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FIGURE 4
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
N=1,969
2-WAY

NS-SI6

Age
Education

.58

Age
Income

.74

Age
Sex

.30

Education
Sex

3-WAY
Age
Education
Income

.73

NS-SIG

.14

Age
Income
Sex

.20

Age
Education
Sex

.37

Figure 4 represents ANOVA for all respondents on overall
Political Participation.
Old" and 'Old Old".

Age was coded as: Young, Middle Aged,

'Young

Only four vay"iables were tested for intel-actions

because these were deemed as important determinants of political
participation by the empirical literature.

The results of the ANOVA

indicate that no interactions (2-way or 3-way) were present among
edcuation. income, sex" and

age.

'.
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APPENDIX D
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
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Discriminant analysis is a statistical technique in
which linear combinations of variables are used to
distinguish between two or more categories.

In this case,

the analysis discriminated among the active Middle Aged,
active 'Old Old' and active 'Voung Old'.
By emphasizing the variables that best distinguish
the three groups of active political participants, the
discriminant analysis provided another approach to
estimating the relative importance of Personal, Situational,
Group Identification and Political Efficacy variables.

The

benefits of this technique were the same as those for
regression analysis.

The main difference was that

discriminant analysis treated the dependent variable
(political participation) as being measured at the nominal
level.

Also, this analysis defined a smaller subset of

political activists (n=434) and discussed which variables
were related to political participation.
To implement the ancilysis of differences among the
active Middle Aged, the 'Young Old' and the 'Old Old', the
Political Participation IndeK was divided into four equal
percentiles.

The

507. were considered the active

political partiCipants (n=833).

The decision as to where to

draw the line in marking off the so called politically
active from the politically inactive was solely an arbitrary
one.
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In Woodward and Roper's study (1950), they
segregated the lOX of the population with the highest scores
and called them the "very active" while the 1770 with the
next highest scores were the "fairly active."

When the two

groups were combined, their grouping comprised 27X of their
adult population.
A study by Hughes and Peek using discriminant
analysis to differentiate between active traditional- role
and active modern- role women, considered one or more
participatory acts- 427. of their sample, as the active
participants.

The politically inactive group did not

participate in any acts- 587. of their sample (Hughes and
Peek, 1986).
Of the 1,969 respondents in this
only 427. of the total sample (including Young respondents)
were active political participants.

These figures on

participation gave support to the conclusion made by
Woodward and Roper in 1950 that "in America the few act
politically for the many."
Originally, for the multivariate discriminant
function analysis all of the variables from the regression
analysis were used.
union membership,

Due to missing information on labor

(wh1ch made it impossible for the 'Old

Old" to be included in the analysis) this variable was not
included in the analysis.

Therefore, the other 17 Personal,

Situational, Group Identification and Political Efficacy
variables were entered into the discriminant function.
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In this analysis, 434 cases were used.

Due to

missing information 399 active respondents, out of the
possible 833, were e>:cluded.

Thus, this

discriminant

analysis was comprised of 89X of the active "Old Old", 95X
of the active "Young Old" and 97X of the active Middle Aged.
results of this analysis are summarized in Tables 54, 55
and 56.
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TABLE 54
DISCRIMINATING AMONG THE ACTIVE MIDDLE AGED,
ACTIVE "YOUNG OLD" AND THE ACTIVE "OLD OLD" (N=434)
ACTIVE
MIDDLE AGED
N=193

ACTIVE
YOUNG OLD
N=198

ACTIVE
OLD OLD
N=43

Education
13.B4
Income
19.55
Occupation
a. Executive
.41
b. Prof. spec
.37
.52
Sex
Marital statulS
.74
Married
.04
Widowed
Children
.45
Ethnic:ity
.93
Att to campaign
.97

12.78
23.26

11.66
20.83

.37
.31
.51

.38
.32
.39

.71

.17
.06
.91
.95

.42
.53
.00
.93
.92

Reside in Comm 26.0B
Reside in House 9.16
Employment status
a. Working
.Bl
Retired
.01
b.
.84
Home ownership
Living arrangement
Alone
.21
Spouse
.72

41.53
17.58

36.69
20.65

.31
.47
.86

.12
.77
.83

.23
.69

.49
.41

VARIABLES

*

*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*

laBQYE_!;bQ§!i§!
.81
a. Elderly
.56
.79
.06 *
b. Blades
.41
.36
.25 *
.92
.75
c. Labor union
*
.03
Environment
.06
.02
c.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1_ _
(Continued)
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TABLE 54 (Continued)
DISCRIMINATING AMONG THE ACTIVE MIDDLE AGED,
ACTIVE 'YOUNG OLD" AND THE ACTIVE 'OLD OLD' (N=434)
===========================================================
ACTIVE
ACTIVE
ACTIVE
MIDDLE AGED
OLD OLD
YOUNG OLD
N=193
N=43
N=198
VARIABLES

.46

.41

.79
.47

SCI";I abt government.77
Off don"t care
.49
Too complex
.43

*

.48
.49
.22

.36

*
*

DIFFERENCE IN UNADJUSTED MEANS WAS STATISTICALLV
SIGNIFICANT AT OR BEVOND THE .05 LEVEL
It can be seen from Table 54 that unadjusted group

means were different for the active Middle Aged,

'Young Old"

and 'Old Old' for the following variables: education,
marital status, having children, house and community
residence, working, retirement, living arrangement,
identification with the elderly, say about government, and
politics not being too complicated.

They were statisticallY

significant at the .05 level or beyond.

For example, the

group means showed that the active Middle aged (x=13.84)
were slightly more educated than the active 'Young Old'
(x=12.7B) and the active '1J1d Old"

11:=11.66).

The active

Middle Aged were significantly working compared to the
active older age groups.

The active Middle Aged and the

'VOllng Old" were married and living with their spouses
compared to the 'Old Old".

The 'Young Old' have lived in
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their residence longer than the active 'Old Old' and
significantly more than the active Middle Aged.

The active

Middle Aged and the 'Young Old' were significantly more
efficacious than the active 'Old Old".

Income, attention to

the campaign, home ownership, and ethnicity were similar
'among all active respondents.

Although four other

variables-- education, feeling closest to labor unions, and
blacks, and feeling that politics was not too complicated-eHibited noticeable

in group means, in

comparison to these variables, their combined contribution
to the discriminant function was minimal.
A standardized discriminant function coefficient was
completed for each estimate which showed the relative
contribution of th .. t' variable to the function, with t,he
effect of the other variables controlled for.

Only two

discriminant functions were necessary to display the three
active age groups.

This indicated that political activity

c .. n be represented best in a two dimensional space with
three groups representing distinct clusters of points around
these two di mensi ons.

From Tabl e 55, "peopl e l i Ice me do

have say in government" (.56). marital status; being married
1.65), widowed (.64), not having children (-.52). being

retired (.50), and not living alone (-45) appear to be the
variables with the largest standardized coefficient.

The

standardized discriminant functions were of great analytical
importance.

When the sign was ignored, each coefficient

represented the relative contribution of its associated
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variable to .that function.

The sign denotes whether the

variable made a positive or negative contribution.

The

interpretation was analogous to the interpretation of Beta
in regression analysis.

That is, for FLlnction I, being

married made the most significant contribution, followed by
not having children in the home

living alone.

Other study variables-- sex, attention to the
campaign, type of community, interest group membership,
"public officials don't care about what people like me
think" and "politics is too complicated for a person like me
to understand", did not enter into either of the functions,
indicating that they were not significant variables for
distinguishing any of the groups from each other.
To more specifically compare the standardized
discriminant functions to the

weights of regression

analysis, for the active Middle Aged (N=1991. income (B=.29)
and identification with the elderly (B=-15) were significant
predictors of political particiaption.
'Young Old'

For the active

(N=207), identification with blacks (B=.221,

interest group membership (8=.21> and "politics is to
complicated for a person like me to understand" (8=.161 were
significant.

For the active 'Old Old'

(N=46), sales (B=.41)

and administrative support occupations (8=.33) and say in
government (8=.35) were Significant. Differences were due to
sample size and the fact that discriminant analysis
condensed the age groups into two functions.
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TABLE 55
DISCRIMINATING AMONG THE ACTIVE MIDDLE AGED,
ACTIVE 'YOUNG OLD' AND ACTIVE 'OLD OLD'
STANDARDIZED DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION COEFFICIENT
VARIABLES
FUCTION I
FUNCTION I I

Marital status
a. Married
b. Widowed
Income
Children
Ethnicity

Living with spouse
Resid in community
Resid in house/apt
Employment status
a.
Worl(ing
b. Retired
Home ownership

a.

Elderly

Say about government

Eigenvalue

7. of Vari ance

.6544
.3751
.0814
-.5226
-.1417

-.3902
.6371
-.1357
.3090
-.2397

-.4553
.0496
.3475

.3634
-.3429
.0831

-.2385
.4958
.1154

.1934
.1860
.0168

.1495

-.2170

-.0580

.5587

1.2219
89.55

.1425
10.45

Correct classification
Canonical discriminant functions
evaluated at group centroid
1. Middle Aged
-1.1892
.7744
2. 'Young Old'
1.7717
3. 'Old Old'

72 X

.1086
-.3143
.9597
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The usefulness of standardized coefficients is
determined by its ability to show which variables
contributed most to determining scores on the functions.

It

can be seen from Table 55, that the first function was
strongly related to being married, not having children in
tHe home, being retired, and not living alone.

Length of

community and house/apt residence were slightly related to
both functions.

Working. identification with the elderly,

income, race and home ownership were weakly related to both
functions and were the last variables to enter the function
when steplllise procedures were used.
The second function, on the

hand, was mare

closely related to feeling that one has say in government
decisions and being widowed.

The results of this analysis

allowed 72% of both groups to be classified correctly in
their initial groups.

When the Tau statistic was

calcul ated, as recommended by Klecka,

(1983) the results

indicated that the observed classification is 83.2% better
than woul d have been e>lpected on the basi s of chance.
In order to name the two functions, the total
structure coefficients presented in Tables 56, were
examined.

coefficients tell different infDrmation

than the standardized coefficients.

The standardized

coefficient relates the variables· contribution in
calculating the'discriminant score.

This is only one means

of determining the variables· importance.
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The structure coefficients, on the other hand, were
bivariate correlations and were not influenced by
relationships with other variables.

They were directly

analogous to a factor loading; it indicated the closeness of
the relationship between a discriminating variable and the
di·scriminant function of which it was one component.
According to Klet:ka, a function can be named on the basis of
a structure coefficient by noting the variables with the
highest coefficients.

If those variables measured a similar

characteristic. the function was named after that
characteristic (Klecka, 1983).
In Table 56, being retired has the highest
coefficient on Funt:tion I,

(.7673), the nellt highest was

ha\;ing children (-.6799). then working (-.6055).
house/apartment residence (.4888), being widowed (.4863) and
feeling closest to the elderly (.3286).

Thus, the first

function seemed to represent an 'Old Old',
retired-chi ldless- fLlnction with high positive score on
retirement, widowhood and. the extended period of living in
one's home that was assot:iated with this age group.
The second function represented more the 'Young
Old'/Middle Aged dimension. with ·higher scores on this
dimension being associated with say in government and not
being widowed.
group.

This was also associated with this age

r
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TABLE 56
TOTAL. STRUCTURE CO.EFFICIENTS
FUNCTION I
"OLD OLD"

Living with spouse
Married
Wfdowed
Community residence
House/apt residence
Home ownership
Ethnicity
Income
Say in government
Children
Close to elderly

-.1744
-.0831
.4863
.2387
.4888
.0453
-.0133
-.2474
-.1758
-.6799
.3268

FUNCTION II
'YOUNG OLD"
MIDDLE AGED
-.1189
-.1747
-.4707
-.3545
-.0524
-.0321
.1016
-.0376
.5393
.281)6
-.2082

Work status
Working
-.6055
.1094
.7673
Retired
.0690
===========================================================
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Having named tha functions, determining tha
substantive meaning of the discriminatory power of each
function was presented.

Table 55 also presents the values

of tha canonical discriminant function evaluated at tha
group centroid.
The first Function, retired/childless/residency
fLlnction or (Personal Characteristic function) serve to
distinguish the 'Old Old' from the other age groups and had
a high positive value (1.7717).
a high group mean,

(.7744).

The 'Young Old", also, had

The Middle Aged had a high

negative value for this function

(-1.892).

For the second

function. efficacy/married function or (Situational and
Efficacy function), the Middle Aged had a low positive value
at their respective groLlp centroid with the 'Old Old' halVing
a strong pOSitive valLie but not as high as that for Function
I.

The 'Young Old' had a waak negative value for this

Function (-.3143), at the group centroid.

Since this

Function represented a married/efficacy dimension we were
lead to conclude that the 'Old Old" were distinguished from
the Middle Aged, in that the Middle Aged

more

efficacious and were married.
The eigenvalues were, also, reported in Table 55.
The size of the eigenvalue was relatad to the discriminatory
power of that function; the larger the eigenvalue. the
greater the discrimination.

Thus, the first Function was

the most powerful and 1.12219 was more than eight times
larger than the eigenvalue for the second largest Function.

,
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When eigenvalues were converted to relative percentages, the
first function accounts for 89.55 percent of the variance;
the total discriminating power in this equation.

When the

significance of Lamda was tested for both functions
anticipated, they were both significant.
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The implication

was that both dimensions represented all of the observed
difference between groups and that the derived functions
were statistically significant as a set.

This was

satisfactory because the objective was to reduce the
discriminating information to the least number of
dimensions.
The outcome of the discriminant function analysis
produced the observati ons that

E:€l!:§9o.s!._!;;!!sU::slit€l!:!.§ii.Ii§--

being married and not having children in the home,

eii!:!eti9o.S!!._!;;!:ls!::!!llit!l!!:i§t!.£§-- being retired and length of
residence in house or apartment, and
"people like me do have a say in government" were the
variables that best distinguished among the active Middle
Aged, active 'Young Old" and active 'Old Old'.

A plausible

e::planation of these findings was that with retirement, it
may be that leisure was expanded for those individuals who
___ previously had

thus. political participation may be

a subsititute for other lost activities.

Further, the

family status of being married may become more important
than social class status (although income and education were
entered as discriminant functions their contribution was
minimall.

As people age, these and additional changes
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with the life

may override social

differences in
The results of this analysis showed that Personal,
Situational, Group

and

variables that best distinguished between the three
age groups were employment, marital status, length of
and internal political efficacy.
Sex,

(Personal

type of community

(Situational Characteristics), "feeling closest" to labor
union, business and evangelist groups and,
don"t care aboLlt what people like me thinl:", were not useful
in predicting political participation among the study sample
in both analyses.
professional

Finally, neither executive nor
occupations, were significant among

the sample in the regression analysis, nor were helpful in
amor.g the active Middle Aged,

'Young Old' and

'Old Old". Thus, a more refined typology of active polit.ical
participation was presented.
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Figure 5
ABBREVIATIONS
ABBREVIATION

DEFINITION

Edu
Occ
Inc
Prof. spec.
Prot.. Ser.
Mach. op.
At.t. t.o camp
At t.o cam
Resid. in comm.

Educat.ion
Occupat.ion
Income
Prof.essional specialit.y
Pot.ect.ive service
Machine operat.or
At.t.ent.ion t.o t.he campaign
At.t.ent.ion t.o t.he campaign
Lengt.h of residence in the
communit.y
Lengt.h of house/apartment residence
Employment status
Type of community
Small t.own
Black
Labor union
Environmentalist.
Conservat.ives
People like me don"t. have a say in
government
Officials don"t. care what. people
like me t.hink
Politics is to complicated for a
persen like me t.o underst.and

Resid. in House
Emp st.at..
Type of comm.
Sm t.own
Bl
L un
Environ
Conser
Say abt. gov.
Off. Don"t. Care
Too Complex
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APPENDIX E
ABBREV I All DNS

Page 1 of2
Beatrice Terrien-Somerville
From:

EMMGT@aol.com

Sent:

Sunday, April 03, 2011 9:00 AM

To:

bt3@columbia.edu

Subject: Re:· Conversion from D.S.W. to Ph.D. degree
Hi,
Thank you so much I agree.

Elena Guagenti-Tax, PHD, LCSW-R
Certified EMDR and Imago, Individual and Couple's Psychotherapist
White Plains, New York 10605
Phone (91
Fax (914) 958:.7691
In a message dated 4/1/2011 5:22:01 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, bt3@columbia.edu
writes:
Dear Dr. Guagenti-Tax,

A committee of three GSAS faculty has now reviewed your
application for conversion of your D.S.W. degree to a Ph.D. and has
unanimously recommended approval of the conversion. The three faculty
included one in Social Work and· two in other Ph.D. programs. GSAS
Executive Committee policy requires that the identity of the
committee members not be revealed.

The GSAS Dissertation Office will change the cover sheet on
your dissertation to read "D.S.W. converted to Ph.D.," and will
create an electronic deposit copy of your dissertation and send it to
the Columbia Libraries' Academic Commons and UMI/Proquest. GSAS will
also contact the Columbia Registrar with a request to remove ·the
D.S.W. from your record and replace it with the Ph.D." degree. The new
degree will be backdated to the same year in which you earned the
D.S.W. degree. The appropriate notation on your curriculum vitae
should be: D.S.W. awarded in [original year] and degree title
converted to Ph:D. in 2011.

Please reply to this e-mail to let us know that you agree to
the electronic deposit of your dissertation and that you accept the
backdated award of the Ph.D. As soon as we complete the steps above
we will notify you that the awarding of your Ph.D. is complete. At
that point, you may obtain a new diploma by completing the diploma
replacement application at
http://reqistrar . col umbia. edu/files/registrar
20replacement%20diploma%20REV.pdf and emailing it to
diplomas@columbia.edu <mailto: diplomas@columbia.edu>. The new
diploma cost will be waived. Note that transcripts after 1983 can be

4/4/2011

Page 2 of2

revised to print the change of degree; transcripts prior to 1982 cannot be
changed.

Information about GSAS's new electronic deposit is available at:
http://www.columbia.edu/cu/gsas/sub/dissertation/deposit/edeposit/index.html.
Please note that the information on the Deposit Gateway page does not apply
to degree conversions.

Congratulations on the successful conversion of your D.S.W. degree to a
Ph.D.

Sincerely,

Beatrice Terrien
Associate Dean, Columbia University
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
107 Low Memorial Library
535 West 116 Street
New York, NY 10027
(V) 212.854.2319
(F) 212.854.6817
bt3@columbia.edu

4/4/2011

C.:C)LUMBIA
UNIVER.SITY

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

APPLICATION FOR POSSIBLE CONVERSION OF D.S.W. TO PH.D.
(this Application is only for alumni who received the Columbia D.S.W. between 1967 and 1992)
Part I: To Be Completed By Applicant

(stark)

(city)
Home Phone:

q i -Jr:l- i- f ('1/
J

.

E-mail Address:

---=Jt....!...

'Pol If,

Dissertation Title:

c·f

Work Phone:

C) I d:U' '

It W\f:/ (( ci nJ

(zip)

11 'i - 9 y)) -3 -:J. fr
_______

Pcv.fl c( eel/,
'

Is this Dissertation copy identical to the one used at the D.S.W. defense between 1967 and 1992?

--

Yes

If "No," why not: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Packet Check List (please initial)
__
/-.-Application for Possi'ble Conversion of D.S.W. to Ph.D.
/ . Check (made payable to Trustees of Columbia University)
__
/_" Transcripts (Request form has been mailed to the Registrar)
___.' Dissertation (4 copies)

----

I certify that the information above is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
()

Signature (required)

-..

. '7

y- (J':'·/u

' /

Date

'IlIlIm!:fKCTlI OT:f'lJllaSl.D

°

°

.

.

(}':;

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK
NAME: Elena Marie Guagenti-Tax
ID# : XXX-XX-7576
SCHOOL: SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
DEGREE(S) AWARDED:
Advanced Certificate
DoctC?r of Social Welfare

DATE AWARDED:
May 16, 1984
May 18, 1988

SUBJECT COURSE TITLE
NUMBER

PROGRAM: ADVANCED SOCIAL WELFARE
PROGRAM: Social Work
POINTS GRADE

Fall 1982
IIOF
SOCW

T4122
T8801

PROBABLITY-STATISTCL INFE
SOC WELFARE HISTORY-PHILOSOPHY

..

Sunmer '1983
IIOF

T4123

----- -

4.00
3.00

---

-

STATISTICAL INFERENCE

B+
VG
-

..

3.00 A

Fall 1983
IIOF
POLS
SOCI
SOCW

T5122
G8250
G4047
T8503

MULTIVARIATE TOPICS-STATI
COLL-GOVRNMTL POLCY MKNG-ADMIN
URBAN SOCIOLGY & SOCIAL POLICY
SUBSTNTVE ISSUS-EMPIRICL RSRCH

3.00 B+
3.00 B+
3.00 B+
3.00 E

Spring 1984
POLS
PUBH
SOCW
SOCW
SOCW
SOCW

G6201 THE NATIONAL GOVERNING PROCESS
P8425 QUASI EXPERIMNTATN-EPIDEMIOLGY
T8003 COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
T8003 SOCIAL WORK RESEARCHT8502 RESEARCH METHODS IN SOCIAL WRK
T8505 DISSERTATION SEMINAR

3.00 B+
3.00 A3.00 VG
3.00 E
3.00 VG
0.00 F

Sunmer 1984
PUBH

S6527 HEALTH NEEDS ASSESSMENT

3.00

B+

0.00

P

3.00

R

3.00

R

Fall 1984
SOCW

T8505

DISSERTATION SEMINAR
Fall 1985

SOCW

T9800 DOCTORAL RESEARCH I NSTRUCTI ON
Spring 1986

SOCW

T9800 DOCTORAL RESEARCH I NSTRUCTI ON
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GRADING SYSTEM

SCHOOL/PROGRAMS

Columbia College Continuing Education, Dental and Oral Surgery, Engineering
and Applied Science, GeneralStudles, Graduate School 01 Arts and Sciences,
International and Public AHalrs, Library Service, Human Nutrition, Nursing,
Occupational
" Physical Therapy, Spacial Studle. Program, Summer Session.

A, B, C, 0, F (excellent, good, fair, poor, lailing). NOTE; Plus and minus signs and the grade of
P (Pass) are used in some schools. The grade 01 0 is not used in the D.D.S. Program, the Post·
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American Language Program, Journalism, Centar lor Psychoanalytic
Training and Research
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Architecture

HP (high pass). P (pass), LP (lOW pass), F (failing), and A, B, C, 0, F· used June 1991 and
thereafter P (pass). F (failing) . used prior to June 1991.

Arts, College 01 Physicians and Surgeons

H (honors), P (pass), F (failing).

Business

H (honors). HP (high pass). P1 (pass), LP (lOW pass), F (failing).

Law

E (excellent, VG (very good), G (good). P (pass),
U (unsatisfactory), CR (credit).
A+ through C (no piUS or minus with C) IS used beginning with the class which entered Fall
1994.

(Any student may at any time, request that he or she be graded on the basis of
Credlt·Unsatlslactory. A student electIng this option may revoke it at any time
and receive or request a copy 01 his or her transcript with grades recorded In
accordance with the policy lIated In the school bulletin.)

Public Health

A, B, C, 0, F· used Summer 1985 and thereafter.
H (honors), P (pass), F (failing) . used prior to Summer t985.

SocIal Work

E (excellent), VG (very good). G (good), MP (minimum pass), F (failing).
A through C (piUS or minus with C) is used beginning with the class which entered Fall 1997.

NOTE;

All students who cross·register into other schools of the University are graded in the A, B, C, D. F grading system regardless of the grading system of thair own school, except in the schools of
Arts (prior to Spring 1993) and in Journalism (prior to Autumn t 992) in which the grades of P (pass) and F (failing) were assigned.

,,"of "A"

Effective Fall 1996, transcripts of Columbia Collage students show the percentage of grades in the 'A' (A+, A. A·) range in all classes with at least 12 grades, the mark of "R" excluded.
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OTHER GRADES USED IN THE UNIVERSITY

AB

= Excused absence Irom final examination

R

CP = Credit pending. Assig:led in graduate courses which regularly Involve research
projects extending beyond the end of the term. Until such time as a passing or failing grade is
assigned, satisfactory progress IS implied.

F*
IN
MU

=

Registered for course; no qualitative grade assigned

UW =

Unofficial Withdrawal

W

Withdrew from course

=

YC = Year Course. Assigned at the end of the first term 01 a year course. A single grade for
the entire course Is given upon completion of the second term.

Course dropped unoffiCially
WOrk incomplete

= Make·up. Studem has the privilege of taking a second linal examination.

AU =

Audit (Auditing Division Only)

The Cumulative Index, " shown, does not reflect courses taken before the Spring of 1982.

KEY TO COURSE LISTINGS
A course listing consists of a area, a capitalletter(s) (denotes school bulletin) and the four digit course number. (see below)
The firs' dIgit of the course number indicatEls the level of the
course, as follows;

The cap/lal leHer indicates the University school, division or
affiliate offering the course;

A
B
BC

C

o

E
F
G
H

J
K
L
M

Graduate SChool of Architecture, Planning and
Preservation
SCh!'ol of Business
Barnard College
Columbia College
School of Dental and Oral Surgery
School of Engineering and Applied Science
School of General Studies
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
Reid Hall (Paris)
Graduate School of Journalism
SChool of Library Services/Continuing Education
(Effective Fall 2002)
SChool of Law
College of Physicians and Surgeons, School of
Nursing, Institute of Human Nutrition; Program in
Occupational Therapy, Program in Physical
Therapy, Psychoanalytical Training and Research

o
P
Q
R
S
T
TA·TZ
U
V
W
Y
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Summer Session
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School 01 International and Public Affairs
Interschool course
Interfaculty course
Teachers College
American Language Program
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